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SOME BASIC STRUCTURES IN INTERPERSONAL JUDGMENT 

ABSTRACT 

J. R. Adams-Webber 
Brock University 

St. Catharines, Ontario L25 3A 1 

This discussion is concerned with several possible interpretations of 
three basic proportions observed in a series of repertory grid experiments: 
( 1) people assign themselves to the positive poles of about 75~ of 
constructs, (2) they assign others to the negative poles of constructs 
approximately 37% of the time, ~nd (3) they also assign themselves and 
others to the opposite poles of constructs about 37% of the time. 
Implications of these findings, together with those of some related 
repertory grid data, are elaborated within the framework of personal 
construct psuchology and other models of interpersonal judgment. 

INTRODUCTION 
Persona 1 construct theory, as formulated by George Ke lly ( 1955) and 
summarized by Adams-Webber ( 1984a), assumes that we commonly use 
bipolar distinctions (termed 'constructs'), such as generous/stingy. to 
evaluate our own behaviour and that of others. Kelly's ( 1955) repertory 
grid test (described by Adams-Webber, 1984b) has played an integral role 
in the development of this theory. lt is essentially a complex sorting task 
in which a list of people ('figures'), which usually includes the self. are 
categorized successively on the basis of several bipolar constructs. We 
can either elicit a sample of 'personal constructs' from every subject 
individually, or supply the same 'standard' set of constructs to all 
subjects alike. The data generated by each subject are entered into a 
separate two-dimensional table, or 'grid', in which there is a column for 
every figure and a row for every construct. Each row-column intersect in 
this grid contains either a· 1 · or ·o· indicating which pole of a given 
construct was applied to a particular figure. 
The structural analysis of repertory grid data to be discussed here 
assumes also that all of the constructs in a given subject's grid can be 
mapped onto the fundamental distinction between positive and negative 
(see Adams-Webber, 1982). For instance, generous designates behaviour 
that typically is regarded as 'positive' in Western culture, and the opposite 
pole of this distinction, referred to here as stingy. typically is considered 
to be 'negative·. Although, our model contains no general assumptions 
about what kinds of behaviour will be evaluated positively or negatively in 
any particular culture (see Rapoport, 1982), specific assumptions of this 
kind were made in many of the experiments that I will mention. 

REPERTORY GRID ANALYSIS -s;"-



Given a repertory grid in which n figures (columns), including the self. 
have been categorized dichotomously on the basis of m. bipolar constructs 
(rows)... we can let .SO. represent the number of constructs on which the 
self is assigned to the positive poles (these are designated as Tyoe 1 
constructs). P the total frequency of positive judgments concerning 
others, LS the overall frequency with which others are assigned to the 
same poles of constructs as the self. LSP the frequency of positive 
judgments concerning others when the self also is judged positively. USP 
the frequency of positive judgments concerning others on constructs 
where the self is assigned to the negative poles (these are designated as 
Tyoe 2 constructs), LSN the frequency of negative judgments about 
others on the same (Type 2) constructs, and USN the frequency of negative 
judgments about others on (Type I) constructs where the self is positive. 
If the values~ P and LS are specified, we can calculate LSP. and then, 
USP.LSN. and USN. 

Since, by definition, P = LSP + USP and LS = LSP + LSN 
lt fo11ows that, P + LS • 2LSP + USP + LSN 
Therefore, P + LS - (USP + LSN) = 2 LSP 
Since, LSP + USP + LSN + USN = m (n- 1) 
and, LSP + USN = Sp (n - 1 ) 
By subtraction, USP + LSN =(m- Sp)(n- I) 
By substitution, (P + LS) -(m - Sp)(n- I) = 2 LSP 
Conclusion: LSP • I /2 [(P + LS) -(m - Sp)(n- 1 )] 

Under the 'null hypothesis' that this grid may have been generated by a 
purely random process, such as tossing an unbiased coin m(n) times and 
recording a P for each head and aN for each tail, the expected values of 
each of these indices would be as follows: Sp = m/2; P = LS = m(n-1 )/2; 
LSP = USP = LSN = USN = m(n-1 )/4. 

THREE HYPOTHESES BASED ON PREVIOUS FINDINGS 
( 1) P = 5m(n-1)/8 {i.e .•. 625 m( n-1)}. The first experimental finding 
that is relevant to this method of repertory grid analysis is that when 
subjects categorize themselves and other persons dichotomously on the 
basis of bipolar constructs such as generous-stingy. they tend to assign 
other persons, on average, to the positive poles (e.g., generous) 
approximately 62.5% of the time. This finding has been replicated by 
several investigators. using elicited and provided constructs, with adults 
and children of every age between 8 and 22, with English, French. and 
Polish speaking subjects, in Canada, England. Poland, Trinidad and the 
United States (Adams-Webber, 1978, 1979, 1985a; Adams-Webber & 
Benjafield, 1973; Adams-Webber & Rodney, 1983; Benjafield & 
Adams-Webber, 1975; 1976; Benjafield & Green, 1978; Benjafield & 
Pomeroy, 1978; Leenaars. 1981; Marczewska, 1983; Rigdon & Epting, 
1982; Romany & Adams-Webber. 1981 ). 
(2) LS = 5m(n-l)/8 {i.e., .625 m(n-1)}. Previous studies also have shown 
repeatedly that normal adults exhibit a propensity to assign themselves 



and others to the same poles of bipolar constructs about 62.5" of the time 
(Adams-Webber, 1979, 1985a,b; Adams-Webber & Davidson, 1979; 
Adams-Webber & Rodney, 1983; Benjafield & Adams-Webber: 1975). We 
have observed about the same relative frequency of 'Hke-self' judgments 
when subject characterize strangers, or either sex, just met for the first 
time as when they describe parents and siblings (Adams-Webber, 1979). 
Thus, degree of familiarity does not seem to be a relevant variable. 
Furthermore, comparable results have been obtained when constructs were 
elicited from each participant individually as when the same 'standard' 
list of constructs was supplied to a11 subjects al1ke, or when they used 
mixed sets of elicited and suppHed constructs (cf. Adams-Webber, 1979). 
(3} Sp = 6m/8 {i.e .• . 75 m}. Normal subjects appear to be somewhat more 
generous in judging themselves than in judging others. Specifically, an 
analysis of the repertory grids of 1 ,203 Canadians, ranging in age from 8 
to 20, revealed that, on average, they assigned themselves to the positive 
poles of 75~ of constructs (Adams-Webber, 1985b). 

SOME FURTHER IMPLICATIONS 
(4) P • LS, 

and, by substitution, 
LSP + USP = LSP + LSN 

Therefore, 
(5) USP = LSN 

lt follows that 
(6) LSP = m(n-1 )/2 

Since, 
2LSP = P + LS - (m-Sp)(n-1) 
2LSP • 5m(n-1 )/8 + 5m(n-1 )/8- (m- 6m/8)(n- 1) 
2LSP = I Om(n-1 )/8- 2m(n-l )/8 
2LSP = 8m(n-l )/8 = m(n-1) 
LSP • m(n-1 )/2 

Also, 
(7) USN = m(n-1 )/ 4 

Since, 

Also, 

USN = Sp(n-1 ) - LSP 
USN = 6m(n-1 )/8 - m(n-1 )/2 
USN- 6m(n-1 )/8- 4m(n-1 )/8 
USN = 2m(n-1 )/8 - m(n-1 )/ 4 

(8) LSN == USP = m(n-1 )/8 
since, by definition, 

LSN + USP =(m - Sp)(n-1) 
and, by substitution, 

LSN + USP = (m - 6m/8)(n-1 ) 
LSN + USP = 2m(n-1 )/8 Since, 
LSN • USP _,_ 



LSN + USP .. 2LSN • 2USP 
and, by substitution, 

2LSN = 2USP = 2m(n-1 )/ 8 
Therefore, 

LSN • USP • m(n-1 )/8 
lt fo11ows also that, 

(9) LSP = 2USN = 4LSN = 4USP 
On Troe I constrocts (i.e., those on which the self has been assigned to 
the positive poles) other people will be allocated to the positive poles twc 
thirds of the time. As indicated previously, the number of Tyoe 1 
constructs in any repertory grid will be Sp; and therefore, the total 
number of judgments concerning others based on Tyoe 1 constructs will be 
Sp(n-1 ). 

( 1 0) 2/3 [Sp(n-1 )] = LSP· 
Since, 

2/3(6m/8)(n-1) = 12m(n-1 )/24 = m(n-1 )/2 = LSP 
On Troe 2 constructs (i.e., those on which the se 1 f is assigned to the 
negative poles) other people will be allocated to the positive (unlike-self) 
poles half of the tim~ and to the negative (like-self) poles half of the 
time In other words, we tend to attribute what we perceive to be our own 
negative characteristics to about half of our acquaintances; whereas we 
attribute our perceived positive characteristics to a substantial majority 
(about 67~) of our acquaintances. This suggests that we may regard 
our own positive traits as defining the 'norm·, while we do not consider 
our own negative traits to be 'deviant' (since they are shared by half of our 
acquaintances). 

USP = LSN (5) 
lt follows also that about 801 of perceived similarities between self and 
others are positive. 

LSP = 4LSN (9) 
Moreover, 801 of the positve characteristics that are attributed to 
others are assigned also to the self (whereas only 67~ of one's own 
perceived virtues are attributed to others). 

LSP = 4USP (9) 
These considerations suggest that, in order to maintain a predominantly 
positive image of the self. we are prepared to be quite generous in our 
evaluations of other people. lt appears that we may be ready to 'give them 
the beneflt of the doubt' so to speak much of the time, while we are even 
more generous in judging ourselves. 
In the context of this analysis, it would seem reasonable to speculate 
further that a specific set of positive traits assigned to the self. which 
are represented by the positive poles of Tyoe 1 constructs, constitute a 
normative 'prototype· on which we typically base our anticipations 
concerning the behaviour of other persons. Within the specific framework 
of personal construct theory, it would make sense to suppose that 
comoarisons in which others are iudQed as sharing one's own perceived 



virtues would provide the maximum. ·validational' support for one's 
positive image of self. This line of reasoning seems to be consistent with 
some related repertory grid findings. For instance, we (Adams-Webber & 
Benjafield, 1973) have observed that subjects rank those constructs on 
which the self and the majority of others are allotted to the positive poles 
(Type 1) as ·more useful for understanding people" than constructs on 
which the self and approximately half of their acquaintances are assigned 
to the negative poles (Type 2), and that subjects rate both themselves and 
others more definitely (i.e., extremely) on Type 1 constructs than on~ 
2 constructs, indirectly suggesting that the former dimensions are more 
'meaningful' to them (see Adams-Webber, 1979). 

ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 
Interestingly, 'positivity bias·, which is so ubiquitous in interpersonal 
judgment research, does not manifest itself at all in terms of Type 2 
constructs. For example, Boucher and Osgood's( 1969, p.l) 'Pollyanna 
hypothesis' asserts that there is an universal tendency to use E+ words 
(i.e., those with evaluatively positive connotations) more frequently, 
diversely and faciley than E- words"; or as Osgood and Richards ( 1973; 
p.41 0) put it, "there is a universal tendency to communicate about the 
positive aspects of life". This suggests that, as Deese ( 1973) notes, ·we 
are all natural optimists: Thus, the Po11yanna hypothesis predicts 
generally that people wi11 apply the positive poles of constructs to their 
acquaintances more frequently than the negative poles {Warr, 1972; Eiser 
& Mower White, 1973). As we have seen, however, this expectation holds 
only for Type 1 constructs, since the positive and negative poles of Type 2 
constructs are applied to other people equa11y often. Indeed, this finding 
may provide the most convincing rationale for differentiating between 
Type 1 and Type 2 constructs in the first instance. 
Type 2 constructs could be problematic for us simply by virtue of the fact 
that they represent negative characteristics assigned to the self. For 
example, we have found that the proportion of Type 2 constructs increases 
significantly when normal subjects role-play depression and other 
dysphoric moods ( Adams-Webber & Rodney, 1983). This is consistent with 
repertory grid data co11ected from clinica11y depressed psychiatric 
patients (Ashworth, Blackbum & McPherson, 1982; Space & Cromwe11, 
1980; Space, Dingemans, & Cromwe11, 1983). Thus, it seems intuitively 
plausible that uncertainty {defined as H) is maximal in terms of these 
constructs. lt may be worth noting that Ke11y ( 1955) defines the concept 
anxiety in terms of confusion and uncertainty. From a cognitive 
standpoint, Type 2 constructs may be problematic in that they represent 
experience that does not 'fit' the normative prototype defined by Type 1 
constructs, and which is, therefore, relatively unpredictable. 
The hypothesis that Type 2 constructs may have a lower priority in 
interpersonal judgment than Type 1 constructs is consistent with findings 
that the former are rated by subjects as less "useful for understanding 

..... 



people", and that self and others tend to be rated less definitely (i.e., 
extremely) on them (Adams-Webber & Benjafield, 1973). lt would appear 
as if most people were wi11ing to acknowledge that they do indeed 
recognize a few negative traits in themselves; however, the same negative 
characteristics are exhibited by about half of their acquaintances, and 
therefore, they hardly can be regarded as 'deviant'. Moreover, these 
particular negative traits seem relatively unimportant in evaluating 
people; and furthermore, they cannot be judged very definitely. These 
kinds of considerations could make it rather easy for us to discount the 
importance of most of our perceived 'faults'. Nonetheless, Type 2 
constructs may remain somewhat problematic in so far as they become the 
focus of maximum uncertainty, and perhaps anxiety. 
The general hypothesis that Type 2 constructs are used to structure 
negative impressions of the self suggests the possiblity that subjects may 
have, at least implicitly, an intuitive understanding that these specific 
constructs are relevant to unpleasant personal expriences.This could 
explain why the proportion of this type of construct increases in repertory 
grids when normal subjects are asked to role-play depression and other 
dysphoric moods (Adams-Webber & Rodney, 1983). Although ft is 
mathematically possible for the self to be shifted from the positive to the 
negative poles of as many as 75% of the constructs in a grid without any 
necessary changes in the relative frequency of either positive judgments 
of others or like-self judgements, this is not what has been observed 
empirically. Instead, when the proportion of positive judgments 
concerning the self declines, there are corresponding decreases in the 
relative frequencies of both like-self judgments and positive judgments of 
others. This suggests that shifting the self from the positive to the 
negative pole of any given construct wlll transform 1t into a different kind 
of dimension altogether, that is, from a Type 1 construct, which has a 
certain set of characteristics that I have outlined previously, to a Type 2 
construct, with the opposite set of characteristics. 
There have been several attempts to explain the finding that people tend to 
apply the positive poles of constructs to others approximately 62% - 63% 
of the time. For example, Lefebvre ( 1985) proposes that if we were to 
assume a priori that subjects actualize certain mechanisms of choice 
prescribed by his computational model of ethical cognition, "then the 
existence of this constant is explained." In repertory grid terms, he 
defines the 'ethical status· of any particular figure (column) as the 
proportion of positive poles of constructs assigned to it. In a recent 
paper, he demonstrates through strict mathematical deduction that, under 
a rather broad set of assumptions, his computational model predicts that 
the average ethical status of figures other than the self in repertory grids 
wi11 be .625. When a somewhat more constrained set of conditions are 
assumed to obtain, then the predicted value becomes .618. You can refer to 
Lefebvre ( 1985) for a formal description of this model and all the 
relevant derivations and oroofs. . ,... _ 



An alternative interpretation formulated by Benjafield and Adams-Webber 
( 1976), caned the 'golden section hypothesis', predicts that the proportion 
of others assigned to the positive poles of constructs will be (5 1 /2 
-I )/2, which works out to approximately .618. Pythagoras, the 
presocratic mathematician and philosopher, developed a complex system 
of numbers and abstract geometric forms to which he and his fo11owers 
ascribed great moral significance (cf. Wheelwright, 1966). A central 
concept in this system is the 'golden section', which is constructed by 
dividing a line segment AB by a point C in such a way that the ratio AC:CB 
= CB:AB. If we assume that the entire Hne is of unit length, and let CB = 

s. then AC = I - s. lt fo11ows that s2 + s- 1 = o. When we solve this 
equation fors, we find that its positive root is equal to (5 1 /2 - 1 )/2. 
The ·golden section· has had a ubiQuitous influence on Western science and 
art. The Greeks based much of their art (e.g, the statues of Phidias) and 
architecture (e.g., the front of the Parthenon) upon it. This proportion 
occurs frequently in the patterns of growth of plants and animals 
(Bateson, 1979). Many European painters, including Piero de11a Francesca, 
Bellini, Poussin, Vermeer and Seurat, have proportioned their canvases on 
the basis of the ·golden section·. At least since Fechner ( 1876), 
psychologists have studied the aesthetic properties of this proportion. For 
instance, Fechner, himself measured many common rectangles, including 
windows, playing cards, book covers, and writing pads,showing that their 
proportions were often close to 1 :s This suggests the possibility that 
people may assign others to the positive poles of constructs about 62% of 
the time for ·aesthetic' reasons (see Benjafield, 1985). 
Benjaf1eld and Green ( 1978) hypothesize further that people employ a 
'Fibonacci decision rule' in formulating their positiVe and negative 
judgments of others in repertory grid tasks. According to this ·rule', the 
number of negative judgments, the number of positive judgments, and the 
total number of judgments "are always, at any stage of the process, three 
successive terms of the Fibonacci sequence: 0,1, 1 ,2,3,5,8, 13,21 ... Each 
further term in this sequence is the sum of the two previous terms ... the 
rat to between any two consecutive terms or the sequence ts an 
approximation to s, an approximation which improves as the numbers 
increase. Thus, this ts a simple process which if used by subjects in a 
repertory grid task, would tend to produce two classes of acquaintances 
in the golden section ratio (p. 29)". Thus, their hypothesis could explain 
the finding that people tend to asstgn others to the postttve poles of 
constructs about 62% of the time. For example, the results of an a priori 
simulation of the hypothesized judgment strategy was impressively 
consistent with the outcome of a rather complex repertory grid 
experiment in which they varied systematically the proportion of figures 
with positive and negative valences. On the other hand, it is not clear 
that their hypothesis can be extended to explain the other repertory grtd 
findings that I have mentioned. 
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Benjaffeld and Adams-Webber ( 1976; see Adams-Webber, 1979, 1982) 
suggest that their 'golden section hypothesis' describes a strategy for 
applying the positive and negative poles of constructs to persons that may 
be optimal from the standpoint of allowing our negative judgments to 
stand out maximally as 'figure· against a general background of positive 
judgments. Frank (summarized by Berlyne. I 97 I) operationally defines the 
'strikingness' (salience) of any category of event in terms of two of its 
properties: its relative frequency of occurrence (p), and its informational 
content, defined as- 1og(2) p. His specific index of 'strikingness' is the 
product of these two values, i.e.. - p 1og(2) p . As Berlyne ( 1971. p. 232) 
points out. this expression reaches its maximum value when p = 1 /e, 
which works out to approximately .368. He notes that this value is quite 
close to the minor element of the ·golden section· (.382); and he suggests, 
in the Hght of this relationship,· that the 'golden section' may derive its 
aesthetic appeal from the fact that it "allows the minor element to occupy 
that proportion of the whole that makes it maximally striking (Berlyne, 
1971; p. 232)". Benjafield and Adams-Webber ( 1976; p, 14) speculate. on 
the basis of Berlyne's 'strikingness hypothesis', that when we assign 
other people to the negative poles of constructs about 37% of the time, 
we thereby render our negative judgments. considered as a whole, 
maxima11y striking as 'figure' against a diffuse background of positive 
impressions. Interestingly, the proportion of negative judgments specified 
in the structural model that I have described is .375, which is actually 
closer to 1 /e (.368) than is the minor element of the 'golden section' 
(.382). 
Similarly, when Frank's operational defintion of 'salience· is applied to 
the observed distribution of like-self versus unlike-self judgments in 
repertory grid data, it implles that subjects may organize their 
impressions of themselves and others on the basis of bipolar constructs in 
such a way that perceived differences between self and others will stand 
out as maximally saHent against a diffuse background of perceived 
similarities (cf. Adams-Webber & Davidson. 1979). lt should be noted also 
that, regardless of what specific mechanism produces a relative frequency 
of either negative judgments about others or unlike-self judgments of 
approximately 37%, for example, either Lefebvre·s ( 1985) 'automatic 
inner computer' or Benjafield and Green's ( 1978) 'Fibonacci decision rule', 
the result would tend to render both kinds of judgment maxima11y 
'striking' according to Frank's hypothesis. 
Finally, we should give some consideration to the fact that all the 
hypothesized values are somewhat rriore precise than any of the actual 
findings reported to date. For example, the relative frequencies of positive 
judgments of others and llke-self judgments observed in repertory grid 
experiments with normal adults have ranged from .60 to .64 under a 
variety of different conditions, with standard deviations between .06 and 
.11. Results averaged across experiments, however, do tend to converge 
on a fairlv narrow ranqe of values (between .62 to .63). Assuming a 



certain amount of measurement error, which should ·average out' across 
experiments, the predictions of each model seem to 'fit' the findings 
fairly well. lt perhaps is worth mentioning also that the function- p log p 
is quite 'flat' in the vicinity of lts maximum value, and therefore, 
relatively small deviations of p from the value 1 /e, such as .375, will 
involve very little loss in 'strikingness' as operationally defined by Frank. 
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ABSTRACT: Although the bulk of Art1fic1a1 Intelligence (AI) theorists 
concentrate on the construction of computer based intelllgent artifacts and 
agents, others - with a "theoretical psychology" orientation - focus on 
building improved models ot human thought. A variety of approaches ( e.g., 
rational, behav1ora1, intuitive, or evolutionary) focus on different variables 
and address limited domains. In contrast Ke11y's Personal Construct 
Psychology offers a richer set of concepts on which to build a general 
model of knowing based on "subjectively construed" validations. 

INTRODUCTION 

" ... the single worst problem in the field of mode ling at present is the 
inexperience of modelers in examining their own assumptions, realizing their 
lack of objectivity and understanding the relative strengths and weaknesses 
of their methods.( Meadows 1982, p. 217) 

A model is supposed to be similar to but simpler than the phenomena or 
domain it represents. In mode ling human thinking not only have we settled 
for simplicity, but for a cavalier simplicity, one uncritical or unaware of the 
powerful presuppositions on which it rests. But rarely do any of us 
conscientiously examine our own assumptions so we can ill afford to be 
self-righteously critical of those who assume that our thought processes 
work in a manner similar to the predicate calculus; or similar to IF-THEN 
production systems; or neatly like niave set theory, or subjective utility 
theory; or that we solve puzzles the way rats do? 

We use our models then, not because they are objectively valid, but because 
they "work". Certainly, when viewed with the benefit of hindsight, they 
work only as conceptual stepping stones, or as special limiting cases, but 
nevertheless they once passed, or sti11 pass, some similarity/simplicity 
test. Such models met some implicit and explicit "goodness-of-fit" 
judgments made by their proponents, no matter how degraded that 
isomorphism subsequently appears after the fact, or when viewed from an 
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enlarged perspective which is typically the unacknowledged beneficiary of 
earlier false or too simple starts. 

KELL V IN A MODERN CONTEXT. 

Kelly saw "goodness-of-fit" between our models and our observations as 
based on subjectively construed abstractions or representations of 
exper1 ence: 

"Validation represents the compatib11ity (subjectively construed) 
between one's predictions and the outcome he observes. Invalidation 
represents incompatibiltty (subjectively construed) between's one's 
predictions and the outcome he observes". (Kelly 1955, p. 158). 

What are the chances of such a subjectively anchored construing process 
producing valid knowledge? Various students of the phllosophy and history of 
science agree that our knowledge is contingent on the limited sub-set of 
representations and inference rules we use: 

• .... the fallibility of reasoning is guaranteed both by the impossibility of 
generating unassa11able propostions from particular facts, and by the 
tentative and theory-infected character of the facts themselves .. Second, the 
principle of 'no conclusions without premises· puts forever beyond reach 
normative statements ... " (Simon 1983, p. 6). 

While many scholars echo Simon's theme that absolute validations or 
"certainty" 11es beyond our grasp (Kuhn 1970, Popper 1974; Miller 1978; 
Campbell 1986), still, they disagree how far beyond our grasp such certainty 
lles. These differences range from Popper's optimism ( 1970), through Kuhn's 
relativism ( 1970), to Collins· nihilism (1981 a, 1981 b). Also, llke Kelly 
before them, these scholars acknowledge the significant role played by 
anticipations and preconceptions in knowledge building and maintenance, 
although they disagree over the ratio of subjectivity to objectivity that 
forms the foundations of our "knowledge". 

We believe Ke lly's veiwpoint, supplemented by those of current thinkers, 
provides helpful guidelines for approaching the subjectivity-objectivity 
debate. As noted earlier, for Kelly the foundations of human thought, and 
knowledge, rest on subjectively construed goodness-of-fit between 
anticipations and abstracted representations of experience. How might such 
anticipations and subsequent abstracted feedback interact to produce 
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different kinds of knowledge: knowledge, on the one hand, that approximates 
"objective truth" a la Popper's anticipations and, on the other hand, 
knowledge that essentia11y reflects the anticipations of the observer, that 
approximates socially constructed truth a la Kuhn's anticipations? 

ABSTRACTING MECHANISMS 

Kelly's model of construing based on subjectively matching abstracted 
representations of events against anticipations and assumptions is reflected 
in the current 1 i terature: 

" ... a universe comes into being when a space is severed and taken apart". 
(Brown 1969, p. V). 

" ... our computational scenarios, for all their guantitative detan, are only 
computing the consequences of the assumptions we have made according to 
the rules we have bui1t in." (Gaines 1984, p. 92). 

" ... the representation of an object as a collection of features is viewed as a 
product of a prior process of extraction and compi1ation." (Tversky 1977, p. 
329). 

Thus, combining Ke11y's key concepts with those of current scholars, we 
generate the working hypothesis that we construct reality (knowledge) by 
computing the consequences of our assumptions and anticipations. In this 
construction we use severed and extracted fragments and representations of 
experience- expHcitly and implicitly edited to fit our expectations. Popper 
assumes that under certain conditions such constructions will approximate 
"objective truth", while Kuhn believes they will strongly reflect "tribal" 
assumptions, paradigms, and biases, and that objective truth logically and 
empirica11y lies beyond our reach. 

Kelly's theory can accomodate both Popper's and Kuhn's view by providing for 
graded degrees of isomorphism between "subjectively" and "objectively" 
construed goodness-of-fit, (e.g., relatively high isomorphism in artificial and 
small world domains, and relatively low, or indeterminate, isomorphism in 
large worlds). 

Extracting and Compi 1ing ·The Truth· 

For 111ustrative purposes we can conceive of a purported knowledge structure, 
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in a severed domain, as a correlation between two extracted variables X and 
Y, with feedback of postive and negative instances or representations. 
influencing our confidence in that relation- as validating or invalldating our 
anticipations through Kelly's subjectively construed goodness-of-fit 
criteria. For example we can assume the following "if-then" decision rule for 
a class of binary choices where the possible outcomes are indicated in 
Figure 1: 

Success 

Ye 

Failure 

1 False 
Negauves 
. 

Negative 
Hits 

3 

Reject 
(take action B) 

Xc 

2 
Positive 

H1ts 

False 
Positives 

4 

Accept 
(take action A) 

Figure 1: Extracted Feedback 

if x ~ Xc accept (e.g., choose action A) 
if x < Xc reject (e.g., choose action B) 
if y ~Ye success (e.g., code as validating assumed relationship) 
if y <Ye failure (e.g., code as invalidating assumed relationship) 

If there is a strong "objective" relationship between X and Y we would expect 
a large number of positive hits (cell 2), and negative hlts (cell 3), whfle 
expecting relatively few false positives (cell 4), or false negatives (cell 1 ). 
To obtain reliable estimates of an "objective" relationship between X and Y 
rationally requires reliable empirical feedback on the data falling or edited 
into all four cells, as discussed by Estes 1976a, & 1976b. 

Such conditions would presumably produce approximate "objective truth" in 
Popper's. sense. Notice such conditions are essentially limited to laboratory 
or sma11 world domains where artificial severences, extractions and 
compilations are conducted under highly controlled conditions. lt is relative 
truth, relative to the artificial or arbitrary time/space severences, 
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representations, compilations, and particularly relative to the 
"success/failure" criteria employed by the particular anticipators or 
knowledge seekers. 

But if we seek a general model of construing, one applicable to large as well 
as small worlds, we must meet large world conditions. For example, in large 
worlds we rarely, if ever, have access to data in all four cells of Figure 1, 
and so fail to meet the rational/empirical conditions of validating or 
invalidating the predicted XY relationship. So not only must we rely on 
extracted and compiled fragments (representations or abstractions) as is the 
case in laboratory or artificial worlds, but we also lack access to feedback 
from two of the four cells- feedback necessary for "objective" validation of 
anticipated or hypothesized relationships. How then can we continue to 
construe, with relative confidence, large worlds offering such impoverished 
feedback? We suggest that Kel1y's notion of "subjectively construed" 
goodness-of-fit provides the basis for a general model of knowing. 

Abstracting and Compiling Knowledge From Degraded Feedback 

We require a model that provides for confidence (subjectively construed 
validation) in various knowledge structures, particularly those based on 
feedback from limited and degraded data or representations- e.g., 
impoverished feedback available from only half the cells (cell 2 and ce11 4) of 
the tradititional four-cell rational/empirical model of validation. 

Einhorn and Hogarth ( 1978) develop such a model under the assumptions that: 
a) cell 1 and 3 data are typically either unavailable or ignored (avoided); and 
b) outcomes are typically coded as frequencies rather than as probabilities. 
They then propose that conf1dence (C) in a relationship- subjectively 
construed validity- is related to feedback (F): 

C"' f (F) 

and that (F) in turn is a function of the weighted difference between postive 
feedback (np) and negative feedback (nf): 

F = B 1 (np)- B2(nf) 

where the coefficients B 1 and B2 reflect the relative reinforcing values -
benefits and costs - of cell 2 positive hits on the one hand and cell 4 false 
positives (negative feedback) on the other, and where 81 + 82 = 1.0 (B 1, 82 ~ 
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Einhorn and Hogarth propose that since the positive hit rate is greater than .5 
in many situations (e.g. unconditional probab1ity), to yield a significant 
negative feedback (F < 0) the 82 coef1cient must be greater than .5 (e.g, 82 
must be greater than 81 ). Thus, to discredit highly anticipated XV relations 
negative feedback must generate higher detectable penalties or costs than 
positive feedback generates payoffs or benefits. Therefore, to invalidate or 
reduce confidence in the given relationship the negative feedback from cell 4 
must impact on the construer or expert with high negative saliency. The false 
positives must generate penetrating contrasts (Kelly, 1955), or high negative 
surprise values (Gaines & Shaw 1985). 

In brief we propose that experts extract and compile similarities and 
contrasts (subjectively construed) from their representations of experience 
(e.g. cells 2 and 4) in order to construct, maintain, extend, and refine their 
predictions or anticipations. 

Next, within this feedback model of confidence or va1idation, we discuss 
some of the conditions which would enable bounded rationality experts, 
working as they must with severed and abstracted fragments of experience, 
to generate and maintain subjective validation in their fallible knowledge 
construct ions. 

DOMAIN STRUCTURE AND CONFIDENCE 

First, we would expect high confidence or subjective validation where the 
experts possess valid knowledge of a strong XV relation, and ready access to 
all four feedback ce11s enabling them to extend and refine that knowledge. 
Such would be the case within artificial domains involving representative 
samples, effective controls or control groups, reliable criteria of success 
and failure, and replicable if-then procedures. This represents internal 
validity in the traditional, rational/empirical model of science, albeit a 
model under revision by Popper, and under critical appraisal by Kuhn. 

Second, we would expect high confidence in certain small worlds. Simon 
( 1983 p. 23 ) proposes that for practical purposes that even in large worlds 
" ... not everything is closely connected to everything else ... problems can be 
decomposed into their components .. " so that bounded rationality experts can 
extract some valid knowledge structures- the result of quasi-stable 
interaction effects between our probes and detector systems, on the one hand, 
and domain structure, on the other. In other words there is sufficient stable 
structure in selected time/vector frames or severences to enable us to 
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generate reasonably reliable predictions, as we do in some non-experimental 
sciences like astronomy, even without access to all four cells of the 
rational/empirical validation model. The contrasts and surprises which 
arise (e.g. feedback from the sata11ite space probes) while forcing "local" 
revisions do not threaten our general confidence in this particular knowledge 
structure, at least so far. 

We suggest, however, that the artificial and "natural island" domains 
discussed above represent an infinitesimal fraction of our high confidence, 
subjectively validated, knowledge and further assume that most domains 
offer us rich opportunities to generate "knowledge" which on the one hand is 
either invalid or of indeterminate validity, and on the other hand is highly 
functional. lt is functional in the sense of serving as a powerful decision aid 
in engaging the future, and as a convincing explanatory model for "managing" 
feedback- compiling positive instances and discounting negative ones that 
penetrate professional, institutional, or tribal defense mechanisms. 

INVALID. INDETERMINATE. FUNCTIONAL .KNOWLEDGE. 

High confidence can be generated from positive feedback, whether such 
feedback mainly flows from domain structure, or is mainly constructed or 
creatively construed by the "expert". The following common, large world 
conditions all favour the manufacture of functional yet invalid or 
indeterminate knowledge, in which experts can generate and maintain high 
confidence, or a sense of high personal and "professional" validation. 

Positive Unconditional Probabilities 

Construers readily generate subjective validation through positive feedback 
in domains where the unconditional probablity of successful outcomes is high 
almost regardless of the knowledge they possess or the actions they take. 
Medical practicioners serve as familiar examples where folk expressions 
acknowledge highly favourable base rates:" The doctor keeps the patient 
occupied while nature effects the cure", or "without treatment a cold lasts 
for two weeks, whereas with treatment it only last fourteen days". 

But not only do professionals benefit from "occupying" benign and buffered 
domains, so too do most of us llving in such geo-po11tica1 severences as the 
United States, or Canada, which offer unconditional probabilities of "success" 
on many dimensions compared, for example, with base rates in Bangladesh. 
Not only do professionals inhabit relatively benign domains, but so too do 
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those working in government, un1vers1ty, or large corporate settings. 
Occupying such positions drastically reduces the probability of "runs" of 
negative feedback, and increases the probability of "success" on many 
dimensions more or less unrelated to knowledge, or effective action, in a 
rational/empirical sense. Feedback from a shrivelled cell 4 is improbable, 
and even when it occurs is buffered and muffled by entrenched "professional" 
and institutional defense mechanisms, or high cost and prolonged grievance 
procedures. 

The "success rate", the confidence, the subjective validation, experienced by 
this large group of "experts" is, according to the degraded feedback model, 
more a function of where the.y practice (domain occupancy), rather than it is 
of what they know (valid domain knowledge). 

Delayed Multi-Dimensional and Fuzzy Feedback 

Not only do domains differ in their base rates of unconditional probabilities 
of success but they also differ in the type and the timing of positive and 
negative feedback. Thus, where feedback is delayed, multi-dimensional, 
and/or fuzzy, the goodness of fit between anticipations and results can be 
subjectively construed in wonderous ways- can be edited to fit the explicit 
and implicit anticipations of the construer, or his or her constituents. 
Consider the following "knowledge" construction mechanisms based on 
subjectively construed criteria. 

1) Some experts implicitly "time-frame" domain feedback to capture and 
compile positive feedback, thus making the encoding of cell 2 successes, and 
the exclusion or reduction of cell 4 negative feedback, "manageable", at the 
same time maintaining or raising confidence in their anticipations or models. 
For example, abstracted and compfled exemplars, prototypes, and 
testimonials in medicine, mineral and oil explorations, stock market coups, 
executive "success" , etc., represent implicit temporal extractions or 
time/vector "frame ups" by sincere experts. Such subjective validations 
frequently involve extracting and claiming credit for what are spontaneous 
regressions toward the mean in processes demonstrating periodic negative 
variances, or claiming to have "engineered" what are essentially randomly 
generated "successes or finds". Techniques for estimating marginal gains 
over base rates rarely occupy a significant place in the armamentarium of 
experts - by their scarcity perhaps representing implicit conceptual or 
professional defence mechanisms (Minsky 1983). 
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2) Also, within time-frame severences, in domains where the feedback is . 
delayed, multi-dimensional, and/or fuzzy, experts can encode positive 
"proxies", and discount negative ones. In other words they can implicitly and 
expllcitly manipulate sub-sets of Ye criteria of success (Figure 1) so as to 
enlarge cell 2 and shrink cell 4 feedback (e.g., "the patient died but the 
operation was a success"; or by noting that" there are increasingly positive 
signs of on bearing formations", or by using other extracted and compiled 
"proxies of progress·. 

3) If, after applying or misapplying the above noted implicit, and explicit, 
enhancing and protective encoding mechanisms, experts still are faced with 
a salient rate, or type, of c~ll 4 negative feedback, they can then implicitly 
and expllcitly start fine-tuning the independent variables of their model. 
That is they can persistently manipulate the multi dimensional variables of 
the Xc "treatment" contstruct (Figure 1) by focussing on any of 
an infinite number of possible permutations and combinations. Periodic and 
spurious "successes· will serve to maintain, or re-establish, confidence in 
the superordinate Xc construct as the experts "safely" adjust subordinate 
dimensions. Such protective tuning can be conducted in any space: semantic; 
syntactic; and/or pragmatic. 

For example, experts operating primarlly in semantic space wi11 implicitly, 
and expHcitly, tune their operating procedures (e.g., a bit more of the drug, 
starting earlier in the day, with a low protein diet, etc., or in on exploration 
dr111 a bit further north; a bit deeper; on a slight angle.; etc; etc.,). The 
critical premises are the impllcit hidden-hand editors because they cut the 
infinite number of potential permutations, and combinations, down to a size 
that the explicit premises and technologies of the bounded rationality expert 
can safely "manage". 

Those experts operating primarlly in syntactical space, will tune different 
permutations and combinations of their algorithms, syntax, or model 
dimensions. In addition they can further launder their prototype 
semantic represenations to increase goodness of fit. Furthermore, analysts 
can emphasize "in-house" criteria Hke elegance, simpHcity, consistency, etc., 
and so implicitly and explicitly protect Ye criteria from embarrassing 
semantic intrusions, thus establishing increasingly artiffcial and protected 
syntactic islands. But as with the semantic expert, it is the anchored, 
superordinate constructs or premises that reduce the search, choice, and 
tuning space to mind size. 



Finally, experts operating in pragmatic space, will focus on different 
permutations of various dimensions of their phenomenological 
representations of "reality", again with superordinate pragmatic premises, 
automatically bounding and priorizing the space. For example, if the self 
construct is at the top of the pragmatic construing tree, then protecting it 
from salient and negative feedback would presumably be the top-priority 
meta-heuristic, resulting in implicit Ye and Xc tuning. The "image broker" 
must first "find" robust, high-level images of on, or money, or hope, or 
power in his own mind (pragmatic space). Such automatic priorizing and 
encoding mechanisms, supplemented by rational/empirical ones, extract and 
compile tolerable positive/negative feedback ratios, but particularly serve 
to avoid salient negative instances (e.g., via buffering and shrinking cell 
four), and serve to discount negative feedback that does slip, or barge, 
through, via automatic damage control and garbage disposal systems. The 
metaphore is that of a wired in pragmatic "immunological" system. 

In brief, experts locate/construct islands where they extract and 
compile a "knowledge" space which they can maintain and tune with 
confidence, whether or not, "in the long run", the knowledge structures so 
produced are judged to be discoverd, manufactured, or imagined. 

Summary 

Kelly's notion of validation through subjectively construed 
goodness-if-fit criteria, between anticipations and feedback, can be applied 
to artificial and small worlds, as well as to large worlds. For in a11 these 
domains the criteria involve highly abstracted and edited representations of 
domain structure. 

In artificial and small worlds the subjectively construed validations 
presumably approximate the "objective" structure of the severed, 
simplified domain- as estimated by applying the popular rational/empirical 
criteria of the profession or "tribe". In large worlds, involving 
multi-dimensional, and /or delayed feedback, the subjectively construed 
"knowledge" can serve as functional though invalid representations of domain 
structure. That is, such "knowledge" can serve as 
powerful decision aids, and as bases for social and professional 
communication and coordination, even though subsequently it is judged to be 
invalid, or of indeterminate validity. We conclude that Kelly's Personal 
Construct Psychology provides a promising, but relatively neglected, 
foundation for bullding models of thinking and knowing applicable across a 
variety of domains. 
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ABSTRACT 

Eliciting problem-solving information 
from a human expert (a form of knowledge 
acquisition) is a major problem when 
building an expert system. A new version 
of the Expertise Transfer System· has been 
constructed (N eoETS) that uses 
hierarchies and rating grids with multiple 
variable types to represent knowledge. 
N eoETS interviews experts for knowledge 
using techniques from Personal Construct 
Psychology and helps them analyze, test, 
and refine the knowledge. Expertise from 
multiple experts can be represented and 
used separately or combined. Problem 
consultations are run by propagating 
information from rating grids through 
hierarchies. Assistance is given to the 
expert by a dialog manager that embodies 
knowledge acquisition heuristics. 
Knowledge bases for several expert system 
shells may be created from the knowledge 
inNeoETS. 

Background information is presented, the 
knowledge elicitation and representation 
concepts are described, portions of a 
sample interview transcript for a 
Programming Language Advisor are 
presented, and the advantages and 
limitations of the methodology are 
discussed. N eoETS contains many 
techniques and tools for expertise transfer; 
several of these are illustrated. The 
techniques combine to make NeoETS a 
powerful testbed for rapidly prototyping 
portions of many kinds of complex expert 
systems. 

PROBLEM 
The Expertise Transfer System (N eoETS) 
and its predecessor (ETS) have been in use 
in Boeing for over three years. More than 
500 prototypical knowledge-based systems 

have been generated by ETS. The system 
interviews experts to uncover vocabulary, 
conclusions, problem-solving traits, trait 
structures, trait weights, and 
inconsistencies. It helps construct very 
rapid prototypes (typically in less than two 
hours), assists the expert in analyzing the 
adequacy of the knowledge for solving the 
problem, and creates knowledge bases for a 
number of expert system shells (S.1, M.1, 
OPS5, KEE, etc.) from its own internal 
representation (Boose, 1985, 1986). 

Due to several limitations, ETS is usually 
abandoned sometime during the 
knowledge acquisition process. Typically it 
is used to explore project approaches and 
assess feasibility for several days or a 
week, and then development continues in 
some other expert system shell. While the 
use of ETS saves substantial time when 
used in this way (typically one or two 
calendar months from a 12 to 24 month 
Boeing project development time) it would 
be desirable to make ETS more powerful by 
overcoming some of its limitations. 

ETS stores problem-solving knowledge in a 
rating grid (see Figures 1 and 7). Problem 
solutions - elements - are elicited and 
placed across the top of a grid, and solution 
traits- constructs- are listed down the side 
of the grid as hi polar scales. Traits are 
elicited by presenting groups of elements 
and asking the expert to discriminate 
among them (this is illustrated later). Each 
element is given a rating by the expert 
showing where it falls on the trait scale. 
The interviewing techniques used in 
building a rating grid are based on ideas 
from George Kelly's Personal Construct 
Psychology (Kelly, 1955; Gaines and Shaw, 
1981; Shaw and Gaines, 1986). ETS can 
analyze a rating grid in a number of ways 
to help the expert refine its problem-
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solving capability. It makes production 
rules from the ratings in the grid that are 
then used to drive end-user consultations 
where the knowledge is tested for necessity 
and sufficiency. 

Single rating grids are a fairly weak form 
of knowledge representation. Although 
they may be derived quickly, they lack 
precision and depth: 

1. A single rating grid can only 
represent ttflat" relations between single 
elements and traits. No deep knowledge, 
causal knowledge, or relationship chains 
may be shown. . 
2. Only elements or traits at the same 
level of abstraction may be used 
comfortably in a single grid. Mixing of 
abstraction levels leads to problems 
when using the grid to make decisions 
(Boose, 1986). 

3. Complex problems may only be 
represented in relatively large grids; 
large grids are difficult for the expert to 
manipulate and comprehend. 

4. Building hierarchies with multiple 
experts, several reasoning strategies, 
and multiple domain models cannot be 
represented within a single grid. 

5. It is inconvenient to represent certain 
types of problem-solving variables as 
bipolar traits. Unordered variables (such 
as a set of computer types) must be 
represented as a series of bipolar traits 
(VAX I NOT-VAX, IBM I NOT-IBM ... ) 
when it would be easier to to combine 
them into a single trait (a COMPUTER 
trait whose values are VAX, IBM, and so 
on). 

6. ETS only reasons with ratings on a 
scale from 1 to 5, not exact numeric 
values (e.g., dollars or temperature). 

APPROACH 

N eoETS attempts to overcome these 
limitations: 

1. By helping experts structure 
knowledge into solution, trait, expert and 
case hierarchies. These hierarchies allow 
the expert to break up complex problems 
into chunks of convenient size and 

similar level of abstraction. 
2. By allowing traits to take on unordered 
or exact numeric rating values when 
appropriate. 

Hierarchical representation and reasoning 
will be described first, followed by a 
discussion on value types. Then an 
annotated session typescript for a 
Programming Language Advisor will be 
presented. 

Knowledge in Hierarchies 

In eliciting knowledge for complex 
problems it is sometimes difficult for the 
expert to identify conclusion sets whose 
members are at similar, useful levels of 
granularity. For instance, in an engine 
diagnostic system, the expert may include 
the elements ttengine," t~attery," ((ignition 
coil," and nelectrical system." ttEngine" and 
((electrical system" are at different levels of 
structural and functional abstraction (they 
are more general) than ((battery" and 
((ignition coil." Mixing more general and 
more specific elements in the same rating 
grid causes problems during trait 
elicitation, since those traits that are 
useful in differentiating ttengine" from 
((electrical system" problems will not 
necessarily be those that are useful in 
discriminating ((ignition coil" from 
ttbattery problems." 

A system for knowledge acquisition should 
allow experts to represent and reason 
about elements and traits at appropriate 
levels of generality. Hierarchies are used 
by NeoETS to represent rating grids at 
varying levels of abstraction. They are also 
used to break up problems into 
subproblems. 

Nodes in the four hierarchies combine to 
form rating grids. In the most simple case, 
the children of a node in a solution 
hierarchy supply the elements along the 
top of a grid; the children of a node in a 
trait hierarchy supply the traits down the 
side of a grid. Rating values within the grid 
provide information about the solution 
with respect to each trait (see Figure 1). 

Solution hierarchies. Solutions are 
grouped into specialization hierarchies 
within N eoETS. This structure aids 
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Figure 1. Ratmg va~ues 1~ different ~1erarch1es 
combine to form ratmg gnds. The children of a 
node in a solution element hierarchy supply the 
elements along the top of the grid; the ~hildren of a 
node in a trait hierarchy supply the tra1ts down the 
side of a grid. 

experts in organizing large numb.ers of 
solution elements that may exist at 
different levels of abstraction. For 
example a solution class named !'vehicle" 

' ( ) t tt " d !tt k" is a superclass parent o car an rue. 
subclasses. The !'car" class can serve m 
turn as a parent to a class of specific car 
models or to a particular instanc~ of a.n 
automobile. NeoETS can exploit this 
hierarchical structure by examining 
solution superclasse.s d~ring consultat~on 
testing before considering more specific 
solution hypotheses. 

Trait hierarchies. Characteristics of a 
particular level in the solution hierarchy 
can be structured in trait hierarchies. In a 
knowledge base for a Travel Advisor,. the 
solutions exist in hierarchies of various 
places to visit. Each level in the solution 

Figure 2. Values from expert and ca~e h_ierarch!es 
as well as solution element and trait h1erarch.1es 
may be combined in many ways to form ratmg 
arids. Relationships between nodes do not have to 
be strictly hierarchical; lattices may be formed 
when more than one parent points to the same 
child. 

hierarchy has its own trait hierarchy that 
contains whatever information is needed to 
select solutions at that level. A trait 
hierarchy attach~d to the "country" level ?f 
a solution hierarchy may contain 
information pertinent to language, 
exchange rate, ease of obtaining visas, and 
so forth for the countries in the hierarchy. 
The ncanada" subclass of country is 
attached to a Canada trait hierarchy that 
contains information useful in selecting a 
particular region of Canada to visit. 

Two other hierarchies are also formed in 
NeoETS: 

Expert hierarchies. Expert hierarchies 
allow the representation of multiple 
knowledge sources as structured groups. 
Each node in the expert hierarchy may 
represent an individual, an ~spect of an 
individual, a group, or an Independent 
knowledge source. Information from 
multiple experts may be ind~pendently 
elicited and analyzed, then weighted and 
combined to derive joint solutions to 
problems. Expe~ts ~ach h!lve th~ir own 
solution and trait hierarchies, which may 
or may not overlap with those belonging to 
others. In this way, each expert's unique 
problem solving strategies and information 
is not compromised. 

Case hierarchies. Case hierarchies allow 
the definition of subsets of the knowledge 
base appropriate to solving a pa.r:tic~lar 
class of problems. For example, Within a 
knowledge base of information about 
programming languages, a user may want 
to include different sets of experts, 
solutions, and traits when selectin~ a 
language for an account pro~ess~ng 
application than for. a scientific 
application. An accountmg case and a 
scientific case may be created, each one 
drawing on a subset of the expert pool 
knowledgeable in those areas. A hierarchy 
of cases allows the organization and 
tailoring of the knowledge base to specific 
classes of si tu a tions. 
A rating grid is built by combining values 
associated with nodes in each of the four 
basic hierarchies (see Figure 2). 
Relationships between nodes do not have to 
be strictly hierarchical; lattices may be 



formed when more than one parent points 
to the same child. 

Reasoning within Knowledge 
Hierarchies 

Many exyert systems embody a 
hierarchica structure. After analyzing 
many knowledge bases, Clancey (1986) 
suggested that many problems are solved 
by abstracting data, heuristically mapping 
higher level problem descriptions onto 
solution models, and then refining these 
models until specific solutions are found 
(Figure 3). In NeoETS, data abstraction is 
represented in the form of hierarchies of 
traits, and solution refinement ta'k.es place 
as information is propagated through 
solution hierarchies. 

To derive recommendations about a 
particular set of nodes in a solution 
hierarchy, the trait and expert hierarchies 
linked to those solutions are examined. 
Missing values needed in problem 
abstraction may be inferred on the basis of 
known information available elsewhere in 
the hierarchies. As pieces of problem 
models are built,' hypotheses about useful 
solutions are generated and used to further 
direct reasoning. Exhaustive searches may 
be avoided because NeoETS can reason 
through classes of experts, solutions, and 
traits. 

Reasoning through hierarchies takes place 
in a variety of ways; however two main 
types are distinguished: absolute and 
relativistic. Absolute reasoning involves 
judgments made without significant 
reservations. This ••typically depends on 
relatively few facts, its appropriateness is 
easy to judge, and its result is 
unambiguous" (Szolovitz & Pauker, 1978). 
For example, in a decision involving the 
selection of a programming language, 
users may be able to say with certainty 
that they would only be interested in 
languages that run on an IBM PC, or that 
they will not consider a language that 
costs more than $400, regardless of other 
desirable characteristics. Experts can also 
build these types of absolute constraints 
into the knowledge base. Absolute 
reasoning in NeoETS is somewhat similar 
to the solving of a set of linked decision 

A 
1 Abstraction 

Traits Solution• 

I 
I 

Refinttment: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'V 

Figure 3. Clancey studied structured selection 
systems and built an abstraction and refinement 
model (1986). Inference in NeoETS typically occurs 
in a bottom-up fashion through the trait 
hierarchies and a top-down fashion through the 
solution hierarchies. 

tables (Hurley, 1983; Michalski, 1978). 
Some of the inductive generalization rules 
described by Michalski (1983) have proven 
to be useful in this con text. 

Unfortunately, not all decisions can be 
absolute. Many situations involve 
significant uncertainty, where information 
from several overlapping sources must be 
weighed. Even if the criteria for the ideal 
decision can be agreed upon, sometimes it 
can only be approximated by the available 
alternatives. In these situations, evidence 
must be propagated in some relative or 
probabilistic fashion. N eoETS incorporates 
a variety of models and approaches to 
relativistic reasoning including MYCIN
like certainty factor calculus (Adams, 
1985), fuzzy logic (Gaines and Shaw, 1985), 
and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP, 
Saaty, 1980). AHP is a methodology that 
allows hierarchical structuring of problems 
with uncertainty and risk. It has been used 
in problems of prediction, input-output 
interdependence, resource allocation, 
planning, conflict resolution, and others. 
Hierarchical measurement has been 
described as ••a weighting process of ... 
variables associated with each level with 
nonlinear coefficients that are products 
and sums of variables associated with 
higher levels" (Saaty, 1980). 

Future versions of NeoETS will allow 
additional models for analyzing uncertain 
information including Bayesian (Alpert 
and Raiffa, 1982), Dempster-Shafer 
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(Shafer, 1976; Gordon and Shortliffe, 
1985), and maximum entropy approaches 
(Shastri and Feldman, 1985). The 
availability of different inference methods 
within a single framework allows users 
flexibility in adapting NeoETS to the 
problem at hand. We are hopeful that 
future research and experience will 
suggest heuristics for the selection of 
appropriate designs for particular types of 
questions (e.g., Shafer and Tversky, 1985). 

Multiple Rating Value Types 

N eoETS allows experts to use other types 
of rating scales besides just those with 
ordinal values. Allowing each trait to have 
its own type and range of legal values 
permits NeoETS to deal with situations 
where values are unordered and where 
greater precision is necessary. 

In NeoETS, traits are described according 
to the level of measurement of their rating 
scales. This is determined by the expert. 
The level of measurement depends on the 
presence or absence of four characteristics: 
distinctiveness, ordering in magnitude, 
equal intervals, and an absolute zero (Alien 
& Yen, 1979). These four characteristics 
describe four major levels of measurement, 
or types of variables: nominal (unordered), 
ordinal, interval, and ratio (Figure 4). The 
additional characteristics of interval and 
ratio scaled rating values give increased 
power to analytical tools within N eoETS. 

Ratings may be generated through several 
methods: 

1. Direct. An expert directly assigns a 
rating value for a trait and an element. If 
an exact value is unknown, NeoETS 
provides methods for helping the expert 
derive an estimate (Beyth-Marom & 
Dekel, 1985). If finer precision is needed 
NeoETS can derive a set of ratio scaled 
ratings from a series of pmrw~se 
comparisons (Saaty, 1980). 

2. Derived. Automatic filling in of 
incomplete grids is possible through 
evidential inheritance of rating values from 
one grid to another (e.g., from lower to 
higher level grids, different experts, or 
different cases). 

RATING DESCRIPTION 
SCALE 
Nominal Unordered set 

(unordered} 
Ordinal Ordered set 

Interval Ordered set with 
measurable intervals 

Ratio Ordered set with 
measurable intervals 
and an absolute origin 

EXAMPLES 

-LANGUAGE: {ADA 
COBOL LISP} 

-COLD/HOT: { 1 2 3 4 5} 
-SIZE: {SML MED LRG} 
-SMALL-INTEGERS: {1 2 3} 
- F-TEMP: {32 .. 112} 
-HEIGHT: {0.0' 1.0' ... } 

Figure 4. N eoETS handles several types of rating 
values. Originally, ETS only accepted ordinal 
values from 1 to 5. 

Increased precision and specificity in 
knowledge acquisition allow increased 
problem-solving power, but usually at 
some cost (Michalski & Winston, 1985). 
This cost is reflected both in the amount of 
work needed to elicit the additional 
information as well as in increased 
complexity and the greater number of steps 
in the reasoning process. One way that 
N eoETS tries to minimize this cost is by 
eliciting more precise information only 
when it is of value in solving critical 
portions of the problem. If, for example, 
NeoETS finds that it is unable to 
sufficiently discriminate between a set of 
solutions on the basis of simple rating 
values between one and five, it will suggest 
that the user perform a series of pairwise 
comparisons to increase the sensitivity of 
the judgments being made. 

ANNOTATED SESSION- THE 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
ADVISOR 

NeoETS is written in Interlisp and runs on 
the Xerox family of Lisp machines and on 
the DEC Vax series. The screen of N eoETS 
is divided into windows: a typescript 
window, map windows showing the 
hierarchies, rating grid windows, analysis 
windows, and test result windows (a 
screen image is shown later in Figure 13). 
Experts interact with NeoETS by text 
entry or with a mouse through pop-up 
menus in the typescript window. Pop-up 
menus in other windows may also be 
activated through the selection of graphic 
objects with the mouse. 

Pragmatic heuristics to guide the expert 
through the knowledge acquisition process 
using N eoETS are contained in a 



subsystem called the dialog manager. Its 
assistance has become an important factor 
in the use ofNeoETS, given the complexity 
of the NeoETS environment and the many 
elicitation and analysis methods available 
to the expert. The dialog manager makes 
decisions about general classes of actions, 
and then recommends one or more specific 
actions providing comments and 
explanation if desired. This knowledge is 
contained in rules within the dialog 
manager in N eoETS. A session history 
record is kept so that temporal reasoning 
may be performed. Several illustrations of 
its use will be seen in the session 
transcript. Messages and advice •from the 
dialog manager are flagged with tTDM]". 
For further discussion of the dialog 
manager, see Kitto and Boose (1986). 

Following are excerpts and screen 
snapshots from a N eoETS session where 
an expert is trying to build a Programming 
Language Advisor. Novice software 
engineers and project managers would use 
such a system to help select programming 
languages for application projects. 

Initial Grid Elicitation 

First, NeoETS asks the expert to enter 
several problem test cases and selects one 
for analysis (satellite tracking, accounts 
payable, knowledge acquisition testbed, 
and government transaction processing 
are entered). The cases are added to the 
case hierarchy and appear in the map 
window (shown later in Figure 13). The 
expert chooses to think about a language 
for developing a knowledge acquisition 
testbed. Eventually experts will be able to 
select and modify grids and cases from an 
on-line library; we expect that in several 
years this library will contain thousands of 
hierarchies of grids. Building this library 
bears a modest resemblance to the CYC 
project at MCC (Lenat, 1986).1 

The expert enters potential solutions for 
this problem - in this case, programming 
languages (Figure 5). After entering five 
languages, N eoETS adds another one - an 

l Lenat is attempting to build a very large knowledge base 
containing both common sense and expert knowledge to 
overcome problems of brittleness and labor intensity when 
designing large software systems. 

ideal language for this problem case. The 
languages are added to the solution 
hierarchy as children of LANGUAGE. 
Then, NeoETS asks the expert to enter 
traits based on differences and similarities 
between languages (Figure 5). This is the 
heart of Kelly's interviewing methodology; 
NeoETS uses it in several different ways as 
knowledge is expanded through elicitation 
and analysis. 

NeoETS initially assumes that the traits 
will be bipolar with ordinal ratings 
between 1 and 5 (Figure 6). The expert is 
asked to rate each element with regard to 
each trait, but the expert may optionally 
specify different rating scales (unordered, 
interval, ratio). N eoETS also assists with 
rating scale type recognition and change 
later on. 

The expert is asked to rate the importance 
of each trait for this case, again on a scale 

---ELICITING ELEMENTS--
Please enter a list of LANGUAGE elements forK
ACQUISITION, one to a line. When you're done, enter a 
RETURN. Try to include at least one LANGUAGE that would 
NOT be good forK-ACQUISITION (a counter example). 
N-ETS'** ADA 
N-ETS'** LISP 
N-ETS"" 'iiROLOG 
N-ETS'** COBOL 
N-ETS"** FORfifAN 
N-ETS'**@ 
Can you imagine a new ideal LANGUAGE forK-ACQUISITION? 
N-ETS'** YES 
For now, it will be called IDEAL-K-ACQUISITION-LANGUAGE. 

---BUILDING TRAITS BY TRIADS---
When answering the following quest1ons, remember to keep 
the K-ACQUISITION case in mind. 

Think of an 1mportant attnbute that two of ADA, LISP, and 
PROLOG share, but that the other one does not. What IS that 
attribute' 
N-ETS"" SYMBOLIC 
What IS that attr1bute's oppos1te as it applies in th1s case 7 

N-ETS"" NUMERIC 
What is the name of a scale or concept that describes 
SYMBOLIC/NUMERIC? 
N-ETS** ATTITUDE 

Think of an Important trait that two of LISP, PRO LOG, and 
COBOL share, but that the other one does not. What IS that 
trait? 
N-ETS** WIDELY AVAILABLE 
What is that tra1t s opposite as 1t applies 1n this case 7 

N-ETS'"* NOT AS WIDELY AVAILABLE 
What IS d1e name of a scale or concept that descnbes WIDELY
AVAILABLE/NOT-AS-WIDEL V-AVAILABLE' 
N-ETS** AVAILABILITY 

Figure 5. :--r eoETS asks the expert for an initial set 
of potential solutions to the first problem case. 
Then, the solutions are presented in groups of 
three, and the expert gives discriminating traits. 
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---FILLING IN RATINGS--
Please rate these things on a scale of 5 to_ 1, where 5 means 
more like SYMBOLIC and 1 means more like NUMERIC. If 
neither one seems to apply, enter N(either).lf both seem to 
apply, enter a B(oth). If you would like to change the range 
or type of scale, enter C(hange scale). 
SYMBOLIC(5) NUMERIC(1) 

ADA ** 1 
LISP** S 
PROLOG~* 5 
COBOL "* 1-
FORTRAN *"'l- 1 
IDEAL-K-ACQUISITION-LANGUAGE ** ~ 

Figure 6. The expert rates each language ag~inst 
each trait scale and the results are shown m a 
rating grid (Figure 7). If the 1 to 5 ordinal scale 
does not apply, the expert may change the range or 
change the type of trait to unordered, interval, or 
ratio. 

to derive implications: rating grid entries 
are used as a sample set and fuzzy set logic 
is applied to discover inductive 
implications between the values (Gaines 
and Shaw, 1985). This method uncovers 
higher-order relationships among traits 
and is used later to help build trait 
hierarchies. The expert can also use an 
interactive process in NeoETS to analyze 
and debug this information (implication 
review); the expert may agree or disagree 
with each implication. If the expert 
disagrees, the knowledge that led to the 
implication is reviewed, and the expert can 
change the knowledge or add exceptions 
that disprove the implication (Boose, 

;lii;;;;;Miiiliiiiiiiiiii_iliii_iiiiiiliiiiiiliiil=il· ·;· ;·· ;· ···=~· · 1986). Certain types of implication patterns 
are also uncovered. Discovery of 

ltl'l'illl ·,. -.:-:::~I: ~~IIIDJ·AI--V•r.VM.-.t: 

111221 ·---~-~ I 1 t 1 t 6 1.-·-IIIDJ-~T·-
111 1.--~-T~ 
11 I I I I 
11111•·-~ 
11111 .... -
111•-.,..._ 
113.-.JII 
I Z.U. 

. t.ADA 

ambiguous patterns, for example, may 
mean that traits are being used 
inconsistently (Hinkle, 1965). 

• After the initial grid is complete, the dialog 
manager chooses a method to help the 

: expert expand the grid. Method selection 
:P;:=:;~~~~==.:===·i:===1:· depends on the size of the grid, analysis of 
:~ ; information in the grid, the session history, 

and so on. The dialog manager inserts the 
~~~~~~~~-u .. •A·•O· ....... --iGooO-OIV...., .... N .... N.A"'-"'1 :appropriate command on the screen; in 

.;• ASSIST mode (specified at the session 
~~~~~~- ........ "'···0·"''·"'·------fl""'; start) the expert may change, this 

. recommendation or accept it by entering 
• RETURN. 

•\-,----------------~· In this case, the dialog manager advises 
Figure 7. This screen snapshot shows the ~ating the expert to expand the grid by analyzing 
grid and implication graph. The graph display similarities between languages (Shaw and 
implications between traits that are used to help Gaines, 1986). When columns (or rows) of 
refine the knowledge base and create rules. 

rating values are similar then there is not 

from 1 to 5. This knowledge is used later in 
the decision making process. 

Single Grid Analysis and Expansion 

Once a grid is complete, an analysis is 
performed that shows implications 
between various values of traits (Figure 7). 
Implications are read from left to right, 
and the thickness of the arc shows the 
strength of the implication. For instance, 
SYMBOLIC implies SCIENTIFIC Cif 
there is evidence that a SYMBOLIC 
language is needed, then there is al~o 
evidence that a SCIENTIFIC language IS 
needed"). The method of ENT AIL is used 

yet enough meaningful information to help 
discriminate between solutions (or traits). 
ADA and PRO LOG are found to be similar 
and NeoETS asks the expert to enter a new 
trait based on a new perceived difference 
between them. Two new traits (US-GOVT 
and LEARN-ABILITY) and accompanying 
information are added to the grid. 

Testing Knowledge in a Single Grid 

The dialog manager next recommends that 
the grid knowledge be tested (Figure 8). 
The expert is asked to provide desirable 
values for the traits associated with the 
solutions. These values may be appended 
with a certainty factor and/or the tag 
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ABSOLUTE to indicate an absolute 
constraint in the decision process. 

Two methods are available in N eoETS for 
propagating uncertain information. One 
approach involves mapping this 
information onto certainty factor scales. 
Each rating in the grid is assigned a 
certainty factor weight based on its relative 
strength (a 5 is stronger than a 4), the 
relative weight the expert has assigned to 
the trait, and any constraints that the 
expert has specified for the trait. When a 
test consultation takes place, EMYCIN's 
certainty factor combination method is 
used to combine the certainty factors in the 
grid (Adams, 1985). The result is a rank
ordered list of solutions with certainty 
factor assignments (Figure 8). These 
certainty factors are also used when rules 
are generated for expert system shells. 

Another approach uses Saaty's Analytic 
Hierarchy Process to order a set of possible 
solutions. Grid information obtained 
through pairwise comparisons (or through 
regular rating grid methods) is mapped 
onto judgment matrices. The principal 
eigenvector is computed for each matrix; 
the eigenvectors are normalized and 
combined to form a final ranking of the 
solutions. Each solution is associated with 
a number between 0.0 and 1.0. In a 
knowledge base consisting of multiple 
grids, these values can be propagated 
through the hierarchies. 

Performance is measured by having 
experts compare their expectations with 
N eoETS consultation results. A rank
ordered solution list entered by the expert 
is compared with the recommendation list; 
Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation 
is used to ·measure the difference between 
the two lists. N eoETS notes whether a 
positive correlation is significant and 
keeps track of coefficients over time for 
each case as well as the ttworst match" 
elements in each list. As the knowledge 
base improves, the correlation between 
expert and N eoETS rankings should 
increase. Worst match elements are used 
to trace backward through the reasoning 
process to help the expert further refine 
the knowledge base. 

--TEST -CONSULTATION--
Would you like to run an EXISTING or NEW test consultation? 
N-ETS** NEW 
What do ~o) want to call this new consultation? 
N-ETS** CR 
This test consultation will be named K-ACQUISITION.TEST-1 

Please :na1cate t~e deSired ADA, LISP, PRO LOG, COBOL, and 
FCR:RAN tra1t seiec::on values for K-ACQUISITION.TEST-1. 
'Ja1ues may be appended with a certainty factor in the form 
'.8' and/or ABSOLUTE to indicate that the value is an absolute 
constraint when selecting a type of LANGUAGE forK
ACQUISITION. 

What is the value of ATTITUDE for K-ACQUISITION.TEST-1? 
SYMBOLIC(S) NUMERIC(1) 
N-ETS** 5 
What is tfie value of AVAILABILITY for K-ACQUISITION.TEST-
1? 
WIDEL Y-AVAILABLE(S) NOT-AS-WIDEL Y-AVAILABLE(1) 
N-ETS** 5 
What is tfie value of APPLICATION-AREA for K
ACQUISITION. TEST -1? 
SCIENTIF!C(S) BUSINESS(1) 
N-ETS** 5 
What is tfie value of DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT for 
K-ACQUISITION.TEST-1? 
GOOD-DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT(S) POOR
DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT(1) 
N-ETS** 5 
What is tfie value of US-GOVT for K-ACQUISITION.TEST-1? 
US-GOVT-WORK(S) NOT-FOR-US-GOVT-WORK( 1) 
N-ETS** 1 
What is tfie value of LEARN-ABILITY for K-ACQU!SITION.TEST-
1? 
EASIER-TO-LEARN(S) HARDER-TO-LEARN(1) 
N-ETS"** 5 .75 

Test results for test consultation K-ACQUIS!TION. TEST -1: 
1 : LISP (.89) 
2: IDEAL-K-ACQUISITION-LANGUAGE (.Si) 
3 : PROLOG ( .47) 
4: FORTRAN ( .36) 
5 : COBOL (-.53) 
6: ADA (- 80) 

Figure 8. The expert tests the LANGUAGE 
knowledge base for the general K-ACQUISITION 
case on a specific problem. Values of traits are 
specified, and certainty factor weights are 
combined to produce a rank-ordered, weighted 
results list. 

Building Hierarchies for Multiple 
Grids 

Next, the dialog manager recommends 
that the expert try to expand the trait and 
solution hierarchies by performing a 
cluster analysis. N eoETS uses a method of 
single-link hierarchical cluster analysis 
based on FOCUS (Shaw and Gaines, 1986) 
to group sets of related solutions or traits. 
Results of the cluster analysis are shown in 
Figure 9. The numbers at the nodes of the 
cluster tree are measures of distance or 
similarity between groups and range from 
0 to 100; the number 100 would indicate 
perfect correspondence between the ratings 
of the two matched elements or traits. 
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Once the cluster analysis is performed, the 
expert is asked to label junctions in the 
clusters. The junctions can be seen as 
nconjectures" about possible new classes of 
solutions or traits. These more general 
trait or solution classes may then be added 
to the hierarchies, as in this instance. If a 
cluster had seemed unreasonable to the 
expert (e.g., if ADA seemed to fit better 
with FORTRAN and COBOL than LISP 
and PRO LOG), this may be a clue that new 
differentiating traits should be added. 

Laddering is another method used to find 
traits at varying levels of abstraction. 
~why?" types of questions are used to find 
more general traits: 

You said you thought it was better if a 
LANGUAGE forK-ACQUISITION was 
characterized by GOOD-DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT. What is a new trait that says 
why you think this is true? 
N-ETS** FASTER SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

~(How?" types of questions are used to find 
more specific traits: 

In what ways could a language for K
ACQUISITION be characterized by WIDELY
AVAILABLE? 
N-ETS** RUNS ON MULTIPLE HARDWARE 
N-ETS** MANY COMPILERS AVAILABLE 
N-ETS** MANY COMPANIES OFFER 

In this case, laddering is invoked by the 
dialog manager in order to extend the 
hierarchy by extending small clusters of 
traits. 

With the information now in the 
knowledge base, NeoETS can make 
recommendations about a particular 
language for a project. But NeoETS cannot 
recommend a specific dialect of a language 
unless children are added to the solution 
hierarchy. The dialog manager 
recommends that the expert expand the 
solution hierarchy. The expert adds 
children to the LISP language: MACLISP
LM, INTERLISP, and COMMON-LISP. 
An ideal Lisp is added as well. The expert 
is asked which traits should be inherited 
from the parent LISP, and a new rating 
grid is formed based on the new solutions 
and the old traits. The expert fills in the 

- NOT·AS-WIDELY·AVAILASLE 

Figure 9. Solution element and trait clusters are 
formed from information in rating grids. The 
expert is asked to label nodes and expand clusters; 
new traits are used to expand the hierarchies. 

grid ratings and more traits are added by 
triad comparison. Again, each trait is 
weighted for importance. 

Using Multiple Rating Types 

Later in the session, NeoETS helps the 
expert convert a trait with ordinal values 
(DELNERY-COST: HIGH-COST(5) I 
LOW-COST(1)) into a trait with ratio 
scaled rating values (DELNERY-COST: 
(1500 - 60000) DOLLARS-US). The expert 
re-rates the LISP solutions in terms of the 
new values and these values appear on the 
grid. If the expert were unable to provide a 
DELNERY-COST for a kind of Lisp, 
N eoETS could provide several forms of 
estimation help (Spetzler and Stal van 
Holstein, 1983; Wallsten and Budescu, 
1983). Four estimation procedures are 
provided: START-&-MODIFY, 
EXTREME-VALUES, 
DECOMPOSITION, and 
RECOMPOSITION (Beyth-Marom & 
Dekel, 1985). In this instance, the 
EXTREME-VALUES procedure would 
first ask for the least and greatest 
DELIVERY-COST one could imagine for 
the type of Lisp being considered. Through 
a series of questions, N eoETS would try to 
shrink this range until a satisfactory 
estimate could be given. 

NeoETS also helps the expert change trait 
scale types by checking values associated 
with particular types of traits. For 
instance, when bipolar traits are found 
that only receive extreme ratings, it may 
be better to represent the knowledge with 
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an unordered trait instead. N eoETS can 
also help consolidate knowledge by 
combining the values of several related 
unordered traits into one trait. 
Testing Knowledge with 
Hierarchies and Multiple Experts 

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate a test 
consultation using hierarchies of traits 
and solutions elicited from two experts, 
WEC and JCA. In this consultation, the 
user is interested in selecting a particular 
version of Lisp, Prolog, or ADA for a 
knowledge acquisition project. Because of 
the large number of potential solutions 
within the case, the user is given the 
opportunity to specify some subset for 
consideration. The solutions in this subset 
are called solution hypotheses. 

NeoETS then asks for a set of trait values 
for this consultation. The user enters the 
absolute constraint that only languages 
with a delivery cost of less than $30000 
will be considered. The user may accept 
default values that have been entered in a 
previous consultation by pressing the 
RETURN key. If a default value has not 
been previously specified and the user 
types RETURN, that trait will be ignored 
in the inference process for this 
consultation. 

In this example, the user's preference for 
HARDWARE type is partitioned among 
three manufacturers by a pairwise 
comparison process. These pairwise 
comparisons generate a ratio scaled set of 
preferences (Saaty, 1980). 

The fact that a particular language runs 
on IBM is judged to be weakly more 
important than if it runs on a VAX. 
Availability of a V AX version of the 
language is considered absolutely more 
important than that of an ATT version. 

Finally, the results of the consultation are 
presented to the user. For each solution, 
the consensus recommendation of the 
experts consulted is presented, followed by 
the weight of each expert that contributed 
to the recommendation. 

In a case with multiple experts, it may 
sometimes be useful to examine a set of 

---TEST CONSULTATION--
Would you like to run an EXISTING or NEW consultation? 
N-ETS** EXISTING 
What is the name ofthis existing consultation? 
N-ETS** LISP-PROLOG-ADA-ONL V 
This test consultation is named K-ACQUISITION.LISP
PROLOG-ADA-ONL Y. 

Which K-ACQUISITION alternatives you would like to 
consider in this consultation (LISP-PROLOG-ADA-ONL Y). 
Enter them one to a line. If you wish all solutions to be 
considered, type ALL. When done, press RETURN. 
N-ETS** MACLISP-LM 
N-ETS** INTERLISP 
N-ETS** COMMON-LISP 
N-ETS** QUINTUS-PROLOG 
N-ETS** ADA-1 
N-ETS** '** ~ 
The following experts know about MACLISP-LM,INTERLISP, 
COMMON-LISP, QUINTUS-PROLOG, and ADA-1: WEC JCA. 
Would you like to exclude or weight any of these experts? 
N-ETS** NO 

Please indicate the desired trait selection values for LJSP
PROLOG-ADA-ONL Y solutions. Press RETURN to indicate 
agreement w1th the default values, or type in a new value. 
Values may be appended with a certainty factor in the form 
'.8' and/or the word ABSOLUTE to mdicate that the value is 
an absolute constraint when selecting a type of LANGUAGE 
forK-ACQUISITION. 
(WIDELY-AVAILABLE(S), 1.0)*" (CR) 
(GOOD-DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT(S), 1 0)** ~ 
(LOW-COST(<45000 DOLLARS-US), 1.0, ABSOLUTE) (NOTE: 
THIS INCLUDES HARDWARE FOR A WORKSTATION) ** 
<30000 DOLLARS-US 1.0 ABSOLUTE 

Figure 10. The expert tests the knowledge by 
running a consultation to select a Lisp, Prolog, or 
ADA for the knowledge acquisition testbed case. 
-t.he expertise of two experts is used; consensus and 
dissenting solutions are given (see the next figure). 

recommendations from a dissenting expert 
or group of experts. Since WEC's 
recommendations differed most from the 
consensus, these are listed as a dissenting 
op1mon. 

Editing the Knowledge Base to Build 
New Cases 

Once the set of experts has entered 
information about the K-ACQUISITION 
case, they may wish to describe additional 
cases. They could start from scratch by 
entering a list of relevant solutions and 
traits, but that would be inefficient if there 
were any significant overlap in knowledge 
required by a previously entered case and a 
new one. N eoETS allows an expert to copy 
pieces of hierarchies and, optionally, their 
associated values between cases. The 
information copied in this manner can then 
be modified to fit the new context. This 
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(COMPANIES(VAX .33, IBM .33, ATT .33), 1.0)** PAIRWISE 
Please compare these values of HARDWARE with regard to 
their importance in contributing to an overall high score for 
a particular type of LANGUAGE forK-ACQUISITION in the 
context of LISP-PROLOG-ADA-ONL Y. 
Please compare VAX and IBM. Enter: 
VAX =IBM if VAX and IBM are equally important 
VAX>IBM or VAX<IBM if one ofthe pair is weakly more 
important 
VAX> >IBM or VAX< <IBM if one is strongly more 
important 
VAX> >>IBM or VAX< <<IBM if one is demonstrably or 
very strongly more important 
VAX> >>>IBM or VAX< <<<IBM if one is absolutely 
more important 
N-ETS*" VAX<IBM 

Please corn pare VAX and ATT. Enter: 
VAX =ATT if VAX and ATT are equally important 
V AX >A TT or V AX <A TT if one of the pair is weakly more 
important 
VAX> >ATT or VAX< <ATT if one is strongly more 
important 
VAX > > >A TT or V AX < < <A TT if one is demonstrably or 
very strongly more important 
VAX> > > >ATT or VAX< < < <ATTifone is absolutely 
more important 
N-ETS"*" VAX> > > >ATT 

Results for test consultation K-ACQUISITION.LISP-PROLOG
ADA-ONLY: 
1: INTERLISP (47: (WEC .5, JCA 5)) 
2: QUINTUS- PROLOG (.40: (WEC 1.0)) 

Would you like to see the dissenting opinion for this 
consultation? 
N-ETS"*" YES 

The following dissenting opinion was given by WEC: 
Overall agreement with consensus: .79 
1: QUINTUS PRO LOG (.40) 
2: INTERLISP (.39) 

[:] 

Figure 11. The expert continues the test bv 
specifying "run-time" values for traits, entering an 
absolute cost constraint, and performing a 
pairwise comparison task to derive relative values 
for hardware. 

facility for copying may also be used to 
copy pieces of hierarchies between experts. 

Rule Generation and Expert System 
Shells 

NeoETS can generate knowledge bases for 
several expert system shells. The 
knowledge contained in grids and 
hierarchies is converted within NeoETS 
into rules (Figure 12), and the rules are 
then formatted for a particular expert 
system shell. Rules are generated with 
screening clauses that partition the rules 
into subsets. The expert clause is used 
when expertise from multiple experts is 

weighted and combined together. The case 
clause controls the focus of the system 
during reasoning. 

Four types of rules are generated: 

1. Implication rule: These rules are 
generated from arcs in the implication 
graph and conclude about particular 
traits. The certainty factor ·is 
proportional to the strength of the fuzzy 
implication. The use of implication rules 
restricts search and lessens the number 
of questions asked of users during 
consultations. 
2. Solution rule: A solution rule 
concludes about a particular solution or 
solution class. The certainty factor is 
der~ved from a combination of the grid 
ratmg strength and the trait weight. 
3. Absolute rule: When the expert places 
an absolute constraint on the value of a 
trait a rule is generated reflecting the 
restriction. Sometimes information 
about absolute constraints is included 
elsewhere when knowledge bases for 
expert system shells are generated. 
4. Propagation rule: These rules are 
derived from information in the 
hierarchies. PropRule032 in Figure 12 
generalizes the information in the 
children of LISP about 
DEVELOP"MENT-ENVIRONMENT. 

Further Knowledge Expansion and 
Refinement 

Hierarchies and rating grids continue to be 
used during the session to expand and 
refine the knowledge base. Work in 
pro~:r:ess is shown in Figure 13. The 
decision of when one has reached the point 
of diminishing returns within N eoETS is a 
personal one, although many aids are 
offered. Similarities and implications 
analyses allow experts to determine 
whether traits or solutions can be 
a~eq~a~ely and appropriately 
discnminated from one another. The 
system provides correlational methods for 
comparing the order of N eoETS 
recommendations to an expert's rankings. 
Once the expert is convinced that the 
system performs reasonably, knowledge 
bases for other expert system shells may be 
generated. 
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---MAKING RULES--
lmpRule014: 
If: EXPERT.= JCA & 

CASE = K-ACQUISITION & 
ATIITUDE =SYMBOLIC. 

Then: APPLICATION-AREA = SCIENTIFIC ( 1.00) 

lmpRule022: 
If: EXPERT = JCA & 

CASE = K-ACQUISITION & 
DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT = POOR-DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENT 
Then: LEARN-ABILITY = HARDER-TO-LEARN ( .69) 

So1Rule161: 
If: EXPERT = JCA & 

CASE = K-ACQUISITION & 
A TIITUDE = SYMBOLIC 

Then: LANGUAGE = LISP ( .44) 

AbsRule002: 
If: EXPERT = JCA & 

CASE = K-ACQUISITION 
Then: DELIVERY-COST< 45000 ( 1.00) 

PropRule032: 
If: EXPERT = JCA & 

CASE = K-ACQUISITION & 
DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT = GOOD

DEVELOPMENT-ENVIRONMENT 
Then: LANGUAGE = LISP ( .62) 

Figure 12. Rules are generated from information 
in the rating grids and hierarchies. Rules can 
conclude about solutions or classes of solutions and 
traits both within grids and across hierarchies. 
Each rule has several screening clauses naming 
the expert and case class. 

The MINUS tool (Shaw and Gaines, 1986) 
compares grids from different experts on 
the same subject and points out differences 
and similarities. This information has 
been used to manage structured 
negotiation between experts (Boose, 1986). 
SOCIOGRIDS features (Shaw and Gaines, 
1986) will be available in the future to 
display networks of expertise. Nodes and 
relations in the network show the degree of 
subsumption of one expert's grid over other 
experts' grids. 

DISCUSSION 

General Advantages and 
Disadvantages of NeoETS 

NeoETS inherits the advantages of ETS: 
rapid prototyping and feasibility analysis, 
vocabulary and trait elicitation, testing 
and refinement tools, implication 
discovery, conflict point identification, 

expert system shell production, and the 
generation of expert enthusiasm. 

Over 30 prototype systems have been built 
using NeoETS (an AI Book Consultant, an 
AI Tool Advisor, a Course Evaluation 
System, a Customer Needs Advisor, a 
Database Management System 
Consultant, an Investment Advisor, a 
Management Motivation Analyzer, a 
Personal Computer Advisor, a Personality 
Disorder Advisor, a Product Design and 
Impact Advisor, a Robotic Tool Selector, a 
Seattle Travel Agent, and a Wine Advisor 
among others). The Programming 
Language Advisor session took less then 2 
hours with each of the two experts. 

N eoETS offers a rich know ledge 
representation and reasoning 
environment. We believe that knowledge 
can be acquired for significant portions of 
most structured selection expert system 
problems using N eoETS. Hierarchies help 
the expert break down problems into 
component parts and allow reasoning at 
different levels of abstraction. Varying 
levels of precision are specified with 
multiple types of rating scales when 
needed. 

Knowledge from multiple experts may be 
combined together using N eoETS. End 
users may receive dissenting as well as 
consensus opinions from groups of experts, 
thus getting a full range of possible 
solutions. The disagreement between the 
consensus and the dissenting opinion can 
be measured to derive a degree of con{Zict 
among experts for a consultation. The 
system can be used for cost-effective group 
data gathering. 

The growing collection of rating grids and 
case knowledge represents an important 
future information resource for building a 
variety of knowledge-based systems. 
Knowledge will be stored explicitly with 
associated problem cases; this will make 
knowledge bases easier to update and 
maintain. 

In the future, each expert will be able to 
''protect" critical areas of knowledge. 
Currently, an end user may copy and 
change any portion of the N eoETS 
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knowledge base during a consultation. The on problem-solving knowledge for specific 
expert may believe protection is necessary cases. The goal is to solve enough cases so 
because some knowledge is (~absolute" and that the knowledge is sufficient to solve 
should not be changed, or because the new cases. This is the methodology of 
knowledge has commercial value. knowledge engineering in general; 
NeoETS is not as easy to use as was ETS. NeoETS helps make the process explicit 
There are too many elicitation and and manageable. 
analysis tools for a novice to understand; The Analytic Hierarchy Process can be 
the decision-making process and inference used to build intuitive, comprehensible 
engine can be set up to perform in several models that seem to behave in reasonable 
different ways. We expect that continuing ways. One disadvantage 1s that the 
improvements in the dialog manager will inference process itself is relatively 
help make the system more opaque. Another disadvantage of using 
comprehensible. hierarchical representations in general is 
Theoretical Issues that some problems do not easily fit the 

hierarchical model. It also may be true that 
Personal Construct Psychology methods a particular problem would best be 
provide no guarantee that a sufficient set represented by a collection of conflicting 
of knowledge will be found to solve a given hierarchies (hierarchies for mechanical 
problem. N eoETS attempts to expand the problems tend to model structure or 
initial subset of solutions and traits based function, not both) . 
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Figure 26. Full NeoETS screen snapshot showing developing hierarchies, a rating grid, and an 
implication analysis graph of the grid. 
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Kelly (1955) introduced superordinate and 
subordinate constructs in his organization 
corollary (see also Hinkle, 1965). Kelly 
thought that these hierarchical 
relationships changed from time to time. 
Slater (1977) observed that na system that 
has been thoroughly organized 
hierarchically would ... become ossified and 
ill-adapted to the needs of everyday life." 
N eoETS can help experts change their 
hierarchies, but it is up to the expert to 
realize when the relationships have 
changed, and to reflect that change in the 
system. Similarly, labels for traits and 
elements as well as ratings themselves 
may change. 

More methods for handling uncertainty 
will be used in the future; these were 
mentioned above. 

The use of multiple rating value types 
provides more flexibility, convenience, and 
precision when representing knowledge. 
However, deciding which particular type of 
variable to use can be a complex task. The 
dialog manager offers some assistance, but 
the expert usually learns appropriate 
rating type usage through experience. 

It is also more difficult to generate a 
coherent rule set from many types of 
variables, and some rules, in isolation, 
may not be meaningful to the expert. 

Elicitation, Analysis and Decision 
l\'Iaking 

Multiple analysis tools and elicitation 
methods help the expert think about the 
problem in new ways and tend to point out 
conflicts and inconsistencies over time. 
Lenat argues that knowledge 
representations should shift as different 
needs arise (Lenat, 1983); this should lead 
to better problem . and solution 
descriptions, and, in turn, to better 
problem-solving. 

Inference in NeoETS is efficient because 
the problem space is partitioned. Although 
no formal studies have been conducted, 
consultation results using the methods 
described above seem reasonable. 

Experts develop NeoETS knowledge bases 
serially. In the future, we would like to 

build a participant system where many 
experts could dynamically share rating 
grids and hierarchies (Chang, 1985). 

Rule generation for expert system shells is 
done in a straightforward manner. 
Development of the knowledge base can 
continue in an expert system shell that 
may offer advantages of speed, specialized 
development and debugging facilities, and 
inexpensive hardware. However, if the 
knowledge base is changed in the shell, it 
may be difficult to reload it back into 
NeoETS. 

Future Development 

Besides the enhancements mentioned 
above, we intend to build a knowledge 
acquisition environment that would 
include specific domain knowledge for 
different application areas (as in MDIS, 
Antonelli, 1983; and MORE, Kahn, 
Nowlan, and McDermott, 1985) and be able 
to acquire knowledge for synthesis 
problems (as in SALT, Marcus, 
McDermott, and Wang, 1985). Our 
approach will be to cpntinue to add 
methods in small increments, constantly 
refining and integrating techniques to 
build increasingly more effective 
knowledge acquisition tools. 
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Abstract 

Whole figure constructs are suggested to play a central role in personal 
relationships. Suggestions are made as to why the verbalization of 
whole figure constructs is less likely with maturation. A study is 
conducted that invalidates current beliefs that whole figure constructs 
are not meaningful. 

Introduction 

Personal construct theory suggests the person's interactions with others 
is a function of the constructs they use to experience others. Hundreds 
of studies in personal construct theory have been published. Most of 
these studies have been based on repertory grid techniques. In the 
typical grid technique a person rates a number of people along trait 
like dimensions. Such rating of people along traits is not unique to 
contruct theory. Indeed many impression formation experiments follow a 
similar format. In essence these studies assume our experience of 
others is governed by implicit trait theories. In other words, we tend 
to assume our contruction of others consists of reducing others to 
traits instead of grasping the individual as a whole. This assumption 
has serious implications for theories of personal vs. only social 
relations. can we have a personal relationship based on a reduction of 
others and the self to traits? The purpose of this study is to address 
this question and to begin an experimental elaboration of this issue by 
investigating the meaningfulness of constructions of the person as a 
whole. 

Kelly (1955), the originator of personal construct theory, suggested 
that the child initially construes people with constructs that are 
specific to the person. In so doing the child develops constructs, 
called whole figure constructs, that allow the child to form 
distinctions such as 'like mother' vs. •unlike mother' or 'like self' 
vs. •unlike self'. As the child grows older he/she tends to verbalize 
such constructs less often and relies more on trait like constructions. 
Construct theorists have interpreted this increased use of trait 
dimensions as indicative of psychological maturation (Little, 1968; 
Barratt, 1977; Duck, 1975). There is a real danger, however, that 
issues are being confounded in making such assumptions. Let's examine 
these dangers in some detail. 

The fact that children tend to use trait constructs more and whole 
figure constructs less as they grow older could be due to the increased 
insistence placed upon children in schools to describe people via 
traits. A child who discusses another in terms of whole figure 
constructs, such as "Uncle Howard", will tend to be viewed as egocentric 
by those who do not know the person. This shunning of whole figure 
constructs is more likely to the extent the child's environment is 



impersonal. A more personal environment, for example, one that might be 
found in a smaller town where children are more likely to know one 
anothers' acquaintances, would tend to be less insistent on the use,_of 
traits. When a classmate in such a community mentions "Uncle Bob, the 
policeman" or "Mrs. Smith, the sixth grade music teacher", there is 
little reason for recourse to traits. With the mention of a name, i.e. 
Mrs. Smith, everyone would often have sufficient information to 
understand the reason she is mentioned in a particular context. The 
fact that children learn not to use such whole figure constructs as 
'Like Mrs. Smith' can be more a function of living in an impersonal 
environment, a world where individuals are unknown quantities, than to 
the child's maturation. The price could well be that personal relations 
are suspended in the belief that maturity demands reductionistic, 
impersonal construction. Research should be conducted to determine the 
relative use of trait vs. whole figure constructs in personal vs. 
impersonal contexts. 

A second way the role of whole figure constructs in maturation can be 
misunderstood concerns current assumptions concerning the meaningfulness 
of whole figure constructs. Following Piaget's reasoning concerning the 
development of constructs, the maturing child should become better at 
using all constructs, both whole figure and other constructs. Recent 
research by Chambers & Parsley (l986) in fact found that the logical 
consistency and integrative complexity of whole figure constructs 
improves with maturation. Some construct theorists, however, doubt that 
whole figure constructs can even be used meaningfully (Mair, l967; 
Fransella & Bannister, l977). These researchers believe whole figure 
constructs cannot integrate information about people in anything but 
inconsistent, nonintegrative ways. This belief has probably greatly 
reduced the amount of research conducted on whole figure constructs. 
Let's look closer at the justification given for the assumption that 
whole figure constructs are meaningless. 

Mair (l967) conducted a study that supposedly demonstrates the relative 
meaninglessness of whole figure constructs. The study has been 
referenced in two authoritative manuals on repertory grid technique 
(Bannister & Mair, l968; Fransella & Bannister, l977) as evidence 
against the use of whole figure constructs. Mair asked subjects to rate 
a set of people on the whole figure construct "like self" as well as on 
traits elicited to be either characteristic or uncharacteristic of 
'Self'. Mair found that the ratings did not polarize in the fashion he 
expected. Traits that subjects directly judged to be similar to self 
were not always positively correlated with 'like self', nor were those 
judged unlike self always negatively correlated with 'like self'. 
Mair' s conclusion, and that advocated by Bannister and Mair ( l.967) and 
Fransella and Bannister (l977}, is that whole figure constructs 
therefore are incapable of integrating the information reflected in the 
trait ratings. This conclusion is invalid, however, because an 
inadequate experimental design was used in the study. No control was 
used to demonstrate that other whole figure constructs are less 
meaningful in relation to 'like self' than are trait constructs. The 
conclusion could have just as easily been that the trait constructs were 
incapable of elaborating all the information contributing to the whole. 



The meaningfulness of whole figure constructs is therefore still an 
unanswered question. The purpose of the following experiment is to 
determine whether or not whole figure constructs are more or less 
meaningful than trait constructs. Results should be useful in sounding 
the alarm that personal construct theorists need to reexamine their 
assumptions concerning whole figure constructs if they want to come to a 
better understanding of people and personal relations. 

Method 

Three groups of repertory grids were developed. The first group 
consisted of 16 9x9 matrices of random ratings. These grids were 
developed to simulate the extreme in meaningless construction. These 
grids were generated via a computer, using simulated five point scales. 

16 additional grids were developed by asking 16 university students to 
first write the names of four people who they thought were quite similar 
to themselves and four people they thought were quite different. 
Subjects then stated traits that were descriptive of each of the eight 
people. This produced four trait constructs describing people similar 
to the self, and four traits describing people different from the self. 
Subjects then rated the self and the eight other people on the whole 
figure construct 'like self' and the eight trait constructs. A five 
point scale was used. 

A final group of 16 grids was developed by asking another 16 students to 
complete a grid. In this grid students first listed four people who 
were similar to the self and four who were different. These people and 
the self were then used as elements in a grid using the same people as 
whole figure constructs. Subjects rated each person with respect to 
their similarity to each other person as a whole. A five point scale 
was used. 

Grid Analysis 

The grids were analyzed to determine the extent to which ratings made on 
the 'like self' whole figure construct tended to polarize the other 
constructs. Each of the four rows of ratings made on constructs 
elicited to be similar to the self were subtracted from the ratings made 
of the people on the like-self whole figure construct. The absolute 
values of these differences were summed to form a like-self score. The 
absolute values of the differences between the unlike self constructs 
and the like-self whole figure construct were summed to form the unlike 
self score. The polarization score was determined by subtracting the 
like self score from the unlike self score. Larger differences imply 
more meaningful relations between the like-self whole figure construct 
and the other constructs. For the 16 grids composed of random ratings, 
the first four were arbitrarily assumed to be like self constructs while 
the second were unlike self constructs. 

Results 

Analysis of variance of the polarization scores produced an F value of 



21.61 (2,45), which is significant at p<.0001. A Duncan•s test 
demonstrated that the means from all groups differed. The mean 
polarization score for the random grids was ,68. The mean for the grid 
made up of trait constructs was 24.25. The mean for the grids made up 
only of whole figure constructs was 39.37. Results indicate the whole 
figure constructs produced higher polarization scores, with the trait 
scores producing intermediate scores. As expected, the random grids 
produced very low polarization. 

Discussion 

Results suggest the whole figure constructs were more meaningful than 
either the random or the trait constructs. These results stand in 
direct contradiction to the conclusion by Mair, Bannister and Fransella 
that whole figure constructs are meaningless. These results suggest 
there is clearly a need for more research on whole figure constructs. 
This conclusion is further supported by recent research suggesting grids 
containing whole figure constructs are useful in studying psychological 
adjustment, impression formation, cognitive development and decision 
making {Chambers, 1983; Chambers, 1985 a, b, c, d, e; Chambers and 
sanders, 1984; Chambers & Stonerock, 1985; Chambers & Epting, 1985; 
Chambers & Parsley, 1986; Chambers, Manh & Parsley, 1986). There is 
little doubt that research using whole figure constructs will pose new 
problems. It may be necessary that psychologists admit that people 
think in ways that cannot be reduced to the dictionary like terms that 
make up the trait approach to understanding. We will have to respect 
the complexity, legitimacy and relative invisibility of another's 
experience, as described by Kelly (1955) and Laing (1967}, if we are to 
ever meet others as persons. 
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This paper focuses on the conditions which work for and 
against communication development among enduring 
relationships. Since marriage is the single mcst important 
institution existing over time particular attention was 
given to the communication pattern of a marriage. Two highly 
creative marriage partners were interviewed. The 
communication conditions of their marriage are assessed. 
'ff··ii~ in(:\ j CJI.- {: (JfT1{tlLlri i t: !'!i·t :i C:it'"'i ::: C)r'1 C! i ·t :i C)li ~=~ ·f C)Ltr·i ;;:! ·f: Cj!'"' CJi-i l:~ j:l ~:.ll .... t. n (:~r·-

were security and comfort, transactional connection, and 
i:; E~ 1 cJti c;j :i r")(_;j ·t <J \:l ·f -:!\in :L 1 ·y··. ·r!-: (:~ rn-::·l j (Jl··· ': cJJnint.tri :i (::~:-,. t :t ~:Jr·i ;:: ::Jn ~=-·t i·-· Ltc: t 
found for the other partner were romantic love, mutual 
support, and intimacy. 

I l\HRC!DUCT I CJI"·J 

Individuals are in relationship throughout life. 
noted that our construing as individuals is negotiated w~t~ 
those with whom we live as well as those who have gone 
before us CKelly, 1930). This paper focwses on the 
conditions which work for and against communication 
development among enduring relationships. Since marr~age is 
the single most important institution existing over time, 
particular attention will be given to the communication 
process patterns manifest in marriage, family -- or 
alternative styles of relationship. We will attempt to 
understand what is conventionally expected within marriage 
as an institution as well as attempt to understand ·!-· ;-...... 

= ... ; 1 r;:,~ 
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limits of the individual persons who are involved in the 
relationship. Communication levels and limits will be 
c~;< !J 1 cJn~cl. 

Consideration of the origins and the anthropological history 
of marriage reveals it as the fcundational social 
institution. Marriage and family are the basis of other 
levels and limits of communication organization. The levels 
and limits of communication organization in marriage and 
family radiate into organizations, communities and larger 
systems. Our entire social structure and the nature of 
culture rests upon the nature and qualities of marriage and 
family. It is no accident that anthropologists -- such as 
Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict -- devoted so much of their 
attention to the deeply rooted, elemental institution. It 
is not a communication system which one either enters into 
or avoids, such as jolni~g or not jOining a social group or 
being a member of a profession. Marriage and family are so 
basic to all other communication systems that we must accept 
them and somehow deal with them. 

FOUNDATION OF CIVILIZED COMMUNICATION 

\!Jh.:tt c!(J ~·H~ m\~~.:in b'y' m.:\l~T:i ,:\q(~ .. :;!:; ,:in ":i n!:;t:i tut:i cm?." i•J~~ riH:?c\n 
it is larger and more foundational than any group or 
corporation or other organizational body. Nothing is more 
significant or more powerful. The United States 
Constitution could not create or maintain the institution of 
marriage and family. No law could invent it and no 
legislation or law could require it or prevent it. The 
institution of marriage and family underlies even the law et 
the land~ just as it does our other social and societal 
systems~ and even our international order. 
finally reached an aggreement when they became aware of t~1E 

implications of their negotations and their relationshi~ for 
the younger generation in their own families. 
h.L:t:.U:::~~l.. 'd.Lt.t~ tJ:::•.§'. t;:·;~:(!:£~. d·~~;ci·-ibes the pet-i l. ~~~e .::..r·-e i.r: i.:od.::,--;....- .:;..nj 

·=• t.t r n €-;a e r:j ·f cl r •: t""l .:1 n ~~ E' • E:: r·i e ·::. t .at •:? -=· : 1
' i= .:~.1T1 1. 1. ·~l 1 i. -F ·= i ·::. -:'7t. 

microcosm of the life among nations~ and settling 
disagreements in family life can be no easier than settl~ng 
disagreements between nations'' CRewe~ 1985, p. 215). Easwaran 
in ~,~r·i.ting a.bout ~~~IJ.At:j_.t_ t.t~~?.. !J@E~ qu.ct:~·::. C~.:~.ndhi. .:;,·:; ·::.tati.nq 
that it was his wife, Kasturbai, who taught him how to love. 
Kaswaran observed that Gandhi began to see what Kasturbai 
was practicing everyday was what he himself had been 
admiring as a theoretical ideal. She sought by personal 
example to root out anger and competition in their marriage 
by being supportive and keeping her eyes always on what was 
good in him <Kaswaran, pp. 125-126>. Levi.nson and Rosenthal 
:i 1-J ~:;tc.tc~~-,.-"i rl(;J ~:CJt'"'j:!CJ!·-··::ti:E~ 1 \:?~:tcl!:~I--~:;}M::i j:i -ft:JLti''"iCJ t:!-·tE~ 1 t::.::·\cit·!~~-·;:~- .. :·tct:L !"""!;:;_; 

out in corporate life ways cf relating which had been 
learned earlier in their nuclear families (Levinsan and 
Rosenthal, 1984, pp. 262-268). 

Marriage has always been there. Anthropologists have traced 
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male and female bonding as far back as four million years 
age and evidence of the existence of a nuclear family has 
been discovered in fossils which date the occurrence as 3.6 
million years age (Fisher~ 1983), 

PROCESS AND ANALYTIC CONDITIONS 

Marriage is also -- since it is a form of communication -- a 
process. It began organically~ and it continues to function 
organically , as a process. It relies on holistic 
explanations and is infinitely complicated. This is the 
other side of it not being fundamentally a formal structure 
or legal matter. This is the ether aspect of marriage 
having an independent existence. We can try to understand 
it~ conduct analysis~ but to the degree that it is a process 
we cannot impose ours~lves upon it. It does not lend itself 
to laboratory tests; there are no controls possible, or else 
it would become something else and not an illustration of 
m.arr· i .age. 

We will not find the linear chains of cause and effect. We 
may find some conditions which go up and down together~ sue~ 

as when researchers study the Great Depression. As an 
organic process marriage functions according to cyclic 
patterns and responds to multiple sources of information. 
It is like a plant which responds to its inner struct~re; 
and to light, a1r, water~soil,and wind; and to the manner in 
which it is cultivated. Marriage is so large and we are 
consumed within it and our self and our perceptions are 
shaped by it, and because it is a process we do not .: ..l.. 

.1. : ... 11 

We participate in the continuity of the process which 
continues without beginning nor end. It goes on and on as ~ 
living process although individual marriages cease to exist 
as entities and new ones come into existence. These are 
limitation or conditions in understanding marriage. 

Hew did marriage start? Why did it begin? How did it become 
s.o -=~.I,,Je·::.cme and pei'"Va·:;i. \/e·? NI:JbOd'/ 11 pl.:~nne.;j !I i. t. r···.IC C:•ne ot-
(;_i i·-· C) t.t p <: o i-: ~:; c: :i c1 Lt ~:; 1 ··.,l cl e <: :l tj E~ et : 11 I_ et: =- ::; ::; t. ~:\ t·- 't: -::t r·: :L n -~:; ·t :L t. Lt t. :t tJ r-l C) -F 
m.::tr- r· i .:1.•:;] e. '1 Since \.o,~e .;j o net k no~">~ r·t cw it b .e·~~ .;:,n or·· t !-: e 
background and tracing in the development c+ marriage or why 
it continues~ we do not understand how tc make it work. Why 
is there se much unhappiness in marriage~ Blumstein and 
Schwartz note that even though marriages are increasing the 
divorce rate is almost three times as high as it was in tl1s 
1 C_?=!:,() If·;:.=- l .. h ey· f u.r t het- n C;t e t h -~.t l1 a.l -+-: c:=-t: f i ~·- ·::. t rn.~.l"""lj"'" i. .:;..=~ e·::. n Czi,r·-~ 
taking place will end in divorce and half of all people now 
of marriageable age will at some time experience divorce 
( £; 1 t..t ili i5 t t~ :i i-~ i:\ r-, cl ~3 {: , ... * t-·J -::ll .... t. ~= !I l !~) ~:; :~:. , p p . ~3 ~.:;. ..... ::;. .-!~ ) • CJ t.l··, E1 !·- :L r: cJ :i c: .:::.1:. CJ r· :::; 
~f the lack of wellness in marriage are reflected in the 
incidence of violence, wife and child battering, proportion 
~~ family homicides, and mental/emotional distress. 



CONDITIONS OF MARRIAGE 

Currently the number of marriages is high as is the divorce 
rate. The high rate of divorce challenges individual 
expections of an enduring relationship. This has 
implications fer the entire family and especially the 
children. More than one million children per year are 
involved in the resulting situation which is usually a 
single parent family and or other relatives and child-care 
environments. At the same time men's and woman's roles are 
emerging into new forms which has implications for work, 
fertility and birth as well as other ramifications. 
Alternative life styles are also a part of the existing 

Cohabitaion has increased to 1.8 million 
unmarried couples of the opposite sex living together in 
1981. In addition lesbian and qay couples are becoming a 
more visible part of fhe popula~i~n. All these emerging 
changes paint to the need to study the conditions of 
enduring rlationships CBlunstein and Schwartz, 1983, pp.25-
4El:l. 

Campbell did extensive interviews with mainstrem couples in 
an attempt to better understand relationships. She 
identified an emerging trend toward diversity including 
group marriages and tribal families. She saw people 
creating new forms for their marriages~ families~ and 
intimate friendships. Couples are taking charge of their 
marriages and/or ~elationships and value intimate, honest 
communication. Old forms of relating are evolving away from 
relationships based on security and comfort and moving 
toward relationships where le~rning, spiritu~l growth and 
service are primary goals. Marriage is valued as a vehicle 
·few· (~!:·::plcw·:Ln<;! thi~ ,.-·,.:d:ttii~!:; cl+ what it mE~<:·,n::; tci bE! hum,:u··, 
CCampbell, 1983, pp. 123-143). 

COMMUNICATION PERSPECTIVE 

The institution of marriage 1 
.... 

::- really pervasive. 
t: Cl ~-it:(= Hip l <:·,. t (~ t. li (~ :L r·i ~:; ·t i t. : . .\ t. :t t:i rt , tAil-,<-?. n ~·J (-: '' ·:; ~-:~ ~~ 1

' t. r-i ~? ·::~ E~ c! e E: i~~: 

relationships in ancient human history, the ramifications in 
various parts of our society and world society, and when we 
see the relentlessness, the permanence of marriage, when we 
·::;E~t~ t.t-:l?. E1~S~5l?.nt.:t -:·:~_1 C:{Ji!iintJ.ii:i c:~-;~~.:i C)l-1 CjLl,:\1 :~ ·t.:i ~~~::; ~ ... Jt-J:i (:h !J~:~{_;J~:ln \.•J:L ·~:r-; 

primitive humans~ and began even before we were human, and 
in which in fact represent those very qualities which MAn~ 
us human, one realizes the respect this institution 
commands. This institution is the source of our be5t 
transactional communication theory, the enduring human 
values involving all of our social and personal 
relationships~ including our most important relationships 
and our loving relationships. Our best communication 
principles were there before the theorist, before the 
philosopher, before civilization. The institution af 
marriage and family are the source of what we call 

-s-o-



''c:i\iil:i;:<:tticin.'' lJ.Jl~ m<:~·/ 1·-~~be:L ,-aqain!:;t :it a!:; ind:i··.,;idlJ.<:\1!:;. l;Jl~ 

may not choose to enter into it ourselves~ We may be angry 
at it and flail against it and point out the flaws of it and 
cite terrible examples of how it does not work in specific 
cases We can cite divorce rates to criticize it, but no 
1rratter· hm..-~ many· f~d.lur·e·::. ~-;~e ma.y us•:. a.·:; illu~:;tt-.:.:..tion·:;~ tr1e 
institution still stands. We must appreciate the fact that 
it is so pervasive~ and respect the power and the 
l.tri :i V!~r f£;<:\ 1 i t y !:Jf t rd !:; 1 :i V :i n g , C:Jn ···!_; CJ:l n l;) , C !JITt i nU :[r·p;; 
instituticm. 

Parks in reviewing research on relational communication 
focuses on aspects of messages which define or redefine 
t-€·?lationships. He note·:; Dunc:an's cb·:;er·v~•tion: "~'-Je do net 
r-!;:d ,-at!e .:tnd tl-~!~n talk, but ~>.~le l'"!el <atce :in talk." F:e:L at:i ;:Jn,:\1 
communication is traced to Batescn's work on the 
relationship between individual behaviors in which patterns 
of role differentiation were delineated. The basic unit of 
analysis in this research is the relationship between 
messages and bec:omes the exchange er interact. Thus 
relational communication theory and reasearch has centered 
on talk (the person treated as an event er first level 
construing in Kellyian terms) rather than the process of 
communic:aticn. <M~""3.her-, 1979, pp. 203-204). 

Fitzpatrick and Badzinsk:i in examining on research in a 
number of academic disciplines on ccmmunication within the 
huclear family noted the focus en performance and output 
variables and emphasized the need to consider inter-nal 
variables and :intrepretat:ive processes. This research 
appr-oaches var-iables as categor-ies rather than as constructs 
having d:im:insional properties or reference axes as described 
by Kelly (Maher~ pp.122-123>. 

Monaghan proposes that '' ••. employing Construct Theory 2s a 
way of thinking and learning about communication implies 
that we move from the :individual case to understanding the 
pi'·oce~~s. (!'·1on.::<.ghan~ 1.c;·::33~ p.2). It r·epr-~~sents a. shift of 
perspective from the Communicator (person) to the process of 
comm,_m j, c:at j_ ng. 

We are attempting to move beyond second level construing 
which is concerned with the construing the constructs of 
other- persons to attempt to understand the communication 
process from a whol:istic perspective :in which the 
relationship is stressed, that is things and events and 
tnings do net exist apart from each other. The whole is 
viewed as greater than the sum of the parts because the 
parts are net simply put together 
whole is a pattern which remains, 

but are related. The 
while the parts (persons) 

come and go, jUSt as the human body is a dynamic patterns 
which persists despite the rapid birth and death of all its 
individual cells. The pattern does net~ of course, 
disembodiedly apart fr-om individual forms, but exists 
precisely through their coming and going--. We are 



searching for the patterns manifested by transient forms 
The relationship is more significant then the persQns which 
ai .... e t .... €·?1. ~-tted .. 

r•li~THDD 

Two married creative persons were interviewed. They are 
both full-time artists; they have ne jOb er source of 
outside income beyond what they can negotiate fer their 
artistic efforts. On the basis of prior analysis and 
r·~~l at£~o:l 1 i. ter.:ature we ''provi d•?.d '' ·f out-teen ccn·:;tru.ct·:: .. :and 
t~l i ci tt?.d ftJLu·- -.:u:ldi t:i ol·l,-;.1 t:c:m~:;tn.u:"b;. \.'J('~ ~:;,:ty "prcl\-'i (jed" 
constructs; based upon prior analysis these were held 
tentatively during the beginning of the interview while we 
observed the degree to which the respondent found these 
constructs naturally ~ppropriate. At least seven of the 
fourteen were in the respondent's own language, and the 
other seven were described as meaningful. 
that there seemeed to be minor variance differentail between 
the provided and elicited constructs in the instance). The 
constructs may be summarizd as follows: 

1. Romantic Love: This includes deep tenderness and 
affection; warm attachment, benevolence, caring for the 
other; holding an idealized understanding of the ether 
and characterizing the communication as cclorful, 
11 p c; (~~ t :i {: , '' n <J ...,,.., <~~ 1 ~ rn ...,/ ·::; ·t:. (~ ! ... :L C) t.L ·::; ~ ~:·l ~--~cl (;J 1 (J :·-· :L ·f ~l :i r·i c;! C), .... 

celebrating the other and the relationship 
Raising of Children 
Family: including belonging to a social group. 
Social prestige associated with family membership. 
Security and comfort: Social relationships are held 
secure, the ability to rely upon an existing 
:·- e!! J. .:1 t i on ·:~hi. p 

6. Companionship and friendship. 
'· Intellectual and/er artistic stimulation. 
b. Sex: Socially approved se~ual relations, physical sex. 
9. Intimacy: open information exchange; self disclosure. 

1t)., l'"1t.ttt.t.:t1 ~5t..tppc;~ .... ·t: i::~ h(~~llJ:i n(;J ,.-·E~l ~:\t:t t:}r1·::~i-:i i=:·, i!t.h~~~!·-·~:\iJ'·l· '' 
11. 

~ .--, 

1 ··:: -·-··. 

l. ·--·. 

1 l-... ~--· . 

(i.e. marriage is less expensive than 
alternative lifestyles). 

Relationships which last~ seeking a lsting, 
:::: (:1ti t :L n tJ i r1 f.;} ~ c;rt·-·i;J ~= :i n (~i !! tt 1 :i ·f E?·-1 Cjr·; (;J ' 1 1··· t~~ 1 ~=l t :L CJi-: ·:s!-·: :L !=~ • 
Actual: The factual conditions of the relationship. 
I(j!£~-::tl: ·r!-,(·?. ~=\~:)j:):l 1 .... <:1.-t::t cJn cJ+ ' 1 hc)p{~ '' ·fc):· .... t:I1'-:~ !''"(~~I .::lt.i cJn!:;h:t p 1J 

Transactions: A sense of connection to the past, to 
family traditions; a sense of connection to the future 
~iri cj t h 1:.? I! e~..., ~;J eri iE.·l··- .::it i. c~n ~ .:jn 7.: i c i p -:1 t i ri ~~ .:.1. 11 bet t =:-?t- '1 f u. t u.1~ ... ,=:o 

\:\i-1 d ~"J~:tr·i t. :L r·: c;.1 ·t <J i:i \~ 1 (Jn (;J C)i·-· b ;;.;~ p ~:'t.t· t: Cj·f t !-: E~ + t .. l·t. :. .. 1.1r· E: 

(for Barbara) Equality: 
oberdience, control 

Mutual respect ve. inequality: 

16. (for Donald) Respect without pressure, acceptance of 

of ...... 
i / .. 

marriage vs. a traditional and rigid marriage. 
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(for Donald) Deterministic and controlling vs. freedom. 

attributes vs. communion v-..li th the p•::?l'"·;sc;n. 
t::Jt•l<:\l~d l:i·f(~ 

The names of twelve persons known to each of the respondents 
were used as elements :in the Higg:inbotham (1983) and 
Bannister form of the Repertory Grid. Instructions were 
''·the~ k:i ne! C:l·f: r<~l <a·t:i Cinsh:i p !:it.tc:h ,:l p!~J·-··:scJn d!~~~:;:t J·-·(~~d '' ( .. :,~:; 
distinquished from the element person's actual 
relationship). Both respondents were interviewed at the 
same time, although they were generallly prevented from 
!:J b ~:; !~ r· v :i n q \~ <:\ c: 1·1 C:l t h ~?.!'. ' ~:; n;! ~:; p c:m ~:; !~ ~:; • ( El ;:lirH~! Cl ·f t h E~ !~ 1 <;!m!~ n t ~:; 

were the same for both respondents, and the respondent knew 
m C:l ~:; t (:J·f !~! .:H: l-1 \:J t h c;:! !'" ' ::; c;:! 1 <i:Hn ii:! JTt p !i:! n:; cm :::. : • T h (~ n , ·f •.:J 1 :L cwJ :L n G t. h::· 
first stage of the interview each partner was asked to 
replicate (:i.e. predi~t the respCJnses expressed by the 
0ther. The particular data selected in this exploration of 
communication conditions are primarily indicated by 
=onstruct variance 

The three major constructs accounting for the largest amount 
CJf variance in the communication conditions for Barbara are 
security and comfort~ transactional connections, and 
belonging to a family. 

Security and comfort 
very strongly (-.87) 
held secure they are 

for Barbara is related negatively 
tCJ intimacy. Where relationships 
n~:Jt like tc1 b1?? intirn-:1ta. ::::hE? 

-:?.nd 

experiences their actual mar~iage as ve~y intimate (.59l ~ 

and she does not consider their actual marriage as secure 
and comfCJrtable C-.40). She associates security and comfort 
with transactional connections to the past~ and to the 
·f t.t t t.\l'" (;:~ • Secu~ity and comfort is negatively related .;. ..... . ' ... , __ ,: 

sex~ and to mutual support (-.45). 

The transactional connectiCJns const~uct fo~ Ba~ba~a is 
extremely negatively related (-.81) to mutual support. :t 
is as if she experiences alienation from her ea~l:ter family 
and carries this construct relationship with her into their 

The transactiCJnal connections contruct dCJes 
relate to the physical body <-.69>, possibly having a 
physical attribute, or genetic kind of associatio~. 

Belonging to a family or social group is strongly related tc 
companionship CJr friendship~ and she does not experience 
companionship and friendship in their marriage. 

Barbara's meaning fCJr an enduring relationship is ve~y weak, 
accounting fer the second lowest variance. An enduring 
relationship is negatively related (-.5~l to an opeG 
marriage~ but postively related 
-~:t.J·- t :L :::. t. :l c ~:; t :L iHLt 1 ~:l t: i <J ~-~ • 
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The three maJor constructs accounting fer the larqest amount 
of variance in the communication conditions for Dcnald ar2 
romantic love, mutual support, and intimacy. 

Romantic love is very strongly (-.75) adverse to security 
and comfort. Perhaps this implies a strong ingredient of 
adventure and risk in romantic love. Romantic love is 
strongly related (.64) to respect without pressure and 
accepting differences (.65). Romantic love is negatively 
related C-.57) to raising children c-.57> companionship and 
friendship (.-51) and intellectual and artistic stimulation 
(.48). Romantic love is not related to their actual 
marriage C-.22). It appears that to Donald that roma~tic 
love is quite separate from social reality, more like a kind 
a ·f: n {_;] i:Hn <~ !I '

1 CH.... {:\ !5 i t: <J ri (: vH:: t·· (~~ r.:: 1 ~=·~ ··:l i r1 \;} ~:\ j:J cu··· ·t :L r·, {·:~ j:;) 1 t:·i. '/ ~~ 

Romantic love does not require human relationship. 

The second strongest construct for Donald is mutu~l support, 
a helping relationship. This construct is related primarily 
to intimacy (.75) and to companionship and friendship (.69). 

Intimacy is related to family and belonging to a sccia: 
group (.58) and to an enduring relationship C.57l. 
An enduring relationship is very strongly associated (.76) 
with social prestige and transactional connections l.57l. 
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USE OF ELICITED AND SUPPLIED CONSTRUCTS IN 
THE PARENTING DOMAIN 

ABSTRACT 

Rex D. Filer~ Ph. D. 
Counseling and Career Development Center 

Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 

This study investigates the use of elicited and supplied 
constructs in the parenting domain with the Parent Attri
bute C 1 .:c.r· if i er· ( PAC) F i 1 er· ( 1'7':33) , a modified r· eper t c•r· ~:/ 
grid. Eight constructs were elicited using Kelly/s (1955) 
standard triadic method, and eight were supplied by the re
searcher. The use of elicited and supplied constructs is 
compared in terms of two aspects of parental cognitive 
structure, integrative. usage and ability to discriminate 
along a dimension of meaning. Results indicate participants 
use supplied constructs more integratively but maKe finer 
discriminations with elicited constructs. Methodological 
issues for future research are discussed. 

I t-ITRODUCT I ON 

Researchers employing some form of the 
Pers.c•na.i Constr·t.Jct Psycholc"~Y often 

Repertory Grid within 
are faced with the 

choice of whether to use elicited or supplied cons. t r·IJ c t ·: .. 
Elicited constructs supply information on the unique ways an 
individual views the domain being investigated. Supplied 
constructs permit inclusion of researcher-provided dimen
sions and lend themselves to nomothetic comparisons. In 
addition, when a decision is made about the type of con
struct to be used in a study, consideration must be oiven to 
whether or not elicited and supplied constructs are employed 
differently by individuals. 

Ad.:c.ms-Hebber· ( 1'7'7'7') , in .:c.n e::-:: ten·:. i '·./e r· e'-._.. i ev . .t c•f the 1 i t er·.:..
tur·e concluded " ... indi< .. ddu.:..1·:. e::-::hibi t c·:·n·:.i·:.tent cr·efer·
ences for using particular words to describe themselves and 
others, judge people more extremely in their own terms, and 
draw more inferences from information presented ·~ their 
Cli.J.Jn 1 -~.n ~~u -~.~~ell '1 

( ~!: :3 1) IJ In -~.n e.:..r· 1 i er· .:c.r· t i z: i e As:j.~_rr,·:.-~·;·~et~t,er· 

( 1970) found little difference between measures o~ differ-
en t i -?.. t i ern 
the 1 .;. t ter· 

derived from elicited and supplied constructs, 
were carefully selected. Using Bannister and 

·:. i 9 n i f i •: .:.. n t 1 ::l m C• r· e i n t er· r· e 1 .:.. t e d t h .:.. n ·:.u pp 1 i e d c on ·:. t r· u c t ·:, . " 
(p. 244) when used to rate participant supplied occup~tions. 
In .:.. ·:.c,r· t i rP~ t -~- ·:.k ITI-~.1 e ErP;, 1 i ·:.rt -~.r· !: hi t e,: tu r· -~. 1 ·:.tu jen t ·:. ··· e 1 i ':
ited constructs accounted for significantly more of the 
variance than supplied constructs <Stringer 1972). Cromwel 1 
.:..n ,j c:.:.. 1 cjt.•.Je l 1 ( 1 !;~~~2) f •:'u n ci in r· .:;. t i n ~; r· ec en t .?..n cl C! 1 !j .:;.c ~~u .;. in t
-~. n ~: e ·:. ~;; r· e .;. t er· e >:: t r· ern i t ::.-·· r· -~- t i n ~~ ·:. f o r· t h e e l i c i t e cl c Ci n ·:. t r· u 1: t ·:. 
than the supplied constructs. 
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Landfield <1965) had clients in therapy rate their ideal
self~ present-self~ and the therapist on dimensions elicited 
from both the client and the therapist. He found clients 
rated ideal-self and present-self more extremely when they 
used their elicited constructs. Their ratings of the thera
pist also were more extreme but did not reach significance. 

Warr and Coffman <1970) compared extremity ratings in 
judging tasks. Contrary to the findings in a majority of 
studies, they did not find any significant differences in 
the ratings between the two types of constructs. 

Kuusinen and Nysted (1975) evaluated elicited and supplied 
constructs usino an index of rating extremity and four mea
sures of cogn1t1ve complexity. The results of their study 
did n c• t tJ n if c•r·m 1 ::.-' ~-h 01.1.J e 1 i c i t ed to be mc•r· e 'J ·:.ef tJ 1 t h .;:..n ~-up

p lied constructs. They therefore concluded" ..• that differ
ences between individual constructs and provided constructs 
that have been found in earlier studies may be dependent 
upon what criterion is chosen to contrast the two types of 
constructs, what indices are used to measure the chosen cri
terion~ and what type of provided constructs is compared 
v .. ti th i ndi '-/i du.al •:onstr·tJC t~ .• " ( p. 141) . Their· cc•nc ltJ·:.i •::.n in
dicates the importance of re-examining studies on the use of 
elicited and supplied constructs in terms of the criterion 
used to evaluate the constructs, of the indices measuring 
these criterion, and of the type of constructs supplied. 

Easterby-Smith <1980) raised several important methodo-
1 •=• g i c .;:.. 1 l=":d n t ·:. t h .;:.. t 1.1.J i 1 1 .;:.. i d i n t h i s r· e-e :=·=: am i n .;:.. t i C• n . He 
states that in using the standard triadic method for elic
iting constructs, elements either be selected randomly or in 
a manner that maximizes contrasts, not be repeated in suc
cessive triads Cto do so makes elicitation of new constructs 
mc•re difficult>, be homc··~enec•u·:. (~.elected fr·om the ~ .. :..me 
category) and be representative of the domain in question. 

If constructs elicited from 
ments are to be compared to 
portant for researchers to 
plied constructs were chosen 

elements meeting these require
-:.tJ pp 1 i ed c c•n s t r·u c t ·:.! i t i ·:. i m
indicate not only how the sup
but the basis for their asser-

tion that such constructs are applicable to the domain under 
i n·· .. ···es t i g.:.. t i c•n. Un 1 e·:.·:. the i ·:.~.tJ e •:•f .:;..pp 1 i c .:..b i 1 i t ::/ i ·::. .:..d
dressed, reported differences in the use of elicited and 
supplied constructs simply may be a result of a preference 
for usino those constructs most applicable to the domain 
under investigation. Studies also must maKe clear the 
criterion used to contrast constructs. In the previously 
cited studies, with the exception of Kuusinen and Nysted 
( 1975), rating extremity is equated with personal meaning
fulness. Extreme ratings are said to most closely approx
imate the bi-polar nature of constructs. 
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Meaningfulness, however, does not have to be defined in 
terms of ratino extremity. If a person is a scientist 
attempting to anticipate events, then a meaningful construct 
system may be thought of as one that allows for maximum de
cision making effectiveness in the domain in quest1on. For 
example, Lemon and Warren (1974> did not use rating ex
tr·emi t~/ .:..s. their· •:r·i ter·icm; in·:.te.:..d, the~/ e·-._-·.:..1 u.:..ted cc•n
structs in terms of the the strength of inference one could 
maKe with them about people. From subjects' free descrip
tions of acquaintances they designated subJects' constructs 
as salient or non-salient. They found salient constructs 
allow one to maKe stronger inferences than non-salient con
structs. Through questioning whether meaningfulness of 
cc•ns.tr·uct us.a9e h.:..·~ tc• entai 1 e>=:tr·emi t;/ of r·.:..ting, Lerr11::.n 
:r.n d ~··l.:..r· r· en r· .:r. i s.e .an i·mp•::sr· t .:..n t i -~ ·:.u e f c•r c c• n ·:. i der· .:.. t i c•n b~/ 

pointin9 out that meaningfulness may just as well be thought 
of in terms of construct's potential for making inferences. 

It is 
ter·ms 

now possible to re-examine a number of studies in 
of the issues raised in the last few paragraphs. 

8e9innin9 this re-examination with the previously cited 
Cc•chr·.:..n ( 1'?77) s.tt.Jd';.-', ther-e .:..r·e indi•:.:..tic•ns th.:r.t the r·e
ported differences may be an artifact of the methodology. 
Cochran (1977) used supplied constructs to generate the 
elicited constructs. He acknowledges such a method would 
tend to elicit constructs super-ordinate to the sucplied 
ones. It is not then surprising to find that these super
ordinate elicited constructs were used differently than the 
subordinate supplied constr-ucts. If a set of subordinate 
elicited constructs had been used to elicit further con
structs, would a comparison of these sub- and super-ordinate 
constructs nave yielded results similar to those found in 
the Cochran study? 

It is apparent the manner in which supplied constructs are 
de\-'e i c•ped i ·:. c r· t.J c: i .:..1 • ~'lh en •: •::.mp.:..r· .;:.. t i o....'e ·:.tu d i es. on the u ·:.e 
of elicited and supplied constructs are evaluated, careful 
attention must be given to the methodological procedures 
employed. For example~ Cromwe11 and Caldwe11~s (1962) use of 
constructs elicited from one group of participants as the 
supplied set of constructs for another group is an approac~ 

very different from Cochran~s. 

It is even more difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate 
studies which do not indicate the manner used to supplY con
·:.tr·uct·:.. In thi·:. '-/ein .::..11 Str·ir11~er· ( 1'7'72) '=··:<.~:··'·:. i =· th.:..t con
structs" ... were selected to represent factors which were 
thought might be i~portant in architecture students' Judg-
ments of such people as 
authority figures." <p. 
deter-mine the validity of 

t h e i r· f .:c. m i 1 ;.·· , peer· ·: ~ a. n d 
440) . ~·-ier·e .:..n:/ method·:. 

the assertion of the 

'../ .~. r· i ~:~ u ·:. 
u :.e,j t c' 

·:.U!='Pl i ed 
factors being representative? Stringer does not say. 



Bender (1974) questions the results of Warr and Coffman 
( 1970) by stating that the sequential form of Kelly~s rep
ertory grid which changes only one element at a time wil I 
produce less meaningful constructs. Using a form of the 
repertory grid developed by Malhlouf-Norris, Jones, and 
Norris (1970> in which constructs are elicited with five 
·:.eqt.J en t i .:..1 and f i './e n c•n -sequ en t i .:.. i t r· i ad:., Bender defined 
the five constructs with highest loadings on the first 
factor of the principle component analysis of the grid as 
most-important and the five with the lowest loadings as 
le.:..:.t impc•rta.nt. Bender fceund the n•:•n-:.eqtJenti.:r.i tr·i.:..ds 
yielded significantly more most-important constructs. 

Re-examinations of these several studies have shown that tn 
fully address the issue of whether elicited and supplied 
constructs are used differently, careful consideration must 
be given to the selection of elements, to the method used to 
generate elicited constructs~ to the manner in which the 
supplied constructs are chosen or developed, and to the 
criterion for contrasting constructs, and to indices used 
f C•r· C r:emp.:r.r· i :.ern • 

METHOD 

In this present study the issues raised in the last few 
paragraphs were addressed in the development of a modified 
repertory grid, the Parent Attribute Clarifier <PAC) 
( F i i er· 1983) . The PAC e 1 em en t :. .:..r-e se'./ en teen ,jiff er· en t 
parents, fifteen per-sonally known by the participant and two 
gener-.:tlized c.:degcr·ie·:. of p.:r.r·ent·:., the Ide.:r.1 a.nd Abt.J·::.int;t 
par-ent. To meet the Easter-by-Smith (1980) requirement of 
representativeness, elements included the participant;s 
parents, grandparent, spouse, self, five parents whose 
parenting methods the participant agreed with and five whose 
methods they did not agree with. Participants used a nine 
point scale to rate the seventeen parents (elements) on the 
sixteen constr-ucts. High ratings indicated the parent (ele
ment) had a lot of positive pole of the construct and low 
r·a.tin•;;:. ··./er·~··· 1 i tti e cef the po·:.i ti\.··e pet] e. All the p.:r.r·ent·:. 
( e i em en t s) t..•,ter· e fir· s t r .:r. t ed c•n the e i ·~h t e 1 i c i t ed con·:. t r·u c t s 
and then on the eight supplied constructs. 

Eight constructs were elicited using the standard triadic 
method; wherein participants were presented a triad of 
parents from their list of parents and asked to state how 
two of them were alike and different from the third carent 
in some dimension of parenting. The process was completed 
when a participant decided what to them was the opposite of 
th~ elicited dimension, thereby identifying a bipolar par
enting construct. In line with criteria suggested by Easter
by-Smith elements were not repeated in successive triads, 
.::..n d, t e: pr· o\.·' i de .:r. c c•n t r· .:r. :. t , e.::..c h t r· i .::..d h .::..d t! ..... ,c• p.::..r· en t ·:. 
(elements) whose parenting methods the participant either 
acreed or disagreed with but never three of one type. 

- .s-'1·-



Eight supplied constructs were developed after a review of 
the 1iter·.3.ture •::.n p.:..renting. (Azr-in 1'7'74; Coigne:/ 1974; 
Dinkmeyer and McKay 1976; Dodson 1974; Garden 1973; Harman 
and Brim 1980; Madsen and Madsen 1972; Mancuso and Handin 
1'?:30; .:..nd ~·'-leb·:.ter·-:3tr·.3.tton 1'?:30). In -3.ddi tic•n the cc•n·:.tru•:t-:. 

1,• • .1er· e e<.. .... :..l u -3. t ed by e 1 e• ..... en pr· c•f e-:.-:. ion a. 1 :. in c hi 1•J c .:..r· e f r· om -3. 
major university who Judged them to be impor-tant for- inclu
sions in a study of parenting and to cover- a broad range of 
the pa.r·en t i ng dc•mai n ( Fi 1 er 1 ·?:33) • 

To compare the use of elicited and supplied constr-ucts, 
indices of parental cognitive structur-e wer-e derived fr-om a 
16x16 construct correlation matr-ix. Two aspects of parental 
cognitive str-ucture~ integrative constr-uct usage and dis
crimination along a co~str-uct, were measured. The Integra
tive index (a count of the number of correlations found in 
the range .482 < R < .8 in the 16X16 corr-elation matrix de
rived from the PAC) is an index of integrative usage devel
ope•J b~/ ~-·~ec f-::,_..Jer t h ( 1 ·?:33) in .;.. ·:. t I.J dy •::.f •: .:..r· eer· dec i ·:. i c•n m.:..k:
ing. The index is an attempt to measure integrative con
str-uct usage while controlling for the problem of random 
usage raised in the Bannister and Fransella~s (1966) study 
which found thought-disorder schizophrenics and cognitively 
complex individuals both displaying a high degree indepen
dence between constructs. They argued schizophrenics were 
r-esponding randomly while the cognitively complex individ
uals were making use of an integrative process. To control 
for randomness and measure the integrative process correla
tions in the .482 < R < .8 are considered to be a measure of 
integration. Though the selection of the .8 as a cut-off 
point is arbitrary, it is based on the idea that correla
tions greater than .8 are so high that they are functionally 
equivalent and indicate a lack of differentiation. The .482 
for the bottom cut-off was chosen because in a 16X16 matrix 
a set of randomly generated numbers would yield by chance 
only five percent of the correlations above .482. 

In addition to measures of integrative construct usage, the 
development of measures to gauge discrimination along a di
mension of meaning has been prominent in the study of cog
niti\-'e ·:.tr·uctur·e (Reker·;:. 1'7'74, E;ignei1 1·:;:·.::: .. :::., L-3.ndfie1d 1'7'7?~ 

1 '7':3 1) • The r· -3. t ion .:..1 e f C•r· ·:.u c h me.:.. :.u r· e-:. i ·:. the i de.:.. of .::.. con
struct being maximally useful when it allows fine discrimi
nations to be made among the rated elements. When the rating 
levels are used evenly across the elements, a ranking pro-
cess is approximated. 
c.:..ti•:•n c•f ~.n ~.bi 1 i ty· tc• 

Even use of rating leveis is an indi
prioritize and make finer discrim-

inations. Weckwerth ( 1983) developed an index of discrimina
tion measuring how evenly rating levels are used across ele
ments. Even use indicates an ability to make fine discrimi
nations and prioritize along a dimension ot meaning. 
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The for·m•.J 1 .;.. 1 . .:: • -·. 
( I -If'• J. . -' ....... n 

v . .1h er· e ( I) is the i de-8.1 n •.Jmi:•er· •='f e 1 em en t s;. per· c.;.. t e9cr· ::/ f c•u n d 
by dividin9 the number of elements (17) by the total number 
'='f r· .;.. tin 9 1 e··./e 1 ·:. ( '?) • The D i s:.c r· i m in~. t i c•n Index is;. computed 
by summing the squared deviation of observed elements (0) 
from (!) at each rating level across levels for each con
s;. t r u c t ( I -0) ; .:tn d t .;akin g t hi-;:;. :.urn •:Jf ·:.qu .:..r· ed de·· .. d .:.. t ion·:. for· 
e.:..ch •:on·:.tr·uct .;..nd ·=·'.Jmming it acro·:.s;. cc•ns:.tr·I.JCt·:. (n): .:..nd 
finally taking the square root of the average of the sum of 
the squared deviation for constructs. The index is an in
verse measure of discrimination because it decreases as more 
of the entire ran9e Qf rating levels is used. For a more 
detailed discussion the Integrative and Discrimination 
! n dices:. ·:.ee F •X· s;. t er· ( 1 '?:35) • 

Usin9 this Integrative Index and the Discrimination Index 
WecKwerth (1983) found 9reater flexibility in career de
cislon making associated with a greater degree of inte9ra
tive complexity and a 9reater de9ree of discrimination. 
Poole (1983) found the Inte9rative Index interacted signi
ficantly with the design structure of a career-decision 
making course. As Poole predicted~ students hi9h on inte
grative complexity preferred a low-structure course design 
and those low on integrative complexity preferred high
structure course design. He did not find the Discrimination 
Index to be related to students' reaction to course design. 

The indices for integrative usage and discrimination were 
derived for both elicited and supplied constructs. This 
allowed comparisons to be made on the use of the two types 
of •:on·:.tr·l.JC t·: .. 

SUBJECTS 

Forty-four parents drawn from a large metropolitan area 
completed the Parent Attribute Clarifier <Filer 1983) 

RESULTS 

The means of the indices of integrative usage and dis
crimination for elicited and supplied constructs were 
compared using t-tests. The mean of the elicited Integration 
Index was 1~.6d and the supplied Integration 1noex was 
14.73. The t-value of 2.25 was significant at the .05 
1 e\,., e 1 . T h e me.:.. n of t h e e 1 i c i t e d D i s;. c r· i m i n .:.. t i c• n I n de::-:: !,.o . .t.:.. ·:. 
5.24 and the mean of the supplied Disc~imination Index was 
5.53. The the t-value of 2.56 was significant at the .01 
1 e\.·'e l • Th e:.e r· es:.u 1 t =· in d i.: .:.. t e p.:..r· tic i p.:..n t ·:. 1.1 ·:.e•j the ·:.up
pl ied constructs more integratively and made finer discrim
in.:..ti•:•ns l,.o.Ji th the el i•:i ted .:on·:.tr·uct·: .. 
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Low non-significant correlations were found between the 
indices of integration and discrimination indicating that 
two aspect~·of the cognitive structure were being measured. 

The reliability of these indices of cognitive structure was 
tested by re-administering the Parent Attribute Clarifier 
to eight participants five weeks after their initial comple
tion of the instrument. The following reliability coeffi
cients were obtained: Elicited Integrative Index .54~ Sup
plied Integrative Index .86, Elicited Discrimination Index 
.84 1 and Supplied Discrimination Index .74. Except for the 
Elicited Integration Index, moderate reliability was 
demonstrated. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study finer discriminations were made with elicited 
constructs and supplied constructs were used more integra
tively. These results in terms of discrimination are consis
tent with a number of studies that have shown participants 
prefer to use their own dimensions in dealing with domains 
in which they are personally invested and familiar. How
ever, the the more integrative use of supplied constructs 
raises questions about the criteria used to evaluate el ici
ted and supplied constructs. If the number of constructs in 
the range .482 < r < .8 is an index of integration ~some

thing that certainly needs further investigation), then the 
results indicate advantages in using supplied constructs. 
Though great care must be exercised in generalizing the 
findings of this study to other domains~ the results do 
ra1se several important methodological issues for future 
researchers as they develop repertory grids and raise 
questions about the evaluative criteria to be used in the 
study of elicited and supplied constructs. 

Questions about the evaluation criteria, of course, are not 
limited to the study of elicited and supplied constructs. 
Much has been written about the ways of interpreting data 
generated by repertory grids. Nhat is important is that 
careful consideration be given to these criteria in both the 
evaluation of studies of el ici 
wel 1 as in the development of 

ed and supplied constructs as 
nstruments for such studies. 
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ARTICULATING AND RECONSTRUCTING PERSONAl GOALS 

Jerald R. Forster 
Un1verstty of Washington 

Clinical Services and Research Center 
402 MUler Hall, U.W. Csmpus 
Seettle, W8Shington 98 t 95 

Thts peper provtdes a axteeptuat m~t for counset1ng cltents whose IJ)als are unresl1zed. The m~l 
focuses on the discrepancy between 8pl and perceptions of wh8t is happening. Theory and methods 
familiar to personal construct psychologists are used to explain pl discrepancies and devise 
reconstruction strategies. The m~l also highlights the use of feelings to indicate the~ to which 
natual pis are being satisfied. S6veral types of construct ton errors are described. Also includ!d in 
the paper are counseHngoui~lines for f8:i1itating the articulation and reconstruction of persomst 
pis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Counseling can be defined as an interactive prEDSS between two individuals, where one has 
recogniZed a d1ssat1sf8:Uon and a cmfre to change. The other person has expertise tn f8:H1tat1ng an 
articulation of the problem and helping the client change to relieve the problem. 

The purpose of this paper is to e18bor8te on 8 particular conceptU81iZ8tion of the counseling pnx:ess. 
The conceptU8lization is primarily based on Personal Construct Psycho lOll(. The elaboration focuses 
on the dtscr epancy between a client's wanted events and her perceived events. To focus attent1on on 
the discrep8nCV between wh8t is wmted and what is perceived, a counselor f8:ilitates the client's 
articulation-of her pls. This articulation prcass depends on the eHcitation of personal constructs 
used by the 1ndtv1du81 to d1fferenttate among significant events fn her Hfe. These personel constructs 
are then used to develop pls statements. 

Definitions 8l1d e18bor8tions of the most importmt concepts used in this clarification appnxdl are 
given in the following section. The interrelations of the key concepts are shown in Figure 1. 

DEFINITIONS ANQ ELABQRAJIQNS OF SELECTED CONCEPTS 

PERSONAL CONSTRUCT: A dtmensfon of mBlfng that an 1ndtv1dualtmposes upon the world tn order 
to make the world interpretable. Each construct anows a particular awareness that the individual 
uses to differentiate among stimuli and to cat81P'ize phenomena. 

A personal construct is like 8 speci8llens or filter th8t permits the person to see selected colors, 
scenes, or aspects of 8 field. When a person is asked to 005cr1be another person, or an experience, 
or 8 plu:e, th8t person U5eS person81 constructs when mclcing these descriptions. Constructs must 
be used to apperceive past, present, and future scenarios. Expectations are experienced through 
constructs. constructs oon't have to be in 181lQU8;18 form to be used for dtfferentlattng among stlmuH, 
but to be communicated they must be put into language form or some other recognizable vehicle for 
communication. Examples of constructs used to differentiate among people are: shy I educated, saxy I 
intelligent, tan. Exnples of constructs used to differenti8te among events are: boring, demending, 
sentimental, cold, recent 



FIGURE 1 
A SIMPLIFIED VISUAL MODEL 

FOR REPRESENTING THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF NATURAL GOALS ,...--
PAST PRESENT 

Memories 

FUTURE~ ... ... . ... . .. ·. 
{ natural goals: 
·: involving ·:· 
! growthful .:· 
.·outcomes ) _ __.:~··· · .. ,· ...... · 

-,-,..-.... ::T-' ... .. -
~ natural goals') 
)fnvotvfng ,' 
',avoidance of • , ' 
(feared ) 
'outcomes , \ / __ , ,, 

.......... 
-........... ............__ 

MATCHES OF NATURAL GOALS AND PERCEIVED/EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
WITH RESULTANT FEELINGS 

Case 1: 
. When natural goals 
involve positive and 
growthful outcomes, 

AMQ 
perceived/ expected 
outcomes match up 

"f}t/e_. ••• ·•• po!tu~\ ~oCll.? 
~ ....... . ,. ... 

6r 
~:)( 'fJ ~c..f e..J 6\.t t~o""" e 

Feellng= 
Satisfaction 
and control 

Case2 
When natural goals 
involve positive and 
growthful outcomes 

AtiD. 
perceived/expected 
outcomes do not 
match with the goals. . ' .• . ....... ,. ' 
••• pe>sftiv~ • i rJo.tu~~ l { 
.. , ctoAI • 
'.. 11 ., . .. . . ' , ...... ~ .... , .. ... . ' ': 

Feeling= 
Frustration 
and unfulfillment 

Case 3: 
When natural goals 
involve avoidance of 
feared outcomes 

AtiD. 
perceived/ expected 
outcomes suggest 
that the feared out
come will happen. .,.,., .-.--. 
~~/" \ ... " 

f'Jatu..,.~ 1 
\ ~i>~L of I 

) o.ve:: JihJ \' 
I Te.C~.re.J \ 
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Feeling= 
Uneasiness and 
fearful foreboding 
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"\ 

"'/ ~ \,/' . J ov 
~ P~~t..e.J ~- A 

Q..'/, " cu.~ ~\(-rc..o m e.. 
Feeling= 
Relief and relaxation 
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PERCEIVED OUTCOME: Individual constructions of what is happening in a particuler main of a 
person•s present experience. This outcome could also be ca11aj an event. 

EXPECTED OUTCOME: Stmtlar to a perceiyaj outcome, except the event has not yet happened and the 
individuel only expects that the event wm occur. 

NATURAL 00\t..: A possible outcome or future event that the individual wants to happen. 
A person can't help but want a natural pl Failure to attain natural pis results in feelings of 
dtsseUsfldion. There is oo stendard1zed list of natural pls that all or most people want. Eedl 
person has hts own natural pis, mnstructed with his personal constructs. A variety of reasons mav 
account for why the person has the unique natural pls he has, including past reinforcement 
scheOOies, btoohemtcal programming, unsattsfjaj needs, etc. 

Some natural pis involve growthful and/or pleasure seeking events. These are positive pis that 
are not d1ctated by fear or avo10n:e . . 
other natural pls involve the avoidance of feared outcomes 800 these are negative in nature because 
they are influenced by noxious possibiHtfes or threats. 

MEMORIES: Reco11ections about past events. Memories can incltxe what was thouljlt to have 
occurred, as well as what was wantaj at the time. 

FEELINGS: Red1ons of the tnd1vtooars bcXtf to an of the COJOittve processing that ts occurring tn 
response to a specific event. Feelings have been defined as an undifferentiated arousal response 
triggered by the autornnic nervous system. 

FeeHngs serve as retEtive signals reflecting how the indivi«bsl is appraising an of the inputs 
possibly connected to personal benefit or threat. They are gauges that measure the summattve 
satisf8Ction, or dissatisfaction, felt by the individual at tnf given point in time. 

THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SELECTED CONCEPTS 

The match, or the descrepslcv, between perceivaj or expected outcomes 800 natural pls, directly 
influences an individual's feelings of satisfa:tion or dissatisfaction. The individual's feelings are 
also influenced by the match between mm outcomes and natural pls that existed at the time of those 
outcomes. Whfle past matches residing tn the memory influence current feelings, such results oo not 
play a sic}lificant role in the feelings of wen adjustaj individuals, because such people know that 
future events are the really important ones. Well adjusted individuals are bothered by past 
discrepancies only if they portend htgh probab111t1es that future outcomes wm also be discrepant 
from natural pis. 

Perceived and expected outaJmeS which are not thought to be connectaj to natural pis oo not affect 
the individual's feelings. The person is neutral about the desirability of such outcomes because he 
can see no special implication for his we11-betng or pleasure. However, tt ts not unusual for a 
person to become curious about certain events which seem to h8ve little direct imp1iC8tion to her 
we11-being. A curious individual becomes interested in understanding or predicting certain outcomes 
even thoUcjl they oo not relate to her natural pis. SUCh an individual may become tnvested in 
anticipating or urxirstanding these events and then she has developed a natural pi that mi~t be 
ca11aj "urm-staOOing for the sake of undrstanding." Feelings of satisf~ion occur then the person 
increases her understanding, even when there is 1itt1e practical benefit from knowing. 
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THE ROLE OF RECQNSTRUCTIQN IN PROBLEM-SQLVINGANDADAPJATIQN 

When en individual recognizes he has a problem, often m:companfed by a feeling of frustration 
because something is not as he wants it to be, that person seeks a solution. This solution often 
involves the spontaneous reconstruction of the perceived s1tuatton or the reconstruction of the 
natural pJ. If that individual gets stuck in his problem-solving task and keeps constructing it the 
same Wl without new perspectives or outward changes in the environment, he feels blrelced from 
his natural pl. SUch a person needs help in recoostructing how things appear to be, as wen as how 
he wants things to be. He mes not need to be shown how to live. He needs increased awareness, 
clarification and reconstruction, enabling him to be more self-directing and in control of his life. 
He will benefit from crelrtive problem-solving and new Wflt/S to tliept to the environment. 

PERSONAL ltfiOI.VEMENT IN THE ATTAINMENT Of NATURAL OOALS 

An important dimension to consid!r in this conceptuali:zation is the individual's active involvement 
tn brtngtng about her natural pis. The poles of thts dimension ere ·~uve· and "passive.· The 
active person exerts considerable effort in an attempt to change the perceived or expected ootcome to 
make it match her natural pi. This person is trying herd to make things happen the Wflt/ she wants 
it to be. SUch a person tries to manipulate her environment so as to achieve desired ends and is said 
to "take charg9 of her life", or "is ~ing after what she wants." 

A person neerer the passive pole is more inclined to accept circumstances as he finds them, 
adjusting to the Wfl/ things are. A person on this end of the dimension protects himself from 
unfulftlled pis by mootfying natural pis so that they are eesny attained. One can protect oneself 
from being threatened by reducing what is wanted or considered necessary for survival. By 
reco~IStructing whet is Walled so that it matches what is expected to happen, a person can adjust to 
almost anything. However, if the reconstruction is not a legitimate one, but only a disguise for the 
real pis which are repressed, there wtn still be a feeling of frustration and the results of this 
feeling m~ show up tn some other negative outcomes. 

While there are some individuals who actively seelc their natural pls, and others who are very 
passive in thts undertaking, most mature human beings use combinaUons of these processes. 
The combination of these pnx:esses requires that the person choose when to change perceptions of 
what is happening to fit her natural pts and when to accept the Wff{ th1FWJS ere, even if the original 
natural pis must be modified. These tlieptive and assertive individuals seem to be I)JJd at 
rEDI'I'izing when it is time to change the environment and when it is time to change their pis. The 
Importance of thts jud}nent process fs recogntzed by AlcohoUc Anonymous, as Is shown by their 
800ption of Reinhol~ Niebuhr's prayer: 

GOD GRAIIT nE THE SEIQITY TO ACCEPT THE THIHGS I CIHIOT CHAHGE CQUMGE TO CIRIGE 
TIE THIIIGS I CRit 1110 HISDOn TO 01011 THE OIFFEREIEE 

This statement mfl( suggest that there is a cteer-cut difference between the things a person can and 
cannot ctmge. Approedling this difference from ~ aJRtructivist perspective , however, leaves these 
twocat8;Jriesvery much open to construction. In other words,~ individual can construct 
reeuttes that perm1t change or a wlm select ton of things or s1tuatlons. Also, the terrftory or 
sttuations that are not seen as chsngeeble C811also be reconstructed to 8 consi«Er8ble extent. Those 
two categries have considerable flexibility in their boundaries, depending on the constructive style 
of the cate~P"Y user. The recogntUon of this flextbntty Is important for the counselor who is 
factlitating reconstruction. That counselor can help a client approach problematic situations with 
the openness that is helpful for seeing new solutions or new Wflt/S of seeing how things are. 
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CONSTRUCTION ERRORS AND RELATED PROBLEMS 

The amstructivist framework offers a variety of concepts which help identify problems of 
construction and related malfunction. A few of these errors are d!scribed below: 

1. lack of awareness of the constructs tduaHy beino used to exolain and onticioate. 
Many individuals can neither identify nor articulate the primary constructs they use to attribute 
causation and to ant1c1pate future events. Some of these 1ndtv1duals are unaware of many of the 
constructs they use, whfle others beli8Y8 they are using constructs which are not the ones they 
Edually use for their important attributions or anticipations. 

2. Use of constructs which are ins1equate for anticioatino impgrtant outcomes. 
Some tndlvlwals use constructs which are 11m1ted or inappropriate to deal w1th the threats f8:ing 
them in a complex environment Sometimes these individuals have been taught or programmed to use 
outmoded coostructs which mi~t have served their users wen in less complex environments or 
environments with quite different tttreets. 

3. Rigid constructiQOS of natural als. 
Individuals with rigid mnstructs find it difficult to reconstruct their natural pls when 
reconstructions of perceived/expected outcomes fail to permit them to accommodate their natural 
pis. Thts tnnextbntty mav be related to the type of constructs they tend to use. COncrete 
constructs seem to be the most difficult to modify or expand. The inability to reconstruct is likely to 
lea:l to poor problem solving. These people are easily bkD:ed and this blretage is axompenied by 
repetutve attempts to solve the problem tn the same wtl( . Effective problem solvers not only 
ra::oustruct unfulfilled pis, but they also reconstruct their perceptions and expectations . Rigid 
constructions m not lend themselves to reconstruction. 

4. Premature reconstruction of natural pis. 
The premature reconstruction of natural pis muld also be ch8rf£ter1zed as being overly flexible or 
even •wtshy-washy". These indivicklals are also described as lacking in will power or persistence. 
The most serious problem with premature reconstruction of natural pis is the forfeiture of 
opportun1ties to realize potenUaUUes. Unfulf11Jed talents are common among these individuals and 
they are often taken advantage of by individuals who are more persistent when striving for their 
natural pis. 

5. Natural pls are ck!ninated by avoidance of feared outcomes. 
Every 1nd1vtdual has some natural pis wh1ch are postUve tn nature. represenUng ~owthful 
strivings uncluttered by fear 8fld cwoidance. In some cases, however, these positive, growthful goals 
are ct.varfed by the avoidance pls O!signed to prevent feared outmmes. When the avoidance pls 
mmtnate the person's beh&vtor, that person operates 1n acefenstve stance and mtntmtzes 
possibilities for attaining positive pis. The cautious style of these individuals reduces risk- talc ing 
and results in the avoidance of challenging opportuntities. Such indiviooa1s waste much of their lives 
by focusing on feared possibilities and missing opportunities for exciting new experiences. They 
have little energv for reconstructing expected outcomes or positive natural p1s because so much of 
thetr attention ts directed toward threatening posstbtuUes. 

7. Deficits in mnstructs that enable long-range prediction. 
These individuals la constructs which help them predict long-term consequences of current 
chokes. Such individuals often feel that th6y were victims of others or of an unfair society. Often 
they hOO experienced pleasure and short-term satisfact1on without any ilEa that this experience 
might be connected with a negmive, unsatisfying future outcome. Observers often ~ibe these 
individuals as people who m not celay their gratification. They are obviously week in long-range 
p1ann1ng ant:1 surv1ve beSt 1n a structured envtronment that prov1deS clear-cut gu1~11nes ror 
behcwior and choices, as might be found in the military. 
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ART!CULATIQN AND RECQNSTRUCJ!QN METHODS 

Most applications of personal construct psycholfl'lf use m£Xfified versions of Ke11y's Repertory Test 
( 1955) to elicit personal constructs. Forster( 1985) used a m£Xfified version of the Rep Test to 
e11c1t and articulate an individual's personal pls. The steps used fn that version are summarized 
below: 

1. Enhance awareness of the client's feelings by sensntztng her to her own tot{ sensations. This can 
be encouraged by homework assi~ments involving systematic recording of feelings in a daily 
journal. 

2. Using feelings as indicators that natural pls are being satisfied or not satisfied, the client 
articulates personal constructs that are used to construct her natural pis. The GoBis Arttculatton 
Prooess ( Forster, 1982) provides a format for this portion of the articu18tion prooess. 

3. The articulated natural pis are then used by the c11ent to evaluate the relevance of several 
representative life events. This can be mne by a rating process where the client rates 1 0 to 20 
representative events M!'Jif(ltng the extent to which they satisfy etEh natural p1. 

4. After these ratings have been analyzed to identify patterns of relationships and profiles of pis 
sattsfa:t1on, feedback of the results can help the c11ent 1dent1fy particular pis whtch are not 
satisfied. 

5. After the c11ent has 1mntff1ed and clarified unsatfsf1ed pis, she can begin to reconstruct the gJBI, 
the perceived situation, or mmbinattons of the two. 

When pis and perceptions are being reconstructed, several possibilities arise. The following 
questions suggest some of these possibilities: 

How will the discrepancy between e specific natural pl and current perceptions be reconciled? 

can sttuauons be charg3d so that the pi wm be reel12ed without major nDmtrucuon ? 

If the sltuaUon cannot be changed easily, can the client's perceptions be reconstructed so that the 
pi csn be realized ? 

can the pi be reconstructed so that tt can be reeltzed wtth the current resources and effort ? 

Is some mmbination of reconstructions necessary, so that both perceptions of the situation and the 
natural pi can be~ tn WflfS that relieve the discrepancy ? 

Reconstruction efforts will be influenced by the client's "wiscbn" to know what can be changed and 
what C811't be ch8nged. The client's first problem-solving activity wm probably be an effort to 
change the environment so as to attain the natural !J)BI without reconstruction. Included in this 
deftnltfon of a cl1ent's environment is the cltent's perception of self. Therefore, some changes in the 
environment may include changing oneself. The distinction between "changing the environment" and 
·reconstructing perceptions of the environment" is an important one, although very difficult to 
make when self-perceptions are involved. When a client attempts to focus his attention, or exert 
more effort in a given direction, he is changing his environment without major changes in self
perceptions. However, when the client perceives himself in new Wff>IS, he is reconstructing that part 
of his environment If these~ in environmental or situationel perceptions m not perm it the 
discrepancy between these perceptions and pls to be relieved, the client is more likely to work on 
the reconstruction of his goals. 
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The following methods are offered to facmtate the reconstruction of pis and perceptions: 

a The munselor cre8tes an environment th8t reduces outside thre8ts. This environment is f~Hit8ted 
by the absence of negative juO;Jment. Nonj~tal counselors create a sanctuary-like climate 
where cltents can try out recoostruct1ons wtthoUt fear of negative rea:ttons. 

b. The counselor asks the cltent to describe the problemauc situation from the perspective of other 
people, including people known to be (J.tite different from the client. 

c. The counselor also offers alternative constructions of the situation, as wen as other p1s which 
may be more attainable than the current one. When the counselor offers alternative constructions, 
she tries to emphastze the tentativeness of such offerings, ensuring th8t the cltent ooes not take these 
offerings as "recommended advice.· The counse1or tries to encourage the perspective that there cen 
be several ways of char8!terizing a situation and oo single one is the right one. The client is 
enmureMJ3d to consider alternative ClllStructtons as exploratory posstb111ttes. 
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STEPS TOWARDS KNOWLEDGE SCIENCE 

Brian R. Gaines & Mildred L. G. Shaw 
Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary, 

Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4 

There is growing convergence between psychology, systems theory and computer science towards what 
might be called knowledge science. Personal construct psychology is able to provide foundations for 
cognitive science that subsume previous information processing models and extend them to realms of 
human knowledge processes, including social interaction, creative thinking, emotion and personality. 
Systems theory is now at a stage where it can contribute a framework for these ideas that expresses them 
without unreasonable distortion. For psychology this opens up the possibility of an integrative theory 
encompassing all aspects of human life flild contributing formal foundations to clinical, educational, social 
and applied psychology. For fifth and sixth generation computing systems this opens up the possibility of 
true human-computer symbiosis in which natural and artificial knowledge processes are fully integrated. 

The Convergence of Psychology, Systems Theory and Computer Science 
There is growing convergence between psychology, systems theory and computer science. The disciplines 
have interacted to become major influences on one another's development. The paradigm of cognitive 
psychology involves applying information processing concepts to human behavior (Newell & Simon 1972, 
Estes 1978). General systems theory (Von Bertalanffy 1968) and cybernetics (Wiener 1948) involve 
modeling the organism as an information processing entity. Fifth generation computing (Moto-oka 1982) 
offers natural person-computer interaction using techniques derived from artificial intelligence studies in 
computer science (Gaines 1984a). Sixth generation computing (STA 1985) is projected to integrate 
advances in neurology, psychology, linguistics and logic, into a new discipline, knowledge science, that 
will provide foundations for the knowledge-based systems of the future (Gaines 1986). 

This convergence is now significant to the goals of each of these disciplines, all of which show immense 
promise but none of which has yet achieved its objectives. Cognitive psychology has concentrated on very 
limited aspects of human perception and cognition and has neglected key areas of psychological phenomena 
such as emotion and consciousness (Norman 1980). General systems theory and cybernetics have generated 
many interesting methodologies but no coherent overall theory with strong formal foundations and 
widespread application (Gaines & Shaw 1984). Fifth generation computing has been described by the 
Japanese as dependent on three major areas of development, hardware, software and human psychology, but 
the actual research program has activities only in the first two areas (Gaines 1984b); for the moment it is 
being assumed that classical logic adequately expresses human knowledge processes (Fuchi, Sato & Miller 
1984), a dubious assumption. Sixth generation computing is still at a conceptual stage, and many doubt 
the possibility of the cross-disciplinary integration required. 

We have argued in a number of papers that Kelly's personal construct psychology (PCP) provides the 
foundational material necessary and sufficient for the culmination of the convergence between the three 
disciplines (Gaines & Shaw 1981, 1984, Shaw & Gaines 1979, 1981): 
• The information processing model of man may be subsumed and extended within PCP by generalizing the 

notion of information as suggested by Bar Hillel and Carnap (Bar Hillel 1964) to semantic information. 
PCP gives an operational explicatum for the notion of search for meaning as the basic human dynamic. 

• General systems theory and cybernetics may be subsumed and extended within PCP by noting that they 
are products of the mind reflecting on nature, on itself, and on the results of its own reflection. PCP 
gives a theory of people theorizing, a fully recursive model of man the modeler and his models. 

• The development of computational mind-tools may be subsumed and extended within PCP by using the 
theory of people as modelers to design computing that is consistent in its processes with that theory. 
PCP concepts are realizable through technology, both stand-alone as artificial intelligence, and 
interactively as a new medium extending man's capabilities through human-computer symbiosis. 

The Systemic Nature of the Fundamental Postulate 
Kelly's starting point, the fundamental postulate, is systemic in attributing the psychological processes of 
the person to his anticipation of the future: 
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"A person's processes are psychologically channelized by the ways in which he anticipates events." 
(Kelly 1955, p.46) . 

It is significant to note that this postulate does not mention constructs-they arise through the construction 
corollary, and that Kelly spends considerable effort on detailing the role and importance of each word in this 
statement This postulate has great generality and the specific wording used cannot capture this fully. In a 
sense every word in it is technical and should be construed free of all previous associations. This is clearly 
impossible but may be approximated by taking each word as evocative through associations of the general 
principle being stated. The fundamental postulate as stated is a parable indicating a general principle. 

In systemic terms the postulate may be paralleled as: 
"An autonomous system is organizationally structured by the way in which it models information," 

• We use the term autonomous in the sense developed by Maturana (1975) and Varela (1979) as that 
distinction necessary and sufficient to chararacterize living organisms. Their characterization is 
organizational rather than physiological or teleological and specifies the structure of the system's 
organization rather than that of its cells or its goals. Pask (1981) and Zeleny (1977) have noted how the 
concepts apply to the psychological characterization of people and of social organizations, respectively. 

• We use the term models, as Kelly does anticipates to encompass both prediction and action. in 
technological forecasting terms modeling may be either predictive or normative (Jantsch 1967). 
Whether we improve our models of the world by adjusting them to fit the world or the world to fit them 
is part of our modeling strategy, science does the first and technology the second, and the theory need 
make no fundamental distinction between them. Kelly (1955) emphasizes man the scientist forming a 
construct system to give meaning to experience, but he also gives examples of how this leads to action 
which changes the world and creates experience-PeP is also a theory of man the technologist. 

• We use the term information as encompassing all sources and forms of message irrespective of their mode 
of transmittal. From a systemic point of view such messages arise as an artefact of our distinguishing 
one part of a system from another. To account for the correlations between processes boundaried by our 
distinction we have to hypothesize information passing between them. Natural boundaries are ones 
which minimize the message passing that we have to hypothesize, and delimit systems whose internal 
organization is substantially more complex than their external relationships. It is in this sense that 
autonomous systems are informationally open but organizationally closed (Varela 1979, Pask 1981). 

The processes involving an autonomous system can be completely understood in terms of the structure 
necessary to organize information into a model. The logical or causal chain is from autonomy through 
organization to structure with modeling as an inferred telelogical principle. If we look for a deeper 
explanation then it lies in survival as the underlying dynamic. The organism devotes its capacity to self
organization to maintain its identity and then applies its surplus capacity to modeling its environment to 
the extent that the environment is relevant to its survival. Anticipation projects survival into the future. 

The Modeling Hierarchy 
Systemically, what Kelly terms a construct may be called a distinction, a concept upon which it is possible 
to build logical calculi of great generality (Brown 1969, Gaines & Shaw 1981,1985). Distinctions are not 
just static partitions of experience. They may be operations: actions in psychological terms; processes in 
computational terms. The role of distinctions at the base level of all models is evident in Klir's (1976) 
hierarchy of modeling shown in Fig.l. The loop from events through distinctions up through the modeling 
hierarchy and then down again to predictions and actions characterizes what Shaw (1980) has termed the 
personal scientist as an individual or the communal scientist as a group. Note that the upper levels of 
modeling are totally dependent on the system of distinctions, or personal constructs, used to express 
experience through the source system. Klir developed this hierarchy for work on symbolic modeling 
systems and Gaines (1977) has shown that it forms a basis for general knowledge acquisition algorithms. 

This hierarchy does not introduce any additional primitives beyond that of making a distinction. The levels 
of the hierarchy are the results of distinctions that we make. Thus the source system is distinguished as 
those distinctions that the particular personal scientist makes; it is a distinction about distinctions defining 
the construct system of an individual. The data system is distinguished as those distinctions that have been 
made about a particular event; again a distinction about distinctions defining an event The generative 
system is distinguished as a set of distinctions that also defmes an event; these are model-generated rather 
than event-generated. It is the match between the model-generated and event-generated distinctions that 
determines the degree of approximation of the model to the world; this is a distinction about distinctions 
among distinctions that defines goodness of tit. 
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Fig.l Distinctions in the modeling hierarchy 

The systemic hierarchy based on a calculus of distinctions has an analog based on personal constructs 
(Gaines & Shaw 1981) shown in Fig.2. The lowest level is one of constructs, distinctions made in 
interacting with the world. The next level is one of experiences, events which happen to us, and we make 
happen, in terms of the distinctions already made. Levels above these are hypotheses which are 
rationalizations of experience, analogies between these rationalizations, abstractions of these analogies and 
transcendencies which are preconceptions underlying rationality. Interaction with the world is, therefore, 
mediated through the construct system to produce experience which is modeled through the higher levels and 
leads to predictions, decisions and actions again mediated through the construct system. 
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Fig.2 Construction hierarchy of communal scientist 
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Reflective Equilibrium-The Communal Scientist 
The anticipatory processes of the modeling hierarchy extend naturally to those of society by viewing groups 
of people as larger cross-sections comprising multiple individuals (Shaw & Gaines 1981, 1986a, Shaw 
1985). This concept may be given deeper significance by considering the inductive inference process 
underlying knowledge acquisition and modeled in the hierarchy. Whereas the deductive logical inference that 
underlies the operation of conventional computers is well-understood and well-founded, the inductive 
inference that underlies human learning is noL Deduction guarantees to take us from valid data to valid 
inferences, but the inferences are thereby part of the data-no new knowledge is generated. Induction takes 
us from valid data to models of that data that go beyond it-by predicting data we have not yet observed, 
and by giving explanations of the data in tenns of concepts that are unobservable. Induction generates new 
knowledge but, as Hume (1739) pointed out over 200 years ago, the process is not deductively valid and it 
is a circular argument to claim that it is inductively valid. 

Philosophers have continued to debate Hume' s arguments and search for justification of the inductive 
process. Goodman (1973) proposed that we accept the circularity but note that it involves a dynamic 
equilibrium between data and inference rules as shown in Fig.3: "A rule is amended if it yields an inference 
we are unwilling to accept; an inferenc~is rejected if it violates a rule we are unwilling to amend" Rawls 
(1971) in his theory of justice terms this a reflective equilibrium. Recently Stich and Nisbett (1984) noted 
flaws in Goodman's argument and repaired them by proposing that the equilibrium is social not individual: 
"a rule of inference is justified if it captures the reflective practice not of the person using it but of the 
appropriate experts in our society." This argument arose in the context of the explanation of the authority 
of experts in society, but it is also significant in suggesting that the basic system underlying knowledge 
acquisition has to be taken as a society rather than an individual. 

Fig.3 Reflective equilibrium in inductive reasoning 

The extension of the modeling hierarchy to social processes is straightforward since Fig.1 presents a general 
modeling schema and applies as much to groups of people, companies and societies as it does to the roles 
of a person. The epistemological hierarchy of a person is a cross-section of the epistemological hierarchy 
of the society generating their life-world. Pask's (1975) concept of P-Individuals as the basic units of 
psycho-socio-processes allows roles, people, groups, organizations and societies to be treated in a uniform 
framework (Shaw & Gaines 1981, 1986a). An individual is defined in cognitive terms as a psychological 
process (Pask 1980) and more complex psychological and social structures may be defined similarly by 
taking into account the possibilities of timesharing, process switching and distributed processing with 
psychological processors. For example, one person may assume many psychological roles (process 
switching), whereas a group of people working together may act as a single goal-seeking entity and hence 
behave as one process (distributed processing). 
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Surprise, Preference and Language 
A modeling schema results from distinctions about distinctions at each level in the hierarchy. In prediction 
the key distinction is to what degree a level accounts for the information flowing through it and hence we 
have termed this distinction one of surprise (Gaines 1971), borrowing the term from the economist Shackle 
(1955). Surprise goes in opposition to the degree of membership (Zadeh 1965, Gaines 1983) of a predicted 
event to an actual event and the expected surprise is a form of entropy. Surprise at the lowest level of the 
hierarchy corresponds to distinctions being inadequate to capture events; surprise at the next level to 
inadequate variety to experience events; at the next level to inadequate approximation to predict events; at 
the next level to inadequate simplicity to explain events; at the next level to inadequate comprehensiveness 
to account for events. 

The formal theory of modeling is one in which models are selected at each level down the hierarchy to 
minimize the rate at which surprise is passing up the hierarchy. The criteria for model selection 
independent of the data are generally thought of as being ones of simplicity/complexity: of two models 
which fit the data equally well choose the simplest. However, notions of simplicity/complexity are not 
well-defined nor intrinsic to the class of models. The simplicity/complexity ordering is arbitrary and in its 
most general form is just one of prefereR.ce. Hence the general modeling schema is one in which surprise 
flows up the hierarchy and preference flows down. In situations that are mathematically well-defined, such 
as determining the structure of a stochastic automaton from its behavior, such a model schema gives the 
correct results. Conversely, the success of the schema in stabilizing with regard to a given universe defmes 
the characteristics of that universe. We can construct probability theory from the assumption that certain 
modeling schema stabilize (Gaines 1977). 

The basic modeling system is one in which surprise flows up the hierarchy and preference flows down. 
Surprise is generated from experience so that it is easy to see its origins. However, where does preference 
come from? To some extent it may be preset, genetically encoded. However, this does not seem to account 
for the origins of novel models. Language is a way of by-passing the normal modeling procedures and 
interacting directly with the system at any level. In particular it can directly affect the preference system. 
Language is essential to much of human learning and our interaction with the knowledge construct 
(Wojciechowski 1983, Gaines & Shaw 1983) is just as important as our interaction with the world (Shaw 
& Gaines 1983a). 

Surprise, Emotion and System Formation 
Surprise is a primitive systemic notion. It is the feedback to a modeling system that what is being modeled 
does not accord with the model. Melges (1982) notes that: 

"the normal function of emotions is to attune the person to overall discrepancies between the present and 
the future so that he adjusts his plans of action to his future images." 

Thus human emotions may be seen as derived from surprise with the type of emotion varying according to 
circumstances. The deviation from the model may be construed as having adverse or beneficial 
consequences, being distracting, requiring attention, investigation, action, and so on. This is consistent 
with Kelly's notion that negative emotions arise through the violation of core constructs (McCoy 1981). 
In the modeling hierarchy such core constructs are distinctions that we prefer not to change. Positive 
emotions arise from distinctions that we prefer to change. From a systemic point of view human feeling 
tones are signals directing the inductive inference process. 

Gray (1979) gives further insight into the system dynamics involved by linking the emotions with the 
processes of system formation. He introduces his notion of system{orming precursors as part of his 
emotional-cognitive structure theory for understanding creative thought processes. Emotions are integrating 
devices for the formation of thoughts and coding devices for memory. System formation occurs when 
precursors are brought together: activators initiate emergence of an organizing focus allowing entry to a 
group; and blockers inhibit emergence of an organizing focus preventing entry to a group. Lock-out is a 
situation in which blockers prevent entry to a group which may lead to the behavior of break-in, and lock-in 
is that in which withdrawal from a group is prevented which may lead to the behavior of break-out. 

If we view a group as a surviving system that is dependent on its members for its own existence then the 
system dynamics proposed by Gray may be seen as part of the overall life cycle of the role of an individual 
within a group shown in Fig.4: 
• At the first stage shown at the bottom of the diagram an individual who is not part of the group is 

attracted to it but resists the attraction: the pull-in-stay-out dynamics. In systemic terms there is a 
possibility of bringing the expertise represented by the distinction system of the group into the 
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reflective equilibrium of the individual. In personal construct terms: the attraction is summed up in 
Kelly's choice corollary, that alternatives are chosen through which greater possibilities for defmition 
and extension of the model are anticipated; the reluctance stems from the need to discard core constructs 
in accepting the system characterizing the group. Maslow (1971) sees the pull-in as satisfying a need to 
belong and the systemic model gives the process underlying that need. Gray's blockers are the core 
constructs which we are reluctant to discard in accepting the system of the group and his activators are 
those where we welcome the discard. 

• At the second stage the individual has decided to attempt to join the group but now faces the barriers to 
membership, the requirement to acquire the core constructs of the group in order to become recognized as 
a valid member and not as a stranger in Simmel's (1950) terminology. This constitutes the lock
out-break-in dynamics. 

• At the third stage the individual has become part of the group but this is not a static process since the 
reflective equilibrium between his inference processes and those of the group must be maintained. This 
constitutes the push-oui-Stay-in dynamics. 

• At the fourth stage the individual has decided to reject the construct system of the group but has difficulty 
in ceasing to make distinctions which now correspond to his core constructs. This constitutes the lock
in-break-out dynamics. 

2 

3 

1 

Fig.4 The life cycle of membership in a group 
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Constructive Alternativism in the Modeling Hierarchy 
Kelly (1955) places the major emphasis of his work on the notion of constructive alternativism (Mancuso 
& Adams-W ebber 1982), that we have a choice in our construct systems at every level in the hierarchy and 
that real-world problems may often be solved by exercising this choice. Note that this should not be 
interpreted as an idealist position that ascribes all phenomena to our interpretation of them. Since the 
construct hierarchy also leads to decision and action, changes in it may equally affect the real world. Kelly 
and Brown are both neutral to a philosophical stance such as idealism versus realism. It is the distinctions 
which a philosopher makes that determines his stance and these can be analysed in terms of the 
epistemological and knowledge hierarchies. PCP is reflexive and the only fundamental principle, apart from 
that of anticipation, is that of constructive alternativism. 

The hierarchy is strongly idiosynchratic and formalization does not imply uniformity. Constructive 
alternativism emphasizes the dynamic and personal nature of the construct system. It is subject to change 
according to feedback from failure to anticipate events. It is individualistic in the constructs used, in the 
vocabulary used to name the constructs, in the relations between constructs in the hierarchy, and in those 
constructs most likely to change when necessary. Problems of communication arise because of the 
individualistic nature of construct systems. A person may be able to use his construction system whilst 
having no basis for communicating it to others. Two people may use exactly the same construct yet refer 
to it by different names. Two people may use the same names for a constructs and yet use it in different 
ways. Two people may use similar constructs at the lower level of the hierarchy and yet have them 
organized in different systems such that their reactions to the same event are quite different. Two people 
may have similar constructs at nearly all levels of the hierarchy and yet construe a novel event differently. 

Another source of major individual differences is the emphasis on the construct system at different levels. 
The richness of the system will vary according to the focus of attention over a prolonged period. Core 
constructs are not necessarily superordinate in the hierarchy described here but can occur at any level. The 
notion of level emphasis gives an interesting taxonomy of individual types: 
• Those whose primary concern is below level 1 will live for the sake of experience without having to have 

the means to describe it at leve11, remember it at level 2, explain it at level 3, value explanations at 
level4, or value value-systems at level 5. Doers, people of action, existentialists emphasize this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at level 1 will seek a rich enough vocabulary to be able to express 
experience as they feel it. This may constrain what they are prepared to admit as experience. Poets, 
artists, linguistic precisionists emphasize this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at level 2 will seek to record as much experience as possible. This may 
constrain what vocabulary they allow and what they are prepared to admit as experience. Chroniclers, 
fact gatherers emphasize this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at level 3 will seek for a rich enough vocabulary of models to account for 
and subsume all their experience. This may constrain what they are prepared to admit as experience. 
Empirical scientists emphasize this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at level 4 will seek for analogical relations between models. This may 
change the perspectives of all lower levels. Paradigm changers and general systems theorists emphasize 
this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at levelS will seek for abstract formulations of relations between models. 
This may change the vocabulary of all lower levels. Mathematicians and theoretical scientists 
emphasize this level. 

• Those whose primary concern is at level 6 will seek values to determine paradigms but they are now so 
remote from experience that they will have to impose values rather than discover them. This may filter 
all lower levels. Religious leaders, mystics and world modelers emphasize this level. 

Expressing a General Theory 
What can we ask of a good general theory? First, the theory should not be expressed in such a parochial 
form as to be obsoleted by developments, or changes of fashion, in the modes of theoretical expression of 
our time. Mathematics is a tool for precise expression of theories in the sciences. However, mathematics 
is itself subject to rapid development so that new tools are continuing to become available. This is 
important because the mathematical expression of a theory imports presuppositions which are often tacit 
and go beyond those intended. Lewin (1935) fell into this trap with his psychological vector fields, Hull 
(1943) with his multiplicative habit and drive strengths, and Von Bertalanffy (1968) with his linear 
differential equations. Kelly (1955) avoided it by adumbrating PCP through the theoretical framework of a 
postulate and corollaries but avoiding any mathematical expression of them. He was wise to do so--the 
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mathematics and logic available in the 1950s were inadequate to encapsulate PCP without substantial 
distortion. The situation has improved today with the development of category theory and modal logics and 
there is hope that the tools may be adequate. We have suggested elsewhere (Gaines and Shaw 1984) that the 
criterion for an adequate general systems theory is that it should adequately represent the foundational notion 
of a construct. and argued that this is possible with a mathematical foundation prior to Fregean logic and set 
theory. 

The second requirement for a good general theory is that it should be instantiable in a variety of forms, 
some subject to formal demonstrations of power and adequacy, and others subject to empirical 
demonstrations. This is the other side of the coin to our first requirement. that. although the theory should 
not be expressed in too parochial a form, it should have models that are so expressed and can be tested as 
required. One family of tests is the subsumption of existing classes of model for the relevant phenomena, 
for example information processing based on logic, automata, computability, complexity and probability 
theories. These may be termed tests of the theory instantiated in Popper's World 3 (Popper 1968). Another 
family of tests is the subsumption of existing classes of data appertaining to the relevant phenomena, for 
example human prediction and action as exhibited in the laboratory and everyday life. These may be termed 
tests of the theory instantiated in Poppet's World 1. Another family of tests is the subsumption of existing 
forms of explanation that are comprehensible and acceptable to people, for example commonsense to the 
man in the street and expressible in the jargon of the expert in any discipline whether pure or applied. 
These may be termed tests of the theory instantiated in Popper's World 2. We believe PCP can satisfy all 
three forms of test and hope these notes sketch a basis for this. 

Summary and Conclusions 
This paper has concentrated on conceptual foundations and it is important to note that the framework for 
knowledge science presented here has proved highly applicable. For example, we have used it to model the 
socio-economic infrastructure of information technology, showing how generations of technology arise 
through individual and social processes (Gaines & Shaw 1986b). We have also developed programs that 
have been applied in a wide range of applications including knowledge engineering for expert systems 
(Shaw & Gaines 1983b, 1986b,c). Similar programs based on personal construct psychology have found 
extensive industrial application (Boose 1986). The theory of surprise described here has provided the 
essential mathematical foundations for the analysis of the data from such systems (Gaines & Shaw 1986a). 

Returning to our opening theme, we noted a growing convergence between psychology, systems theory and 
computer science. We have concentrated in the notes above on the systemic foundations of personal 
construct psychology and the links between the formal model and human psychology. We believe that 
systems theory is now at a stage where it can contribute a framework for Kelly's ideas that expresses them 
reasonably well and does not distort them. Personal construct psychology is able to provide foundations for 
cognitive science that subsume previous information processing models and extend them to realms of 
human emotion and personality. For psychology this opens up the possibility of an integrative theory 
encompassing all aspects of human life and contributing formal foundations to clinical, educational, social 
and applied psychology. For future computing systems this opens up the possibility that aspects of inter
personal interaction may be programmed to add to person-computer interaction the overtones so significant 
in person-person interaction. It also opens up the possibility of true human-computer symbiosis in which 
natural and artificial knowledge processes are fully integrated. 

It is the summation of all these possibilities, and others related to them, that we see as steps towards a new 
integrative meta-discipline which we have termed knowledge science. 
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DEVELOPI:t\G A PmASUS PRCGRAM FOR SYSTEM PRECURSOR/SYSTEM FORMI:t\G 
PROCESSES 

ABSTRACT 

William Gray, M.D. and Lucille R. Gray, M.s.w. 
58 Pine Crest Road 

Newton Center, Massachusetts 02159 

The utilization of interactive computer programs to help people gain 
awareness that they are thought creating creatures has to date been 
limited to an elaboration of George Kelly's Personal Construct Theory on 
the psychological side, and to an elaboration of relational data base 
theory, expert system theory and multivalued roodal logics on the 
technological side by Shaw 1 Gaines et al. It is our intent to develop an 
experiment which would test the cross applicability of the PLANET series 
of interactive computer programs developed by Shaw and Gaines (PEGASUS, 
FOCUS 1 ARGUS 1 ENI'AIL, PRI:t\GRID, CORE, MINUS and SOCIOORIDS) with System 
Precursor/System Forming Theory. 

For many years we have been involved in developing System 
Precursor/System Forming Theory as a necessary component of system 
theory and practice (Gray 1973, 198la1 198lb, 1982). Acts of system 
forming blend autonomy and individuality to processes that would be 
purely passive if the world were indeed totally systemic. Although our 
work indicates that the primary system precursor/system forming activity 
of the human Brain/Mind is of Emotional-cognitive Structuring type, this 
area remains as yet resistant to the detailed elaboration that would be 
required for testing. There is a subset, however, of Emotional-cognitive 
Structures which we have been able to detail sufficiently to allow for 
testing. The emotions involved are those of feeling Locked OUt (ID), 
feeling Locked In (LI) , of feeling like Bz:eaking In (BI) or feeling like 
Breaking OUt (BO). In this subset the System Precursor/System Forming 
nature of the interaction of feelings and actions is quite evident. In 
general, if one feels Locked OUt a system forming action of Breaking In 
will result (although complementary Locking Out or Breaking OUt or Away 
are also possible) , while if one feels Locked In a system forming action 
of Breaking OUt will usually occur (complementary Locking In may also 
occur). 

Another set of system forming actions tends to follow if one Locks other 
people OUt or In and when Break In or Break OUt become the system 
precursors rather than the system formings. In addition preferential 
modes exist among these various system precursor or system forming 
feeling tones. Dimensions of intensity/modulation, 
sensitivity/tolerance, and rigidity/capacity for change are fundamental 
in deter.ming outcomes from the system precursor/system forming linkups. 
We suspect that there is considerable congruence between Personal 
Construct Theory and System Precursor/System Forming Theory and that 
System Precursor/System Forming Theory will extend the usefulness of 
Personal Construct Theory. At this reeting we will present the 
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development of a ProASUS bank friendly to the aspect of system 
precursor/system forming activity that we plan to use. 

Our problem to date is that we are having difficulty in getting the 
PEGASUS program to allow us to have direct access to listing a series of 
12 ELEMENl'S. This can only be accomplished when PEGASUS detects that two 
of the ELEMENTS that we have picked are too close together in terms of 
the CONSTRUCTS we are using. we would like to revise the ProASUS BANK so 
that it will automatically allow us from 12 to 20 ELEMENTS. We would 
like our ELEMENl' list to be conposed of four friends, four family 
members, four workmates, four nations, and four social groupings. In 
this set of twenty ELEMENI'S it is the OTHER, whether friend, family 
member, workmate or social grouping, that takes the System Precursor 
(SP) role, while we tend to react to this SP with various types of 
System Forming. It would be helpful for people to gain a clearer 
awareness about whether t11.e people and groupings with whom they interact 
the most are primarily Locking Out or Locking In in character, and about 
their own preferred mode of System Forming when faced with these 
different types of System Precursors. 

It is a fascinating aepect of the PLANET set of programs that th§Y 
tend to provide an interactive environment that is neither Locking 
Out nor Locking In in character. Most likely, then, the particular 
program used could be included in the list of elements considered as 
ENVIRONMENI'S • 

But each of us can also be considered as the System Precursor of the 
Lock Out etc. paradigm. Here we are the Locker Outers or the Locker 
Inners, and the interesting question is, "To what degree are we aware of 
the type of System Forming that our preferred mode produces in others?" 
If we are inveterate Locker OUters we may, through the use of PEGASUS, 
gain some insights as to why it is that others tend to break in on our 
privacy, or why it is that others give up rather quickly in their 
atterrpts to become friends with us, that is, when their system formation 
to our Locking them Out is a complementary Lock Out of ourselves. 

A second major problem that we have run into in atterrpting to use the 
PEGASUS program as it pLesently exists is that it tends to cut us off at 
a level of four or five CONSTRUCTS when we had planned to use perhaps a 
dozen or more. Here ProASUS is Locking us Out, and our System Forming 
reactions fluctuate between angry wishes to Break In so that PEGASUS 
would allow us the number of CONSTRUCTS we would like to use, and a 
complementary System Forming Lock OUt reaction to PEGASUS in which we 
walk away and consider it not worthwhile to pursue. 

In any case we probably have a larger set of CONSTRUCTS than can be 
accomodated in a single run of PEGASUS and we are beginning to realize 
that an interactive System Precursor/System Forming relationship with 
PEGASUS cannot be singular, but rust be with a PEGASUS series, or with 
PEGASI. Reversals of the System Precursor/System Forming relationship 
probably have to be dealt with differently, in different runs of 
ProASUS. One run would have to deal with situations where being Locked 
Out or Locking Out are in the System Precursor position, and the System 
Forming that results in oneself and others are primarily forms of 
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Breaking In or conplementary Locking out. When the primary System 
Precursor is being Locked In or Locking In the most usual System 
Fo:rnation will be various forms of Breaking OUt or of conplementary 
Locking In. Thus people who fall in love either with another person, a 
group fo:rnation or a field of activity are those whose response to Lock 
In System Precursors are conplementary Lock out System Fornations. Such 
conplementary System Formations are the origin of the capacity for 
intimacy. Similarly, those who tend to be Locker Outers or who tend to 
Break OUt when faced with Locking In situations are on the way to 
developing a sense of individuality. If such conplementary System 
Formings do not attenuate over time they tend to become pathological and 
nake the development of needed degrees of both individuality and 
intimacy impossible. 

Situations in which there is a reversal of the System Precursor/System 
Forming positions would ptPbably require yet an other run of the PEGASUS 
program. For example, as children grow older and there is a developing 
relationship between people and their prinary social grouping, Break In 
or Break OUt activity become the primary System Precursors, and Lock OUt 
or Lock In System Forming takes place. Here factors such as whether 
Break OUr or Break In activities become intense and even overwhelming 
are highly significant in determining overall outcome. Similarly, the 
degrees of development along a Rigidity/Tblerance Scale in the case now 
of those in the System Forming Role are equally critical in determining 
outcomes. 

The Intensity/Modulation dimension, which includes capacity for insight 
and appropriate change, is fundamental in determining overall outcome 
for the individual involved, as well as for societies, nations and the 
welfare of the world as a whole. OUr experience has been that people are 
quite unaware of the Lock OUt etc. System Precursor/System Forming 
pairings, and that finding ways to increase their awareness leads to 
capacity for modulation and change and surprisingly better overall 
outcome. 

An additional PEGASUS BANK could be developed to deal with those 
situations in which the forms of Break In and Break OUt are illegal, 
such as Breaking and Entering (e.g.,into houses, stores, factories) or 
Running Away and Truancy. OUr own experience is that this has been very 
helpful in the treatment of those individuals labeled as criminals or 
delinquents. (Gray and Esser, 1979) 

We hope that the PEGASUS BANK that we are developing may prove its 
usefulness in the larger spheres of international conflict that in the 
atomic age threaten the existence of our species. The intensity of the 
Lock In/Lock OUt dichotomy to date blocks the possibility of any 
fruitful dialogue between the different ideologies and cultural belief 
systems of the religious groups, nations and tribes that inhabit our 
world. Each tends to Lock In its own merrbers and to consider any degree 
of Break OUt or dissent as a traitorous matter, while at the same time 
Locking out the other religious groups, nations and tribes, a situation 
which effectively eliminates any fruitful degree of understanding and 
any possibility of seeing and acting on the essential brotherhood of 
man. We have written about this in articles on the urgent need for 
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consensus developing approaches (Gray, Gray and Esser, 1985), on the 
uniquely and intensely System Forming character of the human species 
(Gray, 1982), and on a consideration of Crime and Juvenile Delinquency 
as Intra-National war and of war as Inter-National Crime and Juvenile 
Delinquency (Gray, Esser and Gray, 1986), and in all of these the 
intensity and totality of Lock Out and Lock In System Precursors have 
blocked all att~s at resolution to date. The possibility that PEX;ASUS 
types of programs can be of help also in this area is promising and 
intriguing. Such a possibility and the reasons for it are discussed with 
great clarity by Brian Gaines and Mildred Shaw and must be quoted. 

"It would be easy to assume that such interactive programs are merely 
more convenient ways of eliciting construct systems through 
extensions of Kelly's repertory grid and do not themselves add 
anything qualitatively new to the process. However, such an 
assumption would be mi~sing certain crucial psychological factors in 
the man-computer situation and its differences from the man-man 
situation. We have observed informally in making PEX;ASUS available to 
a wide range of people in a variety of situations that those coming 
to it for the first time often seem to find it a very dramatic 
experience. They react to it intensely and become gripped by the 
interactive process of construct elicitation. They also feel that 
they are learning something new from the process and are prepared to 
use this in determining their behaviour. 

"Probably such involvement is also significant in the elicitation of 
construct systems by a person rather than computer interaction. 
However, we believe there are certain quite fundamental differences 
when the elicitation is done in such a way that interpersonal 
interaction is clearly absent. In particular, when a person is 
feeding back comrrents and guidance it is a natural and ready 
assumption that the constructs are being injected rather than 
elicited. It is easy for the subject to believe that the elicited 
constructs do not come from himself but that a tutorial or debating 
situation with another person is taking place. It is necessary to 
persuade him that this is not so and the persuasion has to be 
stronger the more striking and significant the constructs elicited. 
However, when a computer is the tool by which his construct structure 
is being reflected or laid bare then such an assumption of outside 
injection and interference is far less tenable. 

~en constructs are being elicited by a computer program then it is 
more likely to be accepted that it is precisely and only oneself that 
is being portrayed. We 'trust' a computer program to be doing just 
what it appears to be doing without deeper rnotivations and without 
att~ing to persuade us to its point of view. No one is telling the 
user anything. He is seeing in interacting with PEXiASUS, possibly for 
the first time, the basis for his own thought processes. Very often 
extreme surprise is the first reaction. If another person were 
eliciting the construct structure then the surprise would be taken as 
an indication that he was incorrect and one would ignore him or argue 
with him. With computer elicitationit is more likely that one will 
accept the reflected structures as being self-generated and the 
surprise acts as motivation to know more. 
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"That this knowledge can be totally private to oneself is another 
important feature of interaction with the computer. We do not like, 
as Kelly put it, to be 'caught with our constructs down.' When 
another person is involved we are more reluctant to expose and 
explore our constructs the more surprising they are; perhaps because 
the surprise is often the result of a conflict between our ostensive 
value judgements and the basis of our behaviour. Or it may just be 
sloppy verbal behaviour: that we are naming two distinct constructs 
with the same label. For example, in using PEGASUS a scientist found 
that he was using the word 'time' to label several different 
constructs and generating confusion in his arguments because of this. 

"Another reason that we are reluctant to explore construct structures 
freely in interacting with another person, particularly a 
professional person, ia that we are acutely aware of the possible 
'waste' of their time." 

We will conclude here with a sample of the kinds of CONSTRUCTS that we 
have been experimenting with. It must be understood that their apparent 
limitation results from the refusal of PEGASUS to allow us the 10 or 12 
CONSTRUCT sets that we would like to use. In one run our CONSTRUCTS were 

LHP RHP 

PM BI/I..O PM BI/LI 
(PM = Preferred M9de) 

PM LI/BO PM LI/LI 

PM 00/I..O PM 00/LI 

PM W/I..O PM W/BI 

In another trial run our CONSTRUCTS were 

LHP 

Strong BIER 
(BIER = Breaker Inner) 

Discriminate LIERS 
(LIERS = LOcker Inners) 

Modulated LIERS 

Discriminate I..OERS 
(DOERS = Locker OUters) 

RHP 

WeakBIER 

Indiscriminate LIERS 

Strong LIERS 

Indiscriminate I..OERS 

In an other run our CONSTRUCTS were 

LHP RHP 

ro Lasting r..o Brief 

97-



ID Prone LI Prone 

Active LOER Modulated LOER 

ID Sensitive ID Tolerant 

LI Sensitive LI Tolerant 

Job BI Good Job BI Poor 

In another CONSTRUCI' run we chose CONSTRUCI' names that would be 
equivalent to those expressed in Lock In, Lock OUt et al. language. 
Thus, 

LHP RHP 

Remains sociable Withdrawn 

Remnains joyful Gets depressed 

Extrovert Introvert 

Business sociable Nonbusiness sociable 

In regard to ELEMENl'S we have chosen to deal with people we know, 
including ourselves, our family, friends, etc. We will in the near 
future include nations, religious and social groupings. 

If our project succeeds it will extend George Kelly's Personal Construct 
Theory and practice to the area of System Forming processes, and, we 
hope, will extend their usefulness to a variety of fundamental areas 
such as scientific creativity, System Precursor/System Forming function 
in learning, and international relations 
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Death Threat, Religiosity, And Fear Of Death: 
A Personal Construct Perspective 

Brenda Jean Ingram and Larry M. Leitner 
Miami University 

Oxford, Ohio 45(l56 

Forty males completed the provided form of the _..: . 
i nrea:c. Index 

<TipJ, the Repertory Gr~d <RG), the Religiosity Scale 
(Faulkner and DeJong~ 1965>, the Dimensions of Religious 
Ideology Scale <Putney and Middleton, 1961), the Templer 
Death Anxiety Scale <Templer, 1970), and the Collet-Lester 
Fear of Death Scale <Collet and Lester, 1969!. Death threat 
scores derived from the Tip and RG correlated moderately. 
Significant negative correlations were found between death 
threat and components of religiosity. The personal 
construct measures of threat correlated with fear of death 
of self and fear of dying of self on the Fear of Death 
Scale. 

There have been extensive studies into death threat ~r8m 
within personal construct theory (see Epting & Neimeyer, 
1984~ for a review). These studies have investigated the 
relationship between a measure of death threat (termed the 
Threat Index or TI? derived from PCT and other measures of 
death concern. However, these studies have been limited by 
the use of death specific constructs, global ratings of 
other var- i ab 1 es (e:.g., 
restricting the sample to college populations. This study 
addressed these shortcomings through the use of Repertory 
Grid measures of death threat, multifaceted measures of 
other variables~ and the use of a non-college sample o~ 

~or~y men (20 ministers and 20 controls matched for ~ge ~n~ 

educational level) completed the Tip and a version of 
Kelly's (1955) Repertory Grid. 

e~nd ''death'' ~ ... Jer-e ma:je c•n .=tll constr~ __ tct=:. c:r~ both 
instruments using thirteen point scales. 
scores were derived from each of these two tests. 
the number of instances in which self and preferred self was 
rated on one pole of a cbnstruct and death was rated on the 
opposite pole of the same construct was computed. 
scor-e ~ ... .!.as terrned '1prefer-r-ed self-self /death ~-P lit 
Similarly, a second score was computed assessing self/death 
splits- (S/D). Finally, difference scores between self and 
death ratings were assessed. 



Subjects also completed Templer~s (1970) Death Anxiety Scale 
tTDAS), Collet-Lester (1969) Fear of Death Scale (FODS), the 
Religiosity Scale \RS) ~ (FaLtlkner and DeJong, 1965)!! and the 
Dimension of F:el i gi osi ty Ideal ogy Seal e (DF:IS) (Futney and 
Middleton, 1961). The FODS is divided into four subscales
fear of death of self, fear of death of others~ fear of 
dying of self, and fear of dying of others. The F:eligiosity 
Scale contains subscales measuring ideology (core beliefs 
necessary to religious life)~ intellect (knowledge about the 
tenents of faith>, ritualistic behavior (religious 
activities), experiential issues (notions of personal 
experiences with Godl, and consequential effects of religion 
(effect of religiosity jn the person's life). The Dimension 
of Religious Ideology scale is divided into four dimensions 
-orthodoxy (central beliefs), fanaticism (individual's 
desire to share religious beliefs), importance 
(pervasiveness of beliefs in one's life), and ambivalence 
(ambivalence concerning beliefs}. The entire administration 
took approximately one and one half hours. The order of 
these tests was counterbalanced. Subjects were tested in 
groups no larger than five. 

F:ES!JL TS 
t--!~a c:.Ltr FS 

Correlations 
in Table 1. 

between the death threat instruments are found 
Different threat measures correlated highly 

with one another for each instrument. 
correlations between measures based upon the two instruments 
are substantially lower. This suggests that these measures 
are tapping into different aspects of death threat. 1 nese 
results support the position that providing constructs for a 
person assesses death threat differently that eliciting 
personally relevant dimensions of experience. 

Death ThrPat, FPar of DPath, and Death Anxiety 
Table 2 shows correlations between the threat measures and 
the death concern scales. Since these results are consistent 

•: K • : 

w1~n prev1ous researcn 1.974; 
1977; Neimeyer and Chapman, 1978). the correlations support 
the generalizability of the threat measures to non-college 
J:!Opul at i or~s. Dividing the FO:C•S into specific ~-~_tt~scale=:-!! -r::ne 
personal construct measures of death threat significantly 
correlated with fear of death of self and fear of dying of 
self. The personal construct measures did not correlate 
with fear of death of others ~nd fear of dying of others. 
These results are consistent with the notion ~ , 

o-r ~!erscsn21 

construct measures tapping into the persona! experience of 
death and dying. 

The results in Table 3 show that threat measurea on ~ne ~b 
significantly correlated with eleven of the t~elve subscale 
fne2SLtr-e~- of 

~q-
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Table 1 

correlations Between Peath Tbreat Measures 

llL1 

S/D 

P5-S/D 

DIFF 

Rl 

S/D 

P5-S/D 

DIFF 

S/D 

~ 

P5-S/D DIFF 

.99**~ .88*** 

.90*** 

S/D 

.51** 

.48** 

.49** 

.2G 

P5-S/D 

.SS** 

.54** 

.54** 

.93*** 

DIFF 

.48* 

.48* 

.61*** 

.71*** 

.71*** 

.NQt.e. Tip-Threat Index; RG-Rep Grid; S/D-Self/Death Split Score; 

P5-S/D-Preferred Self-Self/Death Split Score; DIFF-Difference Scores. 

*p < .os. **p < .001. ***p < .0001. 
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Table 2 

Qorrelatioos Between Tbreat and Death Cgncero 

S/D 

~ .os 
FCDl • 41*** 

FCD2 -.03 

Fa:>3 .3S** 

FCD4 -.03 

FOOT .27 

.np 

PS-S/D 

.03 

.39** • 

-.03 

.34* 

-.os 
.23 

DIFF S/D 

.os .22 

.34* .45*** 

.04 .03 

.35* .43*** 

-.004 .06 

.25 .34* 

.EG 

P5-S/D 

.14 

.49*** 

.07 

.40** 

-.03 

.32* 

DIFF 

.10 

.24 

.12 

.20 

-.06 

.17 

~. Tip--Threat Index: RG-Rep Grid: S/0-Self/Death Split Soores; 

P5-S/D-Preferred Self-Self/Death Split Scores: DIFF-Difference Scores: 

TDAS-Templer•s Death Anxiety Scale; FOD--Collet-Lester Fear of Death 

Scale: FOOl-Fear of Death of Self; FOD2-Fear of Death of Others; 

FCD3-Fear of Dying of Self; FOD4-Fear of Dying of Others; F~otal 

Fear of Death. 

*p < .os. **p < .01. ***p < .oos. 
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Table 3 

Correlations Between Death Threat and Re!!glosfty Measyres 

RS1 

R$2 

RS3 

R$4 

R$5 

RST 

RS8T 

DRI1 

DRI2 

DRI3 

DRI4a 

OBIT 

S/0 

-.08 

-.30 

-.21 

-.14 

-.12 

-.21 

-.16 

-.36* 

-.41** 

-.23 

.37* 

-.34* 

lli 

PS-S/0 

-.04 

-.25 

-.19 

-.10 

-.08 

-.17 

-.12 

-.31* 

-.36* 

-.19 

.32* 

-.29 

Q!FE 

-.07 

-.27 

.:.22 

-.04 

-.11 

-.18 

-.12 

-.31* 

-.27 

-.20 

.34* 

-.27 

S/D 

-.37* 

-.48*** 

-.35* 

-.40* 

-.37* 

-.46*** 

-.39* 

-.51*** 

-.20 

-.37* 

.44*** 

-.43*** 

&Z 

PS-S/0 

-.20 

-.39** 

-.24 

-.26 

-.28 

-.32* 

-.24 

-.36* 

-.13 

-.28 

.30 

-.30 

D!FF 

-.32* 

-.41** 

-.36* 

-.24 

-.37* 

-.40** 

-.33* 

-.48*** 

-.17 

-.35** 

.48*** 

-. 40** 

~- Tip--Threat Index; RG--Rep Grip; S/D--Self/Death Split Score; 

PS-S/0--Preferred Self-Self/Death Split Scores; DIFF--Difference Scores; 

RS--Religlosity Scale; RS1--ldeology; RS2--Intel lectual; 

RS3--Ritualistic; RS4--experlential; RS5--Consequential; RST--Total 

Religiosity Score; RS8T--Condensed Total Rei igloslty Score; 

DRI--Dimentlons of Rei lgious Ideology Scale; DR11--0rthodoxy; 

DRI2--Fanatlclsm; DRI3--Importance; DRI4--Amblvalence; DRIT--Total 

Religiosity Score. 

a DRI4 Is negatively scored with the other rei Igloslty scales. 

*p < .os. **p < .01. ***p < .oos. 



carrel ated ;. •. fi th four of the re] i gi os:i. ty subscal es. These 
subscales were all part of the Dimensions of Religiosity 
Scale. It is also interesting to note that the self/death 
splits and the difference scores yielded most of significant 
correlations. This suggests that it is something specific 
to how a person views the self in relation ts death which 
strongly affects the relationship with religiosity. 

DISCUSSION 
TTn 
"•t=' 

A central finding of this study was the corre1a~1ons of .48 
to .61 for the Tip and RG measures of death threat. 
correlations imply that the methods are neither congruent 
nor interchangeable. T-hus~ eliciting constructs relevant to 
one~s d-3.Y to day inter-personal functioning taps somethirHJ 
quite different than providing death relevant constructs. 
This difference may be due to the nature of the various 
constrLtcts. The Tip uses death specific constructs which 
are provided for the individuals. On the other hand, the 
constructs used with the RG a~c elicited from the individual 
and may be more relevant to the person's daily life. 

Future studies should assess death threat based upon the Tie 
(a form of the TI in which constructs are eliriterl) and RG 
• I I I ! ~ I I • I ,... ~ 0 • I • I ~ I "'l I 

1n oraer ~o ce~erm1ne ~ne 1mpac~ o~ e11C1~1ng cea~n re1evan~ 
constructs as opposed to the provision of constructs. 
Further~ replicating death threat studies with RG measures 
will allow for indepth exploration into the possible aspects 
of death threat being assessed. This research should help 
us understand what 1s being addressed by these different 
t.ht-eat :neasLtres. 

Generalizabilitv 
The results of this study support the generalizability of 

the Tip to non-college populations. 
from comparisons between threat and 

--· 1 ' : - . !ne resu1~s cer1vec 
death concern sca!es 

(i.e.~ TDAS, FOD) were consistent with past research. 
results are important in that they provide support for the 
validity of the Tip and RG as measures of death threat in 

... ... ... non-coiiege samp1es. 1nus~ investigators may be able to 
place mere confidence in the applicability of these measures 
to the general population. 

This study also clarified the relationship between oea~n 
threat and religiosity. Tip threat scores only correlated 
significantly with the orthodoxy~ fanaticism~ and 
ambivalence subscales of the Dimensions o~ Religious 
I!3eo1 og~./ seal es. 
cc;~-rel ated ;..~i tr-~ 

In contrast, the RG measures of threat 
the twelve measures o~ 

One exolanation of the o1screpancy oe~ween PG and Tip 
m..:::."':..! 
z:~---..J 

~ -- . oe TOt.tno in the theoretical 



concerning death specific constructs versus daily relevant 
constr-Ltcts .. Religion is something that is important in an 
individual's day to day experiences and is not restricted to 
contexts surrounding death. The RG provides a more general 
sense of the person's construal l • ... .. • process on a callY oas1s. 
Thus, the RG should reveal more relationships between death 
threat and religiosity than the Tip. 

In summary, this study provided a number of conceptual and 
empirical advances over past research. · First, the use of RG 
methodologies reoriented death threat research toward the 
eliciting of DPr~onal dimensions of meaning. Further, 
relationships between death threat and variables such as 
religiosity and fear o~ death were clarified in significant 

Finally, the results have implications for new lines 
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COMMUNICATING PCP TO STUDENTS 

Al Landfield 
Depa~tment of Psychology 

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588 

Abst~act: This paper is one of the fou~ readings assigned to 
participants in the Workshop on Communicating Personal 
Const~uct Psychology. This manuscript focuses on communicating 
PCP to students. In particular, I talk about my experiences in 
teaching an undergradute course on Pe~son Pe~ception. My 
second workshop manuscript, following this one, focuses on 
communicating PCP within one's profession. Robert Monaghan 
also will contribute two papers for the workshop. 

I sha~e PCP with students within four contexts. First, I 
teach a Person Perception course for University Juniors and 
Seniors who have taken at least twelve hours of psychology. 
Second, I teach a Graduate Seminar on PCP. Third, I talk 
individually with graduate students about clinical and 
research applications of PCP. 

Focusing on the Person Perception course, I limit enrollment 
to 28 students. Although the course initially is 
over-assigned by admissions people, I soon discourage about 
five students from continuing the class. I tell them that they 
will be writing two Learning Diaries that will represent their 
thoughtful integrations and applictions of course material; 
using as grist for their implicative mills--lectures, class 
discussions, and readings--most of which emphasize PCP. 

I require a signed statement that all redings in books amd 
handouts have been completed. Class attendance is taken by a 
roll sheet being signed each class period. More than three 
unexcused absences will lead to a lowering of class grade. I 
stress the importance of writing and thinking for oneself and 
how critical it is to keep up with assigned readings and 
"thinking notes." 

This last semester, most students indicated <unsigned 
statements) that the quiz over the basic statements of Kelly 
(from his paperback and my lectures) was helpful. Usually, at 
least fifty percent of the class evaluate the professor as B 
plus or better in relation to other professors. At least 
eighty percent indicate that they would take another course 
from the professor. 

The one class quiz, over the Kelly paperback and my own 
lecture elaborations is govern at the end of the five weeks 
period in the 15-16 weeks semester. I tell students that they 
will be asked to paraphrase, in several sentences, any one of 
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the main theoreti~al statements of PCP. Before the quiz at 
the start of the sixth week, I will have briefly paraphrased 
Kelly's--m.ajor statements, including giving some concrete 
examples from my direct experience with people, including some 
clinical material. 

Although I assign some reading on Attribution Theory, using 
the book, Encounters with Others, I do not talk much, if at 
all, about this book which is quite readable. It is read in 
the last five weeks of class. Two or three students will 
allude to this book in their second Learning Diary. Most will 
focus on implications of PCP, maybe because that is what I 
talk about. Fully one-half of the students will find PCP most 
interesting and will write some excellent diaries. One will 
hear such comments as-~"This is the only theory that helps me 
make sense of myself." "I wish I had known about the theory 
earlier." "It makes human beings of us all, lay persons and 
scientists." "My other psychology courses did not say much 
about things that would be useful for me personally." 

Although a large majority of students seem to like the course, 
about two students will dislike it and the professor 
intensely. The reasons are many. The relativity of PCP and 
lack of absoluteness frightens some. Certain students do not 
want to engage in inquiry, about self or others--even though 
they are taking a person perception course. Then there are 
students who just want to pass a test. Certain "grade 
getters" , used to taking structured tests and knowing things, 
feel threatened by the possibility of not ·getting the A grade. 
The neophyte behaviorist finds his simplistic ideas. 
threatened. Of course, most students feel initially threatened 
by the "openness" of the Learning Diary. At the end of the 
course, most students tend to evaluate the Learning Diary most 
highly, sometinmes as better than the professor. 

An effort is made to bring PCP alive in a blood and guts way. 
My clinical experience does help. Although I do talk about 
research, I certainly am not as detailed in my description of 
studies as at the graduate level. Throughout the class 
sessions, I ask students to converse in groups of three about 
such questions as "How might a person be seen accurately and 
inaccurately by others." "What are some of the most useful 
and least useful ways of describing persons?" "How do you see 
the potential strengths and weaknesses in extroversion and 
introversion?" "How do persons you know use the same 
descriptive adjectives differently?" "What do you tend to 
notice most and least on first acquaintance with males; with 
females?" "What Kellian ideas might help to explain marriages 
that work out best and those that work out less well?" 

In designing lectures and small group discussion topics, one 
must take into consideration those events that seem most vital 
for students not far removed from adolescence. Relations with 
parents; close friendships with others; and, vocational and 



marital anticipations become critical topics. Often, we talk 
about relating to other cultures. Favorlte topics seem to 
focus on theoretical correlates of bigotry and stereotyping; 
marital success and failure; impression formation; and 
correlates of liking and disliking which can be very neatly 
related to Kelly's concepts of threat and guilt amd to my own 
application of an extension of Kelly's threat-- the Self 
Movement Interpretation of Interpersonal Threat Students seem 
particularly interested in PCP applications to clinical 
problems, such as alcoholism, and more generally to 
psychotherapy. 

The course is a smorgasbord of awreness, insights, and ways of 
seeing things within larger framworks. Things I wish to 
accomplish relate to helping students understand that many 
different contexts can underlie what may seem like the same 
kind of behavior. Further, I want students to become acutely 
aware that the same words can have diferent meanings for 
different persons; and, that different words can have similar 
meanings for persons. Finally, I want them to appreciate 
their lives as journeys and adventures, the outcomes of which 
can not be pinpointed by parents, teachers, or psychologists. 
And, within certain limits, life can be created and recreated 
by the person, if he has the courage to stretch out and take 
some risks. 



COMMUNICATING PCP WITHIN ONE'S PROFESSION 

A. W. Landfield 
Department of Psychology 

Universtity of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68599 

Abstract: This paper is one of the four readings assigned to 
participants in the Workshop on Communicating Personal 
Construct Psychology. This manuscript focuses on communicating 
PCP to colleagues. The primary thrust of the paper is to 
emphasize areas of construct investigation that might arouse 
the interest of those less acquainted with construct 
psychology. 

The issues of self identity, personal valuing, life span 
development, cultural or environmental influence, and the 
creative use of computers attract the attention of many 
investigators. If the writers and researchers within PCP also 
become concerned about these issues, other professionals may 
become interested in our observations and opinions. 

When George Kelly assigned the construing of self to a 
subordinate position within his theory, i.e., subordinate to 
the construing person and to the dimensions of his construct 
system, he separated himself from those who emphasize self 
image, self identity, and self enhancement as the primary 
determinants of behavior. 

Rather than placing these aspects of self awareness at the 
forefront of his theory, Kelly instead elevated the construing 
and anticipating person to a central position of influence. 
Thus, self awareness was not equated with the construing 
person and identity became one of the many possible 
constructions that might affect behavior. 

Of course, Kelly did emphasize the usefulness of Self 
Characterization and Role Experimentation. He also talked 
about guilt as an awareness of dislodgement from core role 
structure. In regard to the concept of threat, he took an 
early interest in Landfield's self movement hypotheses. In 
these latter hypotheses, one's constructions of self--past, 
present and future, were used as the basis for predicting 
interpersonal problems. However, it was the investigator who 
inferred change in self. In other words, subject awareness of 
directions in his chnging self, although interesting, was not 
required for the self movement hypotheses of threat. 

Although Kelly chose not to place the awareness of self at the 
center of his theory, the powerful influence of self 
construction was not denied. However, he did make a special 
place in his Sociality Crorollary for one's understandings of 



the viewpoints of other persons. 

By defining one's axes of personal meaning as superordinate to 
particular statements about self or others, Kelly left open 
the question of how important certain acquaintances, including 
oneself, might be in understanding the person's behavior. A 
construction of self could be elevated to a significant 
position within a personJs system. The concept of core 
structure, for example, does allow the investigator to 
envision a particular person's self identity as as a vital 
part of one's construct system. 
Pursuing this idea of core structure, it can be argued 
logically that we live with ourselves more than we live with 
any one other person. And, as a consequence, it is 
potentilally possible for us to experience more feeling and 
meaning in relation to ourselves than in relation to others. 
Statements of construct theory do not seem to refute this kind 
of logic. 

However, in saying that we have more time with ourselves, we 
are not implying that every person will construe self more 
than others or will construe self as more significant than 
others. Perhaps many persons in Western Culture attend to 
self more than to others. But, do all persons in Western 
Culture conform to this hypothesis? 

A need to elevate self to a more important position within 
construct theory has been observed. Note the attempt by 
Laurie Thomas (1979) to define a self awareness corollary and 
again note the special section on self found in the 5th 
Congress book, Anticipating Personal Construct 
Psychology<1985) 

Another area of concern for investigators is the place of 
value structures in our lives. Rokeach, the social 
psychologist, devoted much of his career to the pursuit of 
values. As for the construct researcher, it does seem that he 
or she is in a unique position to measure individual 
structures of valuing. After all, so many of our person and 
social situational constructs have postive and negative poles 
of reference. This is particularly true when we focus on 
significant persons or significant situations in our lives. 
Perhaps we should begin to talk more about value constructions 
and personal systems of valuing. 

However, as we talk about value constructions, we are 
confronted with a stumbling block. We encounter the 
difficulty of assessing hierarchical strucutres. Rokeach 
mentioned this to me when he appeared on the Nebraska 
Symposium for Motivation. Perhaps, we are beginning to find 
ways of assessing hierarchical structures within PCP. 
However, until we develop better messures of ordinal 
construction, we can not fully appreciate Kelly's Organization 
Corollalry and we also can not do justice to research on human 
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values. 

Continuing to the issue of child and life span development, 
are there ways in which we can more vigorously enter this 
field of inquiry? Only in the most general ways did Kelly tell 
us about development. How we can best enter the area of child 
and life span development is not clear. We want to avoid 
spurious growth curves of that non-existant average person. 
And, we must develop better ways of inferring the construct 
systems of children. After all, conventional Rep Tests have 
their limitations. Then, the PCP investigator will want to 
plot different pathways to develppment. And, do we really need 
a stage theory that charts the same sequences of development 
for all persons? 
Moving to another issue, the impact of particular 
environmental and cultural backgrounds beconmes a central 
question for many psychologists and sociologists. How can the 
construct theorist best describe these cultural contexts 
within the format of personal construing and anticipation? If 
we can say more about constructions within environmental 
contexts, which are themselves constructions, other 
professionls may listen to us. 

That culture does change suggests that there are both common 
and individuallized constructions within any given culture at 
any given time. Without question, constructions common to 
family and community become the grist for our constructive 
mills. Common constructions do influence us, but perhaps in 
more individualized ways than we fully recognize. Thus, the 
PCP investigator must study both the common and individualized 
ways persons construe events witin a community. In summary, 
the PCP investigator may avoid the trap of assuming monolithic 
and all determining cultural forces--strngely disengaged from 
moment to moment human understanding and interaction. 

Finally, I want to mention the fascinating area of computer 
science, a field that holds out much hope to the construct 
researcher who must measure the intracacies of human 
conceptual systems. More of us should play about with 
computer programs and interactive systems for self learning. 
At the same time, we must carefully study the most optimal 
blending of computer interaction with interpersonal contact 
between subject and investigator. I would anticipate shifts in 
this optimal blending depending on the nature of the mission 
or project. 

These are but a few of the issues that the construct 
investigator must confront if he or she is to more fully 
engage the attention of other professionals. 
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Personal Construct Theory and Humanistic Psychotherapy 
L. M. Leitner 

Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056 USA 

The compatibilities between PCT and humanistic psychotherapy 
will be explored in a discussion between the author and the 
audience. The focus of the discussion will be on Kelly~s use 
of the term "process", the "person vs. construct" issue, the 
Sociality Corollary, and issues around optimal functioning. 
All of these issues, central to Kelly~s view of the person, 
have implications whicb are consistent with humanistic and 
existential writings. An outline of the topics for 
discussion is presented below. 

INTPODUCT!ON 

Although others (e.g., Bruner, 1956> classified it as a 
"cognitive" theory, Kelly (1955) was deliberately vague 
about the construing of personal construct theory. This 
vagueness was due to his discomfort with traditional 
categorizations like "cognitive," "behavioral," 
"humanistic," etc. Kelly~s vagueness may be related to the 
confusion with which PCT is construed today. For example, 
some texts on theories of personal~ty clearly place Kelly in 
the mainstream cognitive camp (e.g., Maddi, 1980) while 
others (e.g., Rychlak, 1981) argue for a more 
humanistic/existential understanding of the theory. This 
difference of opinion also exists among PCT therapists and 
researchers today. This paper will focus on four aspects of 
Kelly's work which are most compatible with more humanistic 
and existential writers. In so doing, I am not arguing that 
PCT is a humanistic theory. Rather I merely am pointing to 
certain compatibilities between PCT and humanistic writers. 
These four issues are: 1) ~he notion of process, 2) the 
"person vs. construct" issue, 3) the Sociality Corollary, 
and 4) optimal functioning. Each of these four issues will 
be addressed in turn. 

PROCESS. Humanistic psychologists are fundamentally 
committed to a notion of the person as a growing organism 
<e.g., Maslow~ 1968; Rogers, 1951). Kelly also was firmly 
committed to the humanistic assertion that persons 
continually grow~ evolve~ and change. Such a commitment can 
be seen in his use of the term "process" throughout the 
theory. For example, the fundamental postulate clearly 
spells out that one's processes a~e psychologically 
channnelized by how one anticipates events. In other words~ 
people are a process of change which is channelized by our 
constructs. Given that Kelly argued that each word of the 
fundamental postulate was carefully chosen~ it is hard to 
discount the importance of his view of the person as 
process. 
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Such a view is re-emphasized in his Sociality Corollary 
which Kelly considered to be among his most important. In 
this corollary~ a role relationship is defined as one person 
construing the construction prorPss (not the constructs) of 
another. In other words, to have a ROLE (Leitner, 1985/ 
relationship with you, I have to construe the process of 
your construing -- not the content of your constructs. Such 
an emphasis on process assumes that you are an active, 
evolving organism who will continue to grow. 

"PERSON VS. CONSTRUCT". Although most PCT research and 
theorizing focuses on ~onstructs, Kelly clearly 
distinguished between constructs and the person doing the 
construing. In this regard, the fundamental postulate and 10 
of the eleven corollaries discuss a person who con~truPS -
not a person who i ::. his or her c:on::.tr-uct s. The pe~-son, then~ 

is enshrouded in mystery <Hair, 1977> and can be known only 
indirectly through his or her acts of construing. Since we 
cannot be directly known~ we are~ in a fundamental sense, 
alone. This position is quite consistent with existential 
writings (e.g., Yalom, 1980). <As a matter of fact, I 
believe that an excellent predictor of whether a person sees 
PCT as more existential or as more cognitive has to do with 
this issue. To the extent that a theorist focusee on 
constructs, the theorist sees Kell~ as cognitive; to the 
extent the theorist focuses on the person doing the 
constr-uing, the theorist sees Kelly as existential. The fact 
that Kelly focused on both aspects may be r-elated to his 
discomfor-t with any classification of PCT') 

SOCIAl ITY COFOLLARY~ Else~·~here <Leitner-, 1985~ in pr-ess)~ I 
have discussed many implications of the Sociality Corollary. 
I have argued that, within this cor-ollary! are implications 
which suggest that a person both strives for and is 
terrified by deep interpersonal under-standings <termed ROLE 
relationships). When our terror is too great, we may attempt 
to define relationships in ways which preclude such deep 
understandings. However, if we a~e successful in doing this, 
we exper-ience emptiness, meaninglessness, and guilt. The 
many obvious connections between this position and the 
writings of modern existential psychology will be elaborated 
in the discussion. 

OPTIMAL FUNCTIONING. Kelly <1980) as well as other construct 
theoreticians (e.g., Epting & Amerikaner~ 1980; Leitner, 
1983) have discussed the notion of psychological health. The 
discussion of the humanistic implications of these positions 
can be presented in two ways. First, the concern with 
psychological health is a theoretical characteristic which 
most humanistic theories share. Second, specific aspects of 
PCT views of the optimal person contain many similaritiee to 
the views of humanistic and existential writers. Two 
examples of these views are the importance of creativity and 
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courage for optimally functionally persons. 
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SOME USES OF PCT AND THE REPTEST IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

ABSTRACT 

Rhoda Lindner, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychology 

California State University, Long Beach 
Long Beach, CA 90840 

A 15-year research program has centered around personal constructs and 
the Reptest. In experimental social cognition, people responded more 
positively on first acquaintance to those who shared their constructs. 
Further, characteristics of new acquaintances which were presented in 
personal construct terms had more impact than other characteristics in 
determining their likableness. In studies of attitudinal correlates of 
behavior, women who were schematic for sex roles on the Reptest had 
higher association between sex role attitudes and nontraditional 
physical activities than did those who were aschematic. Finally, 
constructs reflected more traditional values than did responses to a 
standard sex role inventory. 

INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this report is to discuss the usefulness of PCT and 
the Reptest in a nonclinical context. Specifically, my research focuses 
on some of the universal processes of social cognition, as they relate 
to individual differences. Some of these processes have been studied 
experimentally and some carrel ati.onally, but in all cases the focus 
is on general principles of social psychology, not on the qualities of 
specific individuals. The work has been done in collaboration with 
several generations of Master•s students. 

EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL COGNITION 
Experiments in social cognition are attempts to simulate under con
trolled conditions the complexities of everyday social events and of 
our reactions to them. One such event is forming impressions of new 
acquaintances. The favorableness of first impressions has been shown 
to be of great importance in predicting future interactions and, prior 
to my research, it had been established (cf. review by Huston & 
Levinger, 1978) that favorableness of impressions was a direct function 
of the extent to which one perceived the new person as being similar to 
oneself in social attitudes/values. 

One of the purposes of my research was to show that similarity in the 
use of personal constructs was as powerful a determinant of attraction 
as similarity of social attitudes. Using the Syrne-arid Nelson (1965) 
proportionality research paradigm, we used Reptest responses as the 
basis for manipulating similarity. 

Method 
First, each subject took the Reptest in a Research Mode which I have 
devised that permits group administration and written responses which 
can be associated with the individual without violating privacy. It 
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is done as follows: Each subject is given a set of code initials and 
numbered white index cards (in this case, 12) on each of which s/he is 
to write the name of someone who is well known personally and who has 
been important in his/her life. In this experiment, they were each 
asked to write ME on card #1, and five well-liked persons of the same 
gender as themselves on cards #2 through #6. Then cards #7 through 
#12 were each to have the name of someone of the same gender whom they 
did not like as much or might even dislike. 

The cards are then presented in triads (20 in this case) by the experi
menter calling Person Card numbers aloud. The triads had been con
structed in this experiment so as to balance the liked and disliked 
persons. For each triad, the subject writes a "similarity" shared by 
two of the persons on a yellow card, indicating their Person Numbers 
only. Then the 11 difference" of the remaining person is written on 
a green card, with that Person's Number indicated. 

In the study for which I shall report data here, the subjects had been 
told before beginning that we were collecting short descriptions given 
by college students of others, about the same age as themselves, whom 
they know well personally. They were also told that this study was 
part of a cooperative research project with an East Coast college, 
and that the descriptions they gave today would be mailed to that 
college to ensure confidentiality in use. They were further told 
that when they returned for the second half of the study, two weeks 
later, they would be reacting to descriptions by students of the other 
college. Finally, they were told that they would take the white 
Person Cards with them when they left today for complete privacy. 

This Research Mode of the Reptest has several advantages for research 
purposes: , 

1. Descriptions of personally relevant target persons are obtained, 
without anyone but the subject knowing who was described. Thus, 
subjects write freely, minimizing self-censorship. 

2. There is minimal pressure upon subjects to "look good" or be 
socially desirable in their responses, since they are identified 
only by code letters and no one--including the experimenter--ever 
knows who is who. Furthermore, subjects are unaware that there 
is any interest in them personally; their attentional focus is 
on the target persons being described. 

3. Descriptions are spontaneous, without any "provided constructs", 
and thus are truly reflective of personal constructs. 

In this study, the next step was to scale the constructs for "lik
ableness". Each construct pole was put into 3 or 4 word form by 
omitting unnecessary words without changing those retained, or by 
adding "she is 11 and other noncontent words for lengthening as needed. 
Each was typed on a separate card. The cards were shuffled thoroughly 
and then each was rated on a 5-point scale for "likableness" by two 
judges working independently, and by comparison with a standardized 
list of scaled personality characteristics (Anderson, 1964). Only 
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those constructs which all three judges agreed were positive or 
negative \'/ere used in the experimental sets of Session 2. 

To prepare the stimuli for Session 2, sets of descriptions were 
developed for each subject. Every description contained four different 
constructs. Half the sets contained all positive ("likable") con
structs and half all negative ("dislikable"). Of these sets, 20% 
contained all 4 from the subject's constructs; 20% contained 3 from the 
subject and 1 randomly chosen from other subjects' constructs; 20% 
contained 2 from the subject; 20% had 1 from the subject; and 20% had 
all 4 from other subjects. Thus, 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% or 0% of the 
particular description consisted of the subject's own constructs. A 
few practice and filler descriptions were used also, containing a mix 
of positive and negative items, randomly chosen from the entire pool; 
they were not scored. • 

The subject, returning for Session 2 two weeks after Session 1, was 
presented with a packet of descriptions and a corresponding packet of 
rating scales. 

Here is a sample description for each of two conditions: 

[25% condition; positive] 
D.D. said about A.B. 

an exciting individual 
seems to be clever [PC] 
she is very friendly 
makes others happy 

[75% condition; negative] 
M.K. said about J.E. 

a self-indulgent person [PC] 
she is a perfectionist 
she is a loser [PC] 
she is unloyal [PC] 

And a sample rating-scale page~ with the scales more widely spaced: 
Q.JL_ [source person] 

Like: : : : : : : : : : : :Dislike ---------------------
A. B. [target person] 

Like: : : . : : : : : : : :Dislike -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Of course, the bracketed material above was not presented to the subjects. 

Subjects were told that roommates at the Eastern College had described 
each other privately (as they had done with their friends last session), 
and they were now reading those descriptions. The initials were not real, 
but code letters just as theirs had been. They were receiving only one 
roommate's description of the other--never both from the same pair. 
We wanted their first impressions of how likable they personally would 
find the roommate being described [Target Person] and the roommate giving 
the description [Source Person]. Our ostensible purpose was to see 
whether these short descriptions allow ~people to form clear impressions. 
We had them write some paragraphs describing their impressions of the 
practice cases to buttress the cover story, to provide evidence of the 
complexity of impressions formed, and finally to ascertain that their 
English was adequate to the experimental task. 
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Results 
As predicted, the .likableness of positively described target persons 
increased as a linear function of proportion of the subject's own 
personal constructs used in the description; the likableness of 
negatively described target persons decreased as a linear function 
of the proportion of own personal constructs. 

Also as predicted, the likableness of the source person increased as 
a function of proportion of personal constructs used, for both posi
tively and negatively described target persons. 

These findings can be seen in Figure 1. The F-ratios (1/76) for 
linear component were significant beyond the .01 level in all cases. 
The proportion of variance explained by the linear component ranged 
from .76 (Source Person, Negative) to .96 (Target Person, Negative). 
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Likableness of source and target persons of favorable and unfavorable 
descriptions as a function of proportion of the subject's own personal 
constructs. (from Thackrey, 1978, after correction of clerical error) 

Clearly, information communicated in terms of one's personal constructs 
has more weight in determining impressions of new acquaintances than 
does equally favorable or unfavorable information which is not so expressed. 
Objectively, the descriptions containing one's own constructs were no more 
positive or negative than those containing only the constructs of others. 
Subjectively, judgmentally, impressionistically, they were much more im
pactful and, therefore, led to more extreme impressions. 
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Furthermore, information-givers who provide those communications are 
much more attractive if they use one•s own personal constructs than if 
they do not. Again, objectively there was no difference in the ex
tremeness of the positive or negative information being transmitted. 
Subjectively, there was an increment in the likableness of the communi
cator with every increment in use of one•s own constructs. It is of 
interest that this increment in attractiveness occurred even for those 
ostensibly describing their roommates negatively. All of those sources 
of negative roommate-descriptions were liked less than their more 
positive counterparts, but the personal-construct increment applied to 
them almost as much as to the positive sources. 

Several experiments were run, with variations in source and target 
persons, cover stories, situation, and kinds of judgment. For example, 
one study used trainee clinjcians as subjects, descriptions of clients, 
and prognostic judgments (rather than likableness judgments). The 
results were consistent with those given above, which were reported by 
Thackrey ( 1978). 

Finally, we had developed a Research Mode of the Reptest that was to 
prove useful in subsequent research as well. 

ATTITUDINAL CORRELATES OF BEHAVIOR 
The next study to be reported here was one of a set dealing with the 
attitudinal correlates of changing sex role behavior. Increased phy
sical activities by women, especially in nontraditional athletic activi
ties, was fashionable in Southern California in 1982, and it was in that 
context that the studies were designed. 

The work of most interest here combined four lines of research. 

Previous research (cf. ~~ers & Lyss, 1978) had shown that female parti
cipants in nontraditional competitive sports were also nontraditional 
in sex role attitudes/values. Secondly, there had been voluminous 
research using the Bern Sex Role Inventory (cf. Bern, 1974; 1979) on 
women•s sex role attitudes/values. Thirdly, Markus (cf. Markus, 1977; 
Markus, Craine, Bernstein & Siladi, 1982) had done groundbreaking work 
in showing that how we react to many social stimuli depends on the ex
tent to which we have cognitive schemata to deal with them. This, of 
course, is not a new thought to Kellians, but the t·1arkus distinction 
between being "schematic" vs. "aschematic" led to predictive ability 
regarding social attitudes and cognitions that I had not seen before. 

Finally, and most importantly for Kellians, the Reptest provided a method 
for eliciting sex role schemata that would be spontaneous and private, 
without provided constructs. 

It was hypothesized that college women who were not athletes would show 
the same associaton between physical activities and sex role attitudes 
as had been found in athletes. Secondly, this association was predicted 
to be stronger in describing the ideal woman than in describing the self. 
The reasoning was that aspirations are more likely to be consistent and 
homogeneous than are realities. 
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The hypothesis of most interest to u s was that women who were more 
schematic about sex roles would show a stronger association between 
physical activities and sex role attitudes than would those who were 
relatively aschematic. 

Method 
Of the total 86 female college participants, 34 took the Reptest. 
It was given in the Research Mode as described for the previous experi
ment, except that only 8 triads were used, balanced for liked and dis
liked persons. The cover story was simply that we were studying short 
descriptions by college women of other women. 

Then the 34 subjects each described themselves on the Bern Sex Role 
Inventory (Bern, 1979). Next they each answered the Bern again, this 
time to describe their perspnal view of the 11 ideal woman 11

• Finally 
they answered an ad hoc Physical Activities Survey on which they re
ported their activities of the previous week, indicating whether they 
had been typical activities for them personally. 

Only 22 of the Reptest subjects reported a typical previous week of 
physical activities, and so the hypotheses involving physical activities 
and sex role schemata on the Reptest were tested on only those 22 sub• 
jects. 

As in the previous experiment, content analysis of Reptest responses by 
three independent judges was carried out, treating each pole of a con
struct separately. In this study, they were coded as to whether the 
content of a Bern Sex Role item did or did not appear. Three-way agree
ment occurred on 82% of the constructs; only these were used. The 
greater the number of sex role constructs used by a subject, the more 
schematic was she considered to be in relation to sex roles. 

Results 
For the 34 Reptest participants, the number of sex role constructs 
ranged from 2 to 12 (of a possible 16) with the median between 7 and 8. 
Fortunately, of the 22 11 typical week 11 subjects, 11 were Schematic (8 or 
more constructs) and 11 were Aschematic (7 or fewer constructs) for 
sex roles. 

Based on all 86 subjects, the activity data were divided by median 
split, with a range from 0 to 17 hours of nontraditional activity, the 
median being b~tween 2.5 and 3.0 hours. 

Bern Sex Role scores for self-desc·riptions were split at the median on 
the Feminine and Masculine scores respectively, in the established way 
for research purposes (cf. Spence, Helmreich & Stapp, 1975; Taylor & 
Hall, 1982). The participants labeled Androgynous were those above 
both the Feminine and Masculine medians; Undifferentiated were below 
both medians; Feminine were above the Feminine and below the Masculine 
median; and the Masculine participants conversely. In categorizing 
participants on their Ideal Woman ratings, the self-ratings medians 
were also used, since it was comparison with self-ratings that were 
of interest. 
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As. reported by Lindner (1984), the results supported all hypotheses. 
Of the High nontraditional physical activity women, 43% reported the 
self as Androgynous and only 11% as Feminine. Of the Low nontradi
tional physical activity women, only 20% reported the self as Andro
gynous and 32% were Feminine. 

While 28% of all participants described themselves as Androgynous, 
58% so described the Ideal Woman. \~hile 20% described themselves as 
Feminine, only 8% did so for the Ideal Woman. Further, of those who 
changed categories from Self to Ideal descriptions, 91% changed to 
either Androgynous or Masculine; only 2% changed to Feminine. All 
are significant differences in proportions at the .05 level. 

Finally, we compared wome~ found on the Reptest to be schematic for 
sex roles against those found to be aschematic. This was to test 
the hypothesis that the schematic High vs. Low nontraditional activity 
groups would differ more from each other in their Bern sex role 
descriptions than would the two groups of aschematic women. 

The 11 Aschematic and 11 Schematic women who had reported 11 typica,.. 
physical activities were the subjects of interest. The number of 
subjects being so small, it was necessary to combine the High and 
Low activity subjects for statistical testing. Thus, we had 10 
Schematic women (91%) whose activity level X sex-role association 
was as predicted (High activity/Androgynous or Low activity/Feminine) 
as against only 4 Aschematic women (36%) for whom this was the case. 
This difference was significant at the .05 level, indicating support 
for the hypothesis. 

Discussion 
The findings of most immediate interest here relate to the distinc
tion between being schematic and being aschematic with regard to a 
specific social-cognitive domain. The Reptest has been shown to be 
a useful method for eliciting relevant schemata. 

As reflected in the recent Handbook of Social Cognition {Wyer & 
Srull, 1984), much recent research on social schemata has encountered 
problems in eliciting schemata relevantly, reliably and validly. 
There are also several theoretical issues bedeviling recent work in 
social schemata that might well be illuminated by judicious applica
tion of Personal Construct Theory. 

ASSESSING ATTITUDES WITHOUT DEt~AND CHARACTERISTICS: THE REPTEST 
The final topic I shall present arose serendipitously from the line 
of research just described. After we had used the Reptest responses 
as we had intended to classify subjects as Schematic or Aschematic 
as to sex roles, it occurred to me that it would help validate sub
sequent use of the Reptest Research Mode if we went beyond counting 
the number of sex role responses to actually analyzing their content. 

Accordingly, we coded those responses which matched items of the Bern 
Sex Role Inventory (1974; 1979), the most widely used standard instru
ment for assessing sex role constructs. 
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To my surprise, in view of the high Masculine-scale scores on the Bern, 
only 20% of the Reptest responses matched Bern Masculine items, while 
80% matched Bern Feminine items, a significant difference between 
proportions. 

Even more striking, 64% of the Reptest responses coded Feminine by 
comparison with the Bern were used to describe Persons #1 through #6, 
that is, the Likable Women and the Self, while 90% of the responses 
coded Masculine were used to describe Persons #7 through #12, the 
Disliked Women. This difference too was significant. 

As discussed by Lindner (1984) it appears that women may use more 
traditionally feminine constructs when expressing themselves sponta
neously than when presented with a balanced preset list of traits. 

Moreover, feminine constructs may be evaluated much more positively, 
and masculine constructs much more negatively than is evident 
from research or assessment using only a balanced preset list. 

Social desirability concerns by women are also relevant here. P..s 
traditionally feminine traits lose social desirability in our culture 
and traditionally masculine traits gain in social desirability for 
women in our culture (cf. Basow, 1981), women will become more likely 
to respond with masculine constructs to a balanced set of provided 
constructs, such as those used in the Bern Sex Role Inventory. 

Replications and variatjons of this study have confirmed the findings. 
Subjects respond with more traditional sex role attitudes and values 
on the Reptest than on the Bern, which evidently presents 11 demand 
characteristics 11 for expressing fashionable a tti tu des. This pattern 
has been found in men as well as in women. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Personal constructs have been shown to be critical in several aspects 
of social cognition. The Reptest Research Mode has been a valuable 
and reliable tool. They key to this mode is that respondents are 
able to respond frankly and personally while maintaining complete 
privacy, and without demand characteristics for the type of response 
wanted. Also, this written version permits group administration. 
It is worth noting too that participants enjoy the task; they are 
motivated, relaxed and productive. The constructs so obtained are 
readily content-analyzed for many different purposes. The data 
are easily coded for computer analysis. 

Research in social cognition often requires the use of nondirective 
situations and instruments, with what might be called low 11 face 
validity .. for participants. It should not be apparent which responses 
would be socially more desirable, make one 11 look good... For example, 
the sex role implications of the Bern Sex Role Inventory are evidently 
all too salient for respondents sensitized by years of cultural change 
since its introduction (Bern, 1974). 
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In PCT and the Reptest, we have available a well-developed and 
sophisticated theoretical and methodological package. It is time 
for its uses and implications to be systematically applied to 
tough issues in social cognition. 
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Relationship of Supervisor Ordination with Accuracy 
in Predicting Student Psychotherapist Construct Ratings 

J. 0. Orth & L. M. Leitner 
Miami University, 0¥-ford, Ohio 45056 USA 

1 

Repertory Grids of 29 graduate student psychotherapists who 
worked in various outpatient settings and their Ph.D. 
supervisors were analy~ed using Landfield~s LTORP 3 program. 
Supervisors were given the constructs of their trainees and 
asked to predict (on 13-point scales> the trainees ratings 
of the supervisor, two clients most frequently discussed in 
the last four weeks, and the trainee~s self in the context 
of various relationships. Supervisors and therapists also 
completed questionnaires rating the quality of the 
supervision. Supervisor ordination scores were correlated 
significantly with supervisor accuracy in predicting 
therapist ratings of a> the supervisor, b) the clients 
discussed in supervision, and c) the therapist self in 
relationship to the supervisor. Supervisors who scored 
higher on ordination rated themselves lower on a 
questionnaire item which asked for their perception of how 
well they understood their trainee 7 S viewpoint. When the 
effects of supervisor differentiation were partialled out, 
supervisor ordination was correlated significantly with 
accuracy in predicting therapist~s ratings of a) self, 
b) supervisor, c) clients, d) self in relationship to 
supervisor, and e} self in relationship to clients. The 
results suggested that supervisors who showed greater 
integration of their constructs into meaningful hierarchies 
(as measured by Ordination scores) understood better their 
therapist~s construction processes, although they tended to 
rate themselves as doing worse. 

INTRODUCTION 

Except for the Rogerian school <e.g., TruaY. & Carkhuff, 
1967>, there have been few published attempts to integrate 
personality theory into the study of psychotherapy 
supervision. Among PCT researchers, Townes & Carr <1973> and 
Duehn & Proctor <1974> have demonstrated relationships of 
differentiation <measured by the IDT> with perceptions and 
efficacy of mental health training. This paper presents a 
portion of the findings from a study eY.amining the 
relationship of personal construct system characteristics of 
supervisors and student psychotherapists to the processes 
and perceptions of understanding and being understood. 
Specifically, this paper addresses how the integration of 
the supervisor's construct system is related to the 
supervisor's ability to understand the student therapist's 
point of view. In addition, we eY.amine how the supervisor's 
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construct system integration is related to perceptions of 
how well the supervisor understands the therapist. 

METHOD 

2 

The participants were 29 Masters and Doctoral-level graduate 
students enrolled in Clinical, Counseling, Pro~essional, and 
Human Services psychology programs and their supervisors who 
held Ph.D. degrees in Clinical or Counseling psychology. All 
therapists provided outpatient psychotherapy in a variety of 
treatment settings. Diverse theoretical and technical 
orientations were represented. None of the therapists had 
extensive contact with.the supervisors prior to or outside 
of the supervisory relationship. 

Supervisors and therapists completed self-administered~ 
monadic elicitation versions of Landfield's <1971) 
modification of the repertory grid. The grids were analyzed 
using Landfield's LTORP 3 program. Supervisors then were 
given their therapist's constructs and asked to assume the 
therapist's viewpoint and predict the therapist's ratings o~ 
the supervisor, the two clients <designated A and B> most 
frequently discussed in the past four weeks, and the 
therapist's self in the context of the supervisory and 
treatment relationships. Additionally, supervisors and 
therapists completed questionnnaires developed to assess 
perceptions of the quality of supervision. 

RESULTS 

1ne supervisor Ordination scores used in the analyses were 
the NEWORD Total scores ~rom the LTORP 3 program <combining 
ordination across constructs and persons). The accuracy of 
supervisor predictions of therapist ratings was calculated 
in two ways. The "Sum o~ Hits" measure is a "sidedness" 
score summing one hit ~or each time the supervisor rates on 
the same side o~ the zero point as did the therapist. The 
"Sum o~ Errors" is the algrbraic sum o~ the dif~erences 
between supervisor and therapist ratings on each 13-point 
scale, using each scale point in the calculation. 

The supervisor's sel~-rating o~ ability to understand the 
therapist's point o~ view is scored ~rom the number <1-13) 
circled in response to the questionnaire item, "Rate your 
skill as a psychotherapy supervisor in understanding the 
therapy cases ~rom the therapist's perspective." The 
di~~erentiation scores used in the partial correlations were 
the Supervisor FIC Total scores. 

DISCUSSION 

The results showed that supervisor ordination scores were 
related signi~icantly to supervisors' accuracy in predicting 
therapists' use of personal constructs in rating sel~, 
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Table 1 

Correlations of Supervisor Ordination with Accuracy in Predicting 
Therapists• Ratings and Perceptions of Supervisor Understanding 

Person Rated 

Supervisor 

Client A 

Client B 

Self 

Therapist's Self-in-Relation-
to-Supervisor 

Therapists' Self-in-Relation-
to-Client-A 

Therapists• Self-in-Relation-
to-Client-B 

Perception of Supervisor's 
Ability to Understand 
Therapist's View 

N's.n parentheses 

• p ~ .05 
•• p ~ .01 

••• p ~ .001 

Sum-of-Hits 

e34* 
(29) 

.sa••• 
(29) . 

.46•• 
(27) 

.23 
(29) 

.35* 
(29) 

.23 
(29) 

.09 
(27) 

Supervisor's 
Rating 

-.49** 
(29) 

-lt<f--

Sum-of-Errors 

-.26 
(29) 

-.39* 
(29) 

-.46•• 
(27) 

-.34* 
(29) 

-.37* 
(29) 

-.12 
(29) 

.os 
(27) 

Therapist's 
Rating 

-.13 
(29) 



Table 2 

Partial Correlations of Supervisor Ordination with Accuracy in Predicting 
Therapists' Ratings, Controlling for Effects of Supervisor Differentiation 

Person Rated 

Supervisor 

Client A 

Client B 

Self 

Therapist's Self-in-Relation-
to-Supervisor 

Therapists' Self-in-Relation-
to-Client-A 

Therapists' Self-in-Relation-
to-Client-B 

Df = 24 
• p .i 0 os 

•• P.i .01 

Sum-of-Hits Sum-of-Errors 

.34* -.30 

.ss•• -.44• 

.46•• -.4s•• 

.3S* -.42• 

.38* -.42• 

.33* -.20 

.17 .07 
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clients, supervisor, and self in relationship to the 
supervisor. Controlling for the e~~ects o~ supervisor 
differentiation showed similar results. Curiously, higher 
supervisor ordination was associated with lower supervisor 
ratings of their ability to understand how their therapists 
view cases. 

3 

While the importance of ordination in the process of being 
understood is often emphasized, these findings suggest that 
the organization of constructs into meaningful hierarchies 
is a predictor of the supervisor~s ability in the important 
task of understanding the therapist~s experience and ways of 
making sense of him/herself and clients. Greater integration 
of constructs in a meaningful way also seems related to 
supervisors making more modest ratings of their abilities in 
the complex task of entering the world of the therapist's 
meaning-making. 
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DEVELOPMENTAL TYPOLOGIES AND GENERALIZED ASPIRATION 

ABSTRACT 
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George A. Kelly observed what he called the elaborative 
choice, which for communication implies a pattern of human 
optimization providing an ultimate way of making better 
relationship building choices in the future. A systematic 
Repertory Grid interpersonal communication case study of two 
married artists allowed the search for high aspiration 
constructs which may be compared to the "ideal marriage 
relationship." Some correlations between ideal and actual 
marriage conditions are moderate for one of the partners and 
less strong for the other. Although both are full-time, 
professional artists, their need for artistic stimulation is 
generally not a significant part of their marriage. 

INTRODUCTION 

The meanings persons place upon their communication 
experience over a long period of time represent working 
hypotheses regarding the nature of their relationship. When 
persons participate in communication, they are submitting 
their meaning to the test of experience. "As one's 
anticipations ••• are successively revised in the light of 
unfolding sequence of events, the construction systems 
undergoes progressive evolution." (Kelly, 1955, p. 72) As 
communicating persons reconstrue, their relationship 
undergoes development; and since no two relationships are 
the same, there is more than one kind of communication 
development. 

We need to understand patterns of communication development, 
how different relationships grow in different ways. Some 
relationships not only endure over a long period of time, 
but are also characterized by an on-going creative quality. 
Others languish and die. We do not expect to see the same 
developmental pattern in a life-long marriage as we expect 
in a short term relationship. We do not expect to see the 
same kind of growth in a business relationship as might be 
seen in a personal friendship. How can this be explained? 
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What are the WAYS relationships grow as each follows its own 
pattern of development? What are the kinds of communication 
growth patterns which may be observed, studied and 
understood? This paper is intended as part of a series 
inquiring into one theoretical aspect called generalized 
aspiration, the elaborative choice, or ideal. 

THE ELABORATIVE CHOICE 

At the heart of constructivism and the transactional 
perspective is the question of choice, and the role of 
choice in communication. If we read Kelly and his students 
carefully we find them pushing ever higher the limited 
assumptions which researchers have previously held regarding 
the nature of human potentiality, and what this implies 
regarding human commun~cation. When Kelly formulated his 
Choice Corollary he did not limit our understandings of 
choice to merely a particular creative choice. When Kelly 
described choice as " ••• the alternative which seems to 
provide the best basis for anticipating the ensuing 
events ••• " (Kelly, 1955, p. 64) he moved, not just into the 
realm of a limited, specific choice, but rather into what he 
called "the elaborative choice." (Kelly, 1955, 65). He 
refers to a comprehensive pattern of human optimization 
which provides an ultimate way of making better choices in 
the future. That is, the person is not looking for just a 
percular individual extension, but is rather gradually 
searching for a comprehensive way of elaborating or 
developing his or her potentialities in the future, and 
seeks that choice " ••• which appears to provide the best 
opportunity for further elaboration." (Kelly, 1955, p. 944). 
This does not mean, of course, that the person will be wise 
enough to actually make the most self actualizing choices 
(Landfield and Leitner, 1980, p. 9) but rather that the 
person seeks to " ••• provide an ultimate way in which more 
events may be better predicted ••• toward evolving a 
system ••• (and the person> ••• does not necessarily seek 
merely those events which are already optimally 
anticipated." (Kelly, 1955, p. 523). 

While the concept of aspiration may be difficult to define 
operationally (Cantril, 1963), and difficult to define 
theoretically (Bannister and Fransella, 1982, pp. 22-23), 
when one's own individual, day-to-day sense of hope is 
considered it might be recognized as a human experience. 

Much communication research might be characterized, perhaps 
through training in objectivity, to introject or imply the 
desirability of an impersonal human relationship quality. 
The dehumanized nature of many teaching and professional 
relationships has been the source of a large field of 
communication research, going at least as far back as Sidney 
Jourard's Transparent Self in 1964. It is, of course, our 
duty in our professional roles as teachers or therapists or 
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consultants to offer our students and clients a realistic 
assessment of outcome probabilities based upon rigorous 
scientific predictions: yet there are also unknown 
possibilities and maximum potentialities toward which the 
student or client may be encouraged to aspire. 

This aspiration or creative intention might be called hope. 
As far as we now know the communication quality of 
generalized expectation has four characteristics: 

1. It is generalized: 
2. It is intentional {from within): 
3. It moves in the direction of self realization: 
4. It seeks maximization of the potential. 

This is why we choose to call it generalized expectation: 
the generalized intention toward realization of maximum 
communication potential. 

Perhaps such human aspiration or intention exists and can be 
studied. Perhaps it can be observed or assessed within the 
context of data gathering, analysis, and perhaps it is 
possible to generate research findings and scientific 
predictions which help us understand the conditions within 
which such generalized intentionality is sometimes sought. 

Generalized expectation is not defined by a particular 
"hope" such as hoping another person will say "yes" to an 
invitation to attend a social affair or an evening at the 
symphony. Such particular expectations do not fall into the 
creative intentionality category of generalized expectation. 
Under such a limited construction or interpretation human 
relationships would simply move from one encounter or 
episodic event to the next. There would be no room in such a 
theoretical expectation for growth or development in the 
quality of the relationship. Generalized expectation is 
comprehensive as well as optimal. As Kelly and his students 
describe this process of self elaboration, or creative 
intentionality, the person's expectation is not limited to 
specific events, but is generalized and creative in the 
elaborative sense. Such creative intentionality is implied, 
or described by Hinkle's implication theory: a person 
chooses that alternative through which he or she anticipates 
" ••• the greater possibility for increasing the total number 
of implications •• " of his or her self; and we assume this 
implies the desired nature of a person's human 
relationships. Hinkle states the generalized nature of 
Kelly's Choice Corollary: "That is to say, a person always 
chooses in that direction which he <or she> anticipates will 
increase the total meaning and significance of his (or her) 
life." (Hinkle, 1965, p. 21). Kelly himself describes the 
generalized way in which we humans employ the Choice 
Corollary in making choices " ••• in such a way as to define 
or extend his <or her) system of channels, for this must 
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necessarily be his (or her> comprehensive way of 
anticipating events." (Kelly, in Maher, 1969, p. 89). Kelly 
and his students provide a basis for further theoretical 
integration, and perhaps even a framework allowing a search 
for long range predictors of interpersonal relationships. 

METHOD: 

Two highly creative married partners were interviewed. They 
are both full-time artists; they have no job or source of 
outside income beyond what they can negotiate for their 
artistic efforts. On the basis of prior analysis and related 
literature we "provided" fourteen constructs and elicited 
four additional constructs. We say "provided" constructs; 
based upon prior analysis these were held tentatively during 
the beginning of the .i.nterview while we observe {he degree to 
which the respondent found these constructs naturally 
appropriate. At least seven of the fourteen were in the 
respondent's own language, and the other seven were 
described as meaningful. (It turned out that there seemed to 
be minor variance differential between the provided and 
elicited constructs in this instance). The constructs may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Romantic Love: This includes deep tenderness and 
affection; warm attachment, benevolence, caring for the 
other; holding an idealized understanding of the other, 
and characterizing the communication as colorful, 
"poetic," novel, mysterious, and glorifying or 
celebrating the other and the relationship. 

2. Raising of Children. 
3. Family: including belonging to a social group. 
4. Social prestige associated with family membership. 
5. Security and comfort: Social relationships are held 

secure, the abillity to rely upon an existing 
relationship. 

6. Companionship and friendship. 
7. Intellectual and/or artistic stimulation. 
8. Sex: Socially approved sexual relations, physical sex. 
9. Intimacy: open information exchange; self disclosure. 

10. Mutual support: A helping relationship, "therapy." 
11. Economy: (i.e. marriage is less expensive than 

alternative lifestyles). 
12. Enduring: Relationships which last, seeking a lasting, 

continuing, on-going, "life-long" relationship. 
13. Actual: The factual conditions of the relationship. 
14. Ideal: The aspiration or "hope" for the relationship. 
15. Transactions: A sense of connection to the past, to 

family traditions; a sense of connection to the future 
and the new generation, anticipating a "better" future 
and wanting to belong or be part of the future 

16. Equality: Mutual respect vs. Inequality: obedience, 
control (fc,.. Gt~rbt.lr~) 

16. (for Donald) Respect without pressure, acceptance of 
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differences 
17. (for Barbara} Open Marriage: A Free choice "open" 

marriage vs. a traditional and rigid marriage. 
17. (for Donald} Deterministic and controlling vs. freedom. 
18. (Barbara} Attractive body, visual appeal, physical 

attributes vs. communion with the person. 
18. (Donald) Aggressive toward life 

The names of twelve persons known to each of the respondents 
were used as elements in the Higginbotham (1983) and 
Bannister form of the Repertory Grid. Instructions were "the 
kind of relationship such a person desired" Cas 
distinquished from the element person's actual 
relationship). Both respondents were interviewed at the same 
time, although they were generally prevented from observing 
each other's response~. {Some of the elements were the same 
for both respondents, and the respondents knew most of each 
other's element persons). Then, following the first stage of 
the interview each partner was asked to replicate {i.e. 
predict) the responses expressed by the other. The 
particular data selected in this exploration of aspiration 
or creative intentionality are primarily correlations with 
the ideal construct. 

OBSERVATIONS 

We first offer a summary of Barbara's and Donald's own 
orientations toward marriage, particularly in relation to 
their own communication aspirations, or ideal; we then 
compare their interpersonal perceptions, especially 
regarding their individual aspirations {i.e. ideal marriage} 
and what these imply in their communication. 

General Aspirations and Actual Marriage Perceptions: The 
overall correlation between the ideal and actual marriage 
for Barbara is moderate {.33), but the correlation of ideal 
and actual marriage for Donald is very low {-.42). 

Barbara's Equality Ideal: Barbara's idealized data reveal a 
strong corre!at~on (.65) with equality, and equality is 
strongly related <.64) to the social prestige of family 
membership. Equality means mutual respect; inequality 
implies the expectation of obedience and involves efforts by 
one person to control another. Barbara's ideal marriage 
relationship correlates directly (.51} with social prestige. 
However, the relation between her actual marriage and social 
prestige C-.09) suggests that she does not in fact enjoy the 
prestige to which she clearly aspires. 

Barbara and Open Marriage: While she does not want an "open 
marriage" (-.34), nevertheless an "open" marriage is the 
actual condition of their relationship (.50}. Also, the 
correlation coefficient between the ideal marriage and 
intimacy (.29) and her actual marriage and intimacy (.59} 
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suggests that there is somewhat more intimacy than she. wants 
in their marriage. 

Barbara and Romantic Love: Barbara has no interest whatever 
(.Ol) in romantic love. Although she relates companionship 
and friendship to romantic love (.62), she does not see 
companionship and friendship as existing in their actual 
marriage (-.52); nor are companionship and friendship 
qualities which she seeks <-.17). 

Donald's Sexual Ideal: While Barbara wants equality and the 
social prestige of marriage more than anything, Donald's 
major aspiration is almost singularly sexual (.62). "Sex" is 
a straightforward construct refening to the physical act as 
a socially approved marriage activity. Sex additionally 
correlates with "respe~t without pressure" (.54), romantic 
love (.45), an enduring relationship (.36), and somewhat 
with mutual support (.29) and intimacy (.28). While sex is 
very clearly the most outstanding aspiration for Donald, he 
does not experience sex as a significant part of their 
marriage <-.15). And a marriage index comparing the ideal 
and actual marriage -- that to which he aspires compared to 
that which he actually experiences -- shows Donald's level 
of satisfaction with the marriage markedly negative (-.42). 
He is generally not happy with the relationship. While the 
big problem is that sex is missing, he also wants a bit of 
romantic love (.36), which is also missing (-.22). 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Sex: Much of this gap is 
accounted for in the sexual aspects of their relationship. 
Barbara is not aware of Donald's aspirations for physical 
sex. Her prediction of his ideal and sex is zero (.00) while 
his own correlation between his ideal and physical sex is 
extremely high (.62). She thinks he has no interest, or is 
quite indifferent to sex, while he is extremely interested 
in sex. Yet the correlation between her own ideal marriage 
and physical sex is mildly negative <-.32). While Donald's 
prediction of Barbara's desire for sex is zero (.06}, she is 
even less interested than he assumes. That is, he does think 
she is uninterested, but she is even less interested than he 
realizes. It might be somewhat more accurate to say that she 
rejects sex. 

Communication of Actual Sexual Relations: While Barbara's 
prediction of Donald 1 s desire for sex is very far off the 
mark, her prediction of their actual sexual relations is 
very close to his own description of their actual sexual 
relationship. Her prediction of the correlation between his 
meaning of their actual marriage with regard to sex is zero 
{.06} and his actual correlation with sex is extremely low 
{-.15}. Also, her own description of their actual marriage 
and sex is low (.07). They both agree that physical sex is 
not highly characteristic of their actual marriage. 
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Communication of Aspirations Regarding Children: He predicts 
that she aspires to have children and raise them (.49), but 
her own correlation between the ideal marriage and children 
is clearly negative <-.45). He thinks she wants children, 
but she clearly does not. 

Communication of Aspirations Regarding an Enduring 
Relationship: Donald 1 s prediction of Barbara*s aspiration 
for an endur1ng relationship is very high (.54), but he is 
seriously off in this construction of her intention or 
aspiration regarding an enduring marriage. He assumes that 
she wants a lasting relationship, which is consistent with 
his assumption that she sees a significant relationship 
between an enduring relationship and having and raising 
children (.59). Her own correlation between ideal and an 
enduring marriage is very low <-.12). He thinks she wants an 
enduring relationship, but she is not so committed. Although 
he has some aspiration toward a enduring marriage <.31), he 
does not see in their marriage a long-term relationship 
<-.28). Neither partner holds much expectation for their 
marriage over the long haul. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Equality: In the 
relationship between Barbara*s percept1on of the 
relationship between Donald's ideal and his meaning for 
equality Barbara assumes that Donald holds the value of 
equality high (.56) while his actual correlation between 
ideal and equality is zero <.03). He is unconcerned about 
equality, although he sees some equality (.26) in their 
actual relationship. She thinks equality is a high value for 
him: he has no such aspiration. Barbara's prediction of the 
index between equality and his perception of their actual 
relationship is very high (.62). His actual description of 
the relationship between their marriage and equality is much 
lower (.26). That is, she assumes that he places much more 
emphasis upon equality than he actually does: and she thinks 
that he sees more equality in their relationship than he 
actually does. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Economy; Barbara thinks 
Donald is unconcerned about economy in their marriage. Her 
prediction of his ideal and economy is -.43 and his own 
ideal and economy is - .38. Her perceptions of Donald's 
aspiration regarding economy in marriage are correct. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Romantic Love: Her 
predictions of his appreciation for romantic love (.41) and 
the data from his own description of ideal and romantic love 
(.36) are also very close. She seems to understand his 
interest in romantic love. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Prestige: Her prediction 
of his aspiration toward prestige is moderate (.39), and she 
is quite correct: the correlation of his ideal marriage and 
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his social prestige is approximinately the same (.30). 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Companionship: Donald's 
pred1ct1on o£ Barbara's ideal-companionship correlation is 
very high (.66), but the accuracy of his perception is far 
off, for her own ideal-companionship correlation is 
extremely low (-.17). He thinks she wants companionship when 
this is unimportant to her. At the same time her prediction 
of his perception of the actual role of companionship in 
their marriage is very much off his perception of the actual 
role of companionship in their marriage. While she thinks he 
sees their relationship as almost totally void of 
companionship <-.79) it might be more accurate to say that 
he simply does not see companionship (.10) as relavant to 
their marriage. Or, perhaps a more positive way of saying it 
might be that she thinks he sees less companionship in their 
marriage than he actually does. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Artistic Stimulation: 
Regardless of the fact that they are both full-time artists 
and earn their livelihood as artists, artistic stimulation 
is does not seem to be meaningful in their relationship. 
Barbara's prediction of Richard's perception of artistic 
stimulation in their marriage is strongly negative (-.55), 
and Donald's own correlation between their actual marriage 
and artistic stimulation is quite high (.50). Barbara's 
predication of Donald's ideal marriage and artistic 
stimulation is zero (.00), and his own correlation between 
the ideal marriage and artistic stimulation is very close to 
this <-.13). The relationship between artistic stimulation 
and his own ideal marriage is very low <-.13). He has more 
artistic stimulation than he wants. 

Communicated Aspirations Regarding Mutual Support: Donald's 
prediction of Barbara 1 s 1nterest 1n mutual support, or a 
helping relationship, is quite high (.42). Her own 
expression of mutual support "therapy" kinds of 
conversations is extremely low (.11). He thinks she wants 
interpersonal marriage "therapy" sessions~ she does not. 

IMPLICATIONS 

These two marriage partners do not enjoy the societal 
support services and resources as do many of us who live 
more conventional lives in more stable communities. They do 
not have a nearby network of long-time friends, own their 
own home, or enjoy a regular income or fringe benefits kinds 
of support such as some conventional couples and families 
do. And we are not here suggesting they should. We are 
merely observing that, to a large part, they carry their own 
sources of growth and support system with them: each other. 
Our interest and concern is not that they do, or do not, 
depend upon each other~ nor is it our concern that they do 
or do not remain married, and if they do, what qualities of 
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relationship they may or may not need from each other in or 
out of their marriage. Our interest is in the degree to 
which they understand each other, communicate with each 
other, and how they might learn what they can realistically 
expect from one another. 

Studies have shown that repeatedly dashed expectations will 
damage or destroy not only communication, but also the 
people themselves. Although these two artists are seen as 
strong and resourceful persons, we question how they will 
develop individually, or in their relationship, without a 
greater amount of interpersonal communication testing and 
subsequent validation than they are now experiencing 
together. 

If these two highly creative individual cultivate and 
develop relationship they may grow individually, and if they 
grow individually they may experience greater communication 
validation. Unless they experience greater communication 
validation we predict their relationship will wither or fade 
and maybe die. 

We suggest they look to the grounding of their mutual 
expectations and convey these to each other. Both are keenly 
sensitive, highly intelligent and unusually talented 
persons. Even under the worst circumstances among the 
poorest of persons and groups people who speak together 
meaningfully can grow and ultimately find some form of 
creative relationship. 
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Advances in computer technology make it feasible to develop systems for group problem 
solving, participant systems in which a number of people interact with one another through 
personal computers on a network. This paper introduces the notion of a participant system 
and gives examples of such systems for teleconferencing and personal construct 
psychology. The design considerations and detailed examples of a participant construct 
system using interactive repertory grid elicitation and exchange grid methodologies are 
described for a network of Macintosh computers. 

Introduction 
This paper describes a system for interactively eliciting, exchanging and comparing 
repertory grids from multiple simultaneous users on a network of personal computers. The 
participant construct system (PCS) which does this has been designed as an aid to group 
problem-solving (Shaw 1986a,b). The users of PCS are attempting to extend and 
understand their own thinking and problem-solving capabilities by interacting with other 
people. They are able to: 
• see the relationship of their points of view to those of others; 
• explore differing terminology for the same constructs; 
• 'become aware of differing constructs having the same terminology; 
• extend their own construct systems with those of others; 
• provide others with constructs they have found valuable; 
• explore a problem-solving domain using the full group resources. 

The manual elicitation of construct systems using structured interview techniques is 
tedious, time-consuming, and requires skill, practice and an appropriate personality. In 
recent years computer-based techniques have been developed for on-line elicitation and 
analysis of construct systems. These have proved very successful and are now in 
widespread use (Shaw 1980, 1981a). One of the most interesting developments of such 
systems has been to attempt to combine the construct systems of a number of people, make 
them accessible to all and hence share their knowledge and skills (Shaw 1981 b, 1985, 
Shaw & Gaines 1981, Boose 1986). The extension of interactive construct elicitation 
techniques to groups exemplifies the operation of a participant system (PS)--computer
based communication between multiple users that is essential to the performance of their 
tasks, rather than merely incidental to their use of a timeshared computer or computer 
network (Chang 1986a,b ). 

Participant Systems 
The concept of a participant system is best presented by contrasting it with the rationale 
behind the majority of current multi-user computer systems. Interactive timeshared 
computers were developed in the 1960s to give each user a virtual machine that emulated 
personal access by that user to a dedicated computer. The design requirement was that the 
interaction of other users with the time-shared computer should be as far as possible not 
apparent. Timesharing could never fully achieve this objective since CPU availability and 
disk access were subject to the fluctuating demands of other users and this could be 
strongly apparent to a user as varying time delays that were disconcerting because they had 
no relation to the tasks he had initiated. 
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The decline in cost of computer hardware in the 1970s made it possible to provide personal 
computing through dedicated actual machines rather than timesharing virtual machines. 
Personal computers satisfy the original design requirements J9r timesharing systems and 
the only reasons, within those requirements, for a user to access· another system are: access 
to greater computing power such as an array processor; access to greater information 
storage such as high-volume files; access to information updated remotely such as a 
centralized database. 

It is interesting to note that the first two requirements, for computing power and storage, 
are being increasingly satisfied by personal computers. Only the third, access to remotely 
updated information, has a fundamental, systemic component requiring a communication 
capability. It is this third requirement that the concept of participant systems 
addresses-the interaction of multiple users as an essential requirement of their individual, 
or mutual, tasks. 

Fig.l shows a typical configuration for a participant system implemented as a network of 
personal computers. The group of persons, who have come together to participate in the 
system, each access it through a personal computer acting as a terminal to a distributed 
computing network. Terminals to a timeshared central computer could provide an 
alternative implementation but the delay-free interaction of personal computers is preferable 
in giving a highly responsive system, particularly for graphic interaction. The database 
shown provides storage for information that may be shared among the participants. They 
may communicate with the database, or one another, through the network. 

Group 
of people 

Network 

Fig.l Typical participant system implementation 
Note the emphasis on a group of people-the diagram could be of individuals, each 
carrying out separate activities on a computer network. However, it is the essence of a PS 
that those using it have some joint purpose, giving them coherence as a group. 

CANTATA: A Teleconferencing Participant Systems 
Cantata (Chang 1986a) is a PS for conferencing that was originally implemented at the 
University of Victoria on a network of IBM-XT's linked through Ethemet, and is being 
implemented at the ARC on Macintoshes networked through Appletalk (Kasperski, Mellen 
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& Chang 1986). It broadcasts text messages from one user to all others on the network, 
displaying them in windows that are specific to the sender. The windows are sizable, 
scrollable, selectably visible or i11visible, and support word-wrap. A status message is 
displayed when text comes to an inVisible window. Apart from this, no user interaction 
protocols are implemented within Cantata itself. Communication can exist at task and meta
task levels, but since both map on to text messages, no explicit mechanism for meta-task 
communication has been created as yet. In Cantata, there are no explicit rules for 
communication, since everyone can address everone else at the same time for as long as 
each likes with no specific topicality; concepts like turn-taking, topic switching, decision
making, must be dealt with through structures that evolve from the participants themselves. 
In these ways, Cantata is different from most computer conferencing systems, which by 
contrast, suppport asynchronous communications and a bulletin-board model. 

This lack of enforced interaction protocol gives Cantata users great flexibility and freedom, 
but also creates the problem of coping with a novel communication situation and 
developing protocols to operate effectively. Cantata users face an enigmatic situation. On 
the one hand they are able to receive messages as they are constructed, and can respond to 
one or more messages before the sender(s) complete them. The ability of the eye to read 
much faster than the hand can type means that the recipients can understand and act upon 
several input streams in parallel, while messages are being constructed. This is therefore a 
medium that has no analog in the normal world of personal interaction: you can interrupt 
without interrupting, and listen to three people at the same time in Cantata. On the other 
hand, the absence of structure in the communications among participants causes some 
confusion, partly because of the newness of this medium. It is difficult to get away from 
the usual cultural expectation that only one person in a conversation has the floor, that there 
are leadership or consensus methods for changing or maintaining topics, that feedback is 
expected as one speaks. It is difficult, at present, to know whether the advantages of this 
kind of medium can be better exploited by building structuring mechanisms into the 
system, or by more meta-conversational exchanges, so that participants can create rules for 
using Cantata dynamically, and follow them voluntarily. · 

The design, development and application of participant systems requires an understanding 
of both the computer technology involved and the psycho-socio-dynarnics of the users. 
The participant construct system design addresses this requirement by designing a specialist 
PS for a domain where large-scale cognitive psychological and sociological theories already 
exist, implementing it on a network of Apple Macintosh personal computers where an 
appropriate human-computer interface already exists. The highly structured knowledge 
elicitation techniques developed for the PLANET system (Shaw 1982, Shaw & Gaines 
1986) provide a working environment for the users ofPCS which avoids the problems of 
direct, unstructured interaction in Cantata. Ultimately, both informal and structured 
interaction must be combined to allow the full capabilities of PSs for group problem 
solving to be exploited. 

Personal Construct Psychology 
Kelly's (1955) Personal Construct Psychology (PCP) provides a systemic model of the 
cognitive and behavioral processes of the individual, including inter-personal and social 
interaction. A person is modeled as construing her experience by dividing it up into chunks 
(elements) and classifying these using a system of bipolar constructs. Constructs are 
themselves construed by other constructs and hence form a hierarchical system. 
Construing is used to enable a person to anticipate the future as a hypothesized replication 
of the past. Constructs are changed as a result of errors in anticipation so that personal 
philosophies are seen as essentially fallibilist. A person will be more willing to change 
some constructs rather than other, core, constructs, giving a further order relation on the 
construct system. 



In PCP, learning is seen as the development of the construct system, social processes are 
seen as the development of shared constructs, and problem-solving is seen as the active 
anticipation of the future. The theory provides complete foundations for all human 
psychological and social processes. Hence it is possible to build technologies based upon 
it which are very general in concept and application. For example, an expert system in 
PCP terms is a computer-based system in which the relevant construction system of an 
expert has been encoded in an active form (Shaw & Gaines 1983). 

In computational terms the elements in PCP may be seen as entities, the constructs as 
attributes and the relation between elements and entities as values in an entity-attribute 
database. Kelly terms such a database a repertory grid and Fig.2 shows how a typical grid 
may be represented. The elements in this grid are people represented by their initials. The 
three constructs illustrate the mix between subjective and objective possible in personal 
constructs. 

BH 
good communicator 

old 
MM 

CLB 

BH 

VK 
young 

know well 
CLB 

AJ 
VK 

MM 

BH 
stranger 

Fig.2 A repertory grid of people on three constructs 

Participant Construct System Design 
With the previous discusion in mind, and based on past experience with the PLANET 
system, the PEGASUS individual grid elicitation procedure was taken as an initial model 
for PCS. Interaction with PEGASUS, with feedback of construct and element matches, is 
known to be a stimulating and enlightening experience. Then to ensure that the group 
interaction through PCS is seen as important in its own right, the features have been 
included to: 
• Select additional elements from those entered by other participants; 
• Compare one's own constructs with those of other participants; 
• Exchange complete grids with other participants and evaluate mutual agreement and 

understanding. 
Such exchange grid procedures are known to aid individuals in coming to understand their 
agreements and disagreements with the way others perceive the world, and to help them to 
understand and use the constructs of others (Shaw 1980). They give a basis for group 
problem solving and hence PCS may be presented to interested users as a participant 
system around which group problem solving procedures may be built. 

In choosing a technology for the implementation of PCS the importance of a simple and 
attractive user interface has been paramount. PEGASUS was designed as a structured 
interview for users with little or no knowledge of problem solving techniques. The 
program largely controls the interaction and limits the user's choices to a few significant 
decisions. Greater flexible was both desirable in PCS and also intrinsically required by the 
overlay of group interaction on the basic construct elicitation procedures. 

A poor person-computer interface can completely negate the value of the most advanced 
participant system. This has been a major consideration in the PCS design and the Apple 
Macintosh was chosen as a user terminal to PCS because: 
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• The windowing facilities make it possible to present multiple channels of information in a 
modular and comprehensible fashion. 

• The graphic data presentation makes it possible to present grid data structures in an 
attractive and comprehensible format, replacing the display of numeric ratings with one 
based on spatial relations. 

• Much of the interaction with PCS can consist of spatial manipulation using the mouse to 
click and drag objects on the screen, rather than typing text or commands. 

• The proper use of the tool box routines leads to a uniform interface that is consistent with 
other Macintosh programs that users already know. 

• The Macintosh has a reputation for being simple to understand and easy to use without 
training or reading manuals, reducing user anxiety and encouraging expectations of 
being able to operate the system. 

The Macintosh interface encourages an object-oriented programming paradigm in which the 
user has access to a number of discrete, manipulable objects, most of which are potentially 
accessible at any time. That is, there is very little imposed flow of control. This gives the 
system tremendous flexibility, allowing much freedom in use, and enabling the users to 
impose their own mode of working upon the system rather than having to conform to some 
preset sequence. However, flexibility and freedom are not in themselves necessarily 
advantageous in human-computer interaction. Users may find the decision-making 
necessary to drive the system too great a burden, or they may never discover how to use 
the system effectively because it gives little indication of reasonable modes of use. Thus 
the Macintosh interface in its own right is no panacea for effective human-computer 
interaction. It needs careful system design based on an understanding of its underlying 
concepts, functionality and the psychology of interaction. 

These considerations led to the following design rules for the PCS user interface on the 
Macintosh computer: 
• Follow the Macintosh standards (defined by the toolbox and its use by programs such as 

the Finder, Mac Write and MacDraw) as closely as possible so that Macintosh users find 
PCS natural in use. 

• Make each object defined by a window a natural concept unit of the grid elicitation and 
analysis process so that its purpose and functionality are obvious. 

• Design each object to be self-describing so that minimal explanation and use of the manual 
are necessary. 

• Use a graphic representation of data structures and results of analysis. 
• Base user data entry on object manipulation using the mouse wherever possible. 
• Make the system tolerant of user actions giving ease of system exploration through the 

capability to reverse actions and recover from errors. 
• Within these constraints offer the user the maximum freedom of action possible. 

These rules are largely ones of Macintosh programming style that any program should 
follow. There are, however, many commercial programs that deviate from this style, often 
because they have been transfered from other computers. Worse, there are a number of 
programs also that apparently conform to the style but fail to follow it in some important 
features. These latter programs undermine the user's confidence in the system and his 
capability to understand it and it has been important to avoid such problems in PCS. 

PCS in Operation 
The illustrations of PCS in this section are taken from the PCS User Manual (Shaw 
1986a). In this example Bill is construing managers to see which of the ones he knows are 
effective and why. When starting a new topic the status window must first be checked and 
changed if necessary. Usually a new topic will have a specific purpose which should be 
entered in the appropriate box, and kept in mind as the interaction proceeds. The bottom 
half of the window will change automatically as elements and constructs are added (Fig.3). 
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Name lam 
~========~----------Purpose lro laak lt manager's effectlueneu 

Type or element 
Singular Plural 

._!M_a_na..,;;g;..•_r __ _.!!Managers 

Participants EICon 

Paints an rating scale 

DJ 

Hlgbest Element Match 

( ) 
Hlgllnt Construct Matcll 

( ) 

Fig.3 PCS status window 

The next thing for Bill to do is to think of some managers and add these as elements. He 
does this by going to the Elements window in the Edit pull-down menu, then typing in the 
names of the managers he would like to think about one on each line. He adds five 
(Fig.4). 

• File [dl t [Hchenge Compere 

Managers 

Your menegers Other's menegers 

R.J 
BH 

Q ~ - -CLI 
MM 

UIC 

:n ~ 

I Rdd )( [dlt Retlngs) Ereek Melch) Highest Match 

I Delete ll Ce nee I ) ( ) 

Fig.4 PCS elements window 

As Bill is just starting his grid, he decides to elicit a construct from a triad, so he goes to the 
Constructs window in the Edit pull-down menu, and chooses triadic elicitation from a 
random triad. Sometimes part way through the elicitation the user may wish to choose his 
own triad, otherwise the system will choose one at random. Bill sees the three elements in 
the triad, and decides that VK is the one which is different from AJ and BH (Fig.5). 

Next Bill has to decide why he thinks AJ and BH are alike and different from VK. He 
types in the description of the pair, don't need supervision, on one pole of the construct 
(Fig.6). Then he names the other end-that is, the way in which VK is different is that he 
needs supervision. This defines Bill's scale from don't need supervision, to needs 
supervision. He now has to rate all his other elements on this scale. If he finds that his 
original triad AJ, BH and VK need to be moved to accommodate the others he can do that. 
In this case he puts CLB partly up the scale, and :MM: partly down the scale, because l\IIM 
doesn't need much supervision and CLB needs a bit more but not as much as VK (Fig. 7). 
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•lllcb •ay two of 111111 managers are similar 
In tile umt way different from tile ollltr 

Cllclc on the one wlllcll Is different .------, 

Fig.S PCS triadic elicitation 

UK 

What 11 lt lbDUI U and BH WhiCh 11 similar? 

Fig.6 PCS adding pole names 

superutslon 
Id 
I 

UK 
needs superulslon 

m 
MM 

a other managers on the scala-cllct and drag each one 
,_:;.;;.;...;;;....;.;;.;;....,most appropriate point 

Fig.7 PCS ratings 
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Now Bill has got his first construct. He now continues adding several more constructs 
from triads before he decides to look at who else is on the system. He brings up the Status 
window from the Edit menu, and sees that Fred has six elements, and Joe has five. He can 
also see that he has a high construct match, and decides to split it. Perhaps he can use one 
of Fred or Joe's elements for that (Fig.8). 

• File Edit ENchange Compara 

---------- Management 

Name Jalll 

~========~--------~ Purpose Jta loall at manager's effectluenus 

Tg pe of element 
Singular Plunt 

J._M_a_n a...;;g_e r ____ l F• ne g art 

Pa rtlclpants 

Fred 
Jae 

EICan 

6 4 

5 5 

Paints an rating scale 

G 

Hlghut Element Match 

) 
Highest Construct Match 

Fig.S PCS status window 

Bill brings up the Constructs window from the Edit menu and clicks on the Highest Match 
box. This takes him to a new screen showing which constructs are matched (Fig.9). 

• File Edit EHchange Compare 

a construct Match 

poor communicator narrow ulew 
UIC• MIK 

>"C Ll 

CLB., 
>.RJ RJ"' 

MM.,. ).t 

IH• ~H 
goad communicator open minded 

Thin le of another manager that Is either IIDDr ca•••nlcetar and 
Dllln •lnded or gaad ca•••nlcetar end nerraw UIIW 

L cancel J New manager 11 
: 

Fig.9 PCS construct match 

Bill decides to add an element so he brings up the Elements window from the Edit menu. 
Now he can see the elements put in by Fred and Joe, and either click on one of those to add 
it to his list, or just type in a new one of his own. If he wants to go back and look at the 
matched constructs again, he would have to go back to the Constructs window, and click 
on the Highest Match box. He chooses to add RA from Fred and Joe's list (Fig.lO). 

Next he will have to rate RA on each of his constructs in turn. The screen shows his 
constructs one at a time and he must place RA where he thinks he fits on the scale (Fig.ll ). 
Note that he may still choose not to rate RA on opposite ends of the two matched 
constructs, but if he does not then the constructs will still be highly matched. 
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Bill continues to elicit his grid with the options available. At any time he can review his 
purpose on the Status window to make it more closely reflect his choice of elements and 
constructs. He can add or delete elements or constructs, use triads or just type in names 
and ratings. When he chooses to fmish he can Close the ftle from the File menu, and it will 
be stored as part of the total interaction on the Participant Grid under the topic ftle name. 

There are also two forms of construct Exchange available to Bill to enable him to compare 
his perspective on management effectiveness with those of other participants. He can rate a 
chosen participant's elements on his constructs either as: Bill would have done; or as Bill 
thinks the other participant did. These two procedures enable him to compare either his 
agreement with the other participant or his understanding of the other participant. He can 
select either of these forms, or do both one after the other. 

Bill chose Agreement with Fred and his first screen was that shown in Fig.12. He placed 
these elements on this construct as if it were one of his own constructs, then continued with 
the next construct until he had done this for all of Fred's constructs . . 
To repeat this process for Understanding Fred's constructs, Bill had to go back to the 
Exchange menu title, drag to Fred as before, then select Understanding by clicking on that 
box. This time he had to rate Fred's elements on Fred's constructs as he thought Fred had 
rated them. The screens looked the same for each construct, just the positioning of the 
elements was different (Fig.13) . 

• File ld lt lHthenge Compere 

Understanding luhenge 

lluely 
) 

LR~, 
M~.;' PH 

) 
RR 
NF 

> 

JB• 

dull 

Rete the managers •• gau thin le Fr .. ••• 
Centel J 

Fig.13 PCS understanding exchange 

Conclusions 
The new technology of interactive, networked personal computers make it feasible to 
develop systems for group problem solving, participant systems. This paper has described 
such a system based on personal construct psychology. The participant construct system 
interactively elicits, exchanges and compares repertory grids from multiple simultaneous 
users on a network of Macintosh computers. The users of the system can extend and 
understand their own thinking and problem-solving capabilities by interacting with other 
people to see the relationship of their points of view to those of others. They can also 
explore differing terminology for the same constructs; become aware of differing constructs 
haying the same terminology; extend their own construct systems with those of others; 
provide others with constructs they have found valuable. Thus PCS enables a group of 
people to explore a problem-solving domain using the full group resources. 
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Self-Concept and Self-Esteem of Criminal Offenders: 

ABSTRACT 

A Personal Construct Investigation 

Mark T. Simpson, M.A. 
University of Cincinnati 
Department of Psychology 

Dyer Hall ML 376 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 

A modified repertory grid was used to assess criminal 
offenders' self-concepts and self-esteem as related to their 
criminal activity. Twenty high criminality and 20 low 
criminality incarcerated offenders were studied. Subjects 
completed a 16 (element) X 22 (construct) rep grid designed 
to assess their construal of significant others, 
crime-relevant figures, and three aspects of self-concept. 
Rep grid data indicated that, while the two offender groups 
did not differ in present self-esteem or in self-esteem 
regarding their crimes, they differed significantly in the 
degree to which they viewed themselves as criminals. 
Implications for therapy with incarcerated offenders were 
discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

An interesting topic from a personal construct perspective is 
the study of criminal offenders' self-concepts. Indeed, one 
of the first papers describing the clinical use of repertory 
grids was a case study of an arsonist (Fransella & Adams, 
1966). Using a series of grids, the authors found that the 
arsonist's self-concept did not include a view of himself as 
an arsonist. Instead, he demonstrated the rather 
idiosyncratic construal of himself as a punisher of 
wrong-doing, a self-construct which presumably contributed to 
his fire-setting behavior. Since the appearance of this 
seminal article, the study of criminal offenders' construal 
processes has been extended to .violent offenders (Howells, 
1983), juvenile car thieves (Kelly & Taylor, 1981), poisoners 
(Howells, 1978), pedophiles (Howells, 1979), and rapists 
(Howells & Steadman-Allen, 1977; Needs, 1985). 

While personal construct investigators have examined the 
construal processes of individual offenders and specific 
offender groups, little attention has been paid to the 
self-construing of criminal offenders in general. In 
particular, an unanswered question is whether criminal 
offenders regard themselves as criminals. Such a question is 
important to criminologists, particularly if incarceration is 
expected to deter offenders from committing future crimes. 



Afterall, a person cannot abandon an identity (or behaviors 
associated with that identity) if he does not accept the 
identity -~-~ the first place. 

This paper is based on a larger study, the purpose of which 
was to empirically assess incarcerated offenders' 
self-concept and self-esteem as related to their criminal 
activity. The study investigated self-concept variables 
which were hypothesized to distinguish offenders high and low 
in criminality (i.e., the propensity to commit crime), and 
which presumably play a role in the criminal's decision to 
maintain his illegal activities. Five major questions 
constituted the focus of this research: 

1. Do criminal offenders construe themselves as 
criminals? More preci~ely, in the context of this 
investigation, is the offender's self-concept similar to his 
concept of a person he regards as a criminal? 

2. What is the relationship between level of 
criminality and criminal self-identification? More 
specifically, is the offender high in criminality more or 
less likely to accept a criminal self-identification than is 
the offender low in criminality? 

3. Do criminal offenders evaluate people they regard as 
criminals positively or negatively? 

4. What is the relationship between degree of criminal 
self-identification and self-esteem? 

5. What is the relationship between level of 
criminality and self-esteem? More specifically, do offenders 
distinguished by level of criminality differ in level of 
self-esteem? 

METHODOLOGY 

Subjects consisted of 40 adult male inmates incarcerated at 
the Federal Correctional Institutions in Ashland and 
Lexington, Kentucky. In order to minimize the effects of 
incarceration on self-concept and self-esteem, subjects were 
limited to offenders incarcerated for no less than six weeks 
and no more than six months at the time of testing. Level of 
criminality was measured by means of (1) the Salient Factor 
Score (SFS, see Hoffman, 1983), an actuarial device used by 
the United States Parole Commission because of its 
reliability in predicting parole success, and (2) the 
security level of the prison at which the inmate was 
incarcerated. Twenty high criminality (HC) inmates were from 
the medium security FCI-Ashland, while 20 low criminality 
(LC) inmates were from the minimum security FCI-Lexington. 

All subjects volunteered for the study and were tested 
individually. The Quick Test (Ammons & Ammons, 1962), a 
brief test of verbal fluency, was administered to screen out 
subjects with insufficient verbal skills. Inmates who scored 
above a 90 IQ on this instrument were administered the 
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Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES, Rosenberg, 1979), a 
10-item self-esteem inventory, and a modified rep grid 
(Kelly, 1955). The grid consisted of 16 elements designed to 
assess each inmate's construal of 10 significant others 
(mother, father, sister, brother, wife or girlfriend, closest 
friend other than spouse/girlfriend, most successful person, 
least successful person, most admired person, and least 
admired person), 3 crime-relevant role types (law abiding 
person, person who committed same crime as subject, and 
person subject regards as a criminal), and 3 aspects of 
self-concept (present self, ideal self, and self while 
committing last crime ["criminal self"]). Twelve bi-polar 
constructs were elicited, one for each of the 10 significant 
others in the role-title list, and 2 pertaining to the 
individual's present construal of self. Ten bi-polar 
constructs were additionally supplied, taken from Yochelson 
and Samenow's (1976, 1977) analysis of criminals and criminal 
behavior: powerful ~ weak, hurts others vs. respectful of 
others, dull vs. exciting, criminal vs. noncriminal, honest 
vs. dishonest, hot tempered vs. controlled, responsible vs. 
irresponsible, depends on others vs. stands on own two feet, 
unique vs. ordinary, and law abiding vs. law violating. 
Subjects rated the 16 elements along the 22 elicited and 
supplied constructs using a 6-point rating scale. Subjects 
were additionally requested to choose the five constructs 
(from the list of elicited and supplied constructs) which 
they considered most important to them, and on which a change 
would be most difficult or impossible. For the purpose of 
later analyses, these constructs were considered to reflect 
the individual's core construing. 

Each subject's matrix of ratings was analyzed using both 
simple additive measures and Slater's INGRID principal 
components analysis (Slater, 1976). The following scores 
were selected from individual analyses as being relevant to 
the assessment of self-concept and self-esteem for the two 
offender groups: 

1. Criminal self-identification. The degree of criminal 
self-identification was measured by the "present self" -
"criminal" element distance. 

2. Present self-esteem. Three grid-based scores were used 
to assess an offender's present self-esteem: (a) "present 
self" - "ideal self" distance, (b) number of constructs on 
which the "present self" element is rated positively (based 
on the placement of the individual's "ideal self" element), 
and (c) sum of the ratings for the constructs on which the 
"present self" was rated positively. The Rosenberg 
Self-Esteem Scale (RSES) was used as a fourth, non-grid based 
measure of present self-esteem. 

3. Self-esteem regarding one's crime. An offender's 
self-esteem regarding his crime was assessed in the same 
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manner as his present self-esteem, except the "criminal self" 
element was substituted for the "present self" element in the 
three grid-based scores. 

4. Core dislodgement. Two related scores were used to 
measure an offender's dislodgement in construing his crime. 
The first score consisted of the number of constructs 
designated as important by the offender on which the 
"criminal self" and "ideal self" elements were rated on 
opposite poles. The second score was the algebraic 
difference between the ratings of the two elements for all 
five constructs. 

5. Negativeness of "criminal" element. Two measures were 
used to assess the degree of negativeness with which an 
offender viewed a pers~n he regarded as a criminal: (a) 
number of constructs on which the "criminal" element was 
rated positively (based on the placement of the individual's 
"ideal self" element), and (b) number of constructs on which 
the "criminal" element was rated positively. 

RESULTS 

Results are discussed in terms of the major self-concept 
variables addressed in this study. 

Criminal identification. HC offenders demonstrated a 
significantly greater degree of criminal self-identification 
than did LC offenders (xs = 1.07 and 1.42, t = 3.24, £<.01). 

Self-esteem. The two offender groups demonstrated high 
present self-esteem and did not differ significantly on any 
of the measures of present self-esteem or self-esteem 
regarding their crimes. However, mean comprisons indicated 
that, for both groups, self-esteem regarding the offender's 
crime was significantly (E<.Ol) lower than was present 
self-esteem. 

Correlations among the self-esteem and criminal 
identification measures suggest an interesting difference 
between the two offender groups. For the LC offenders, 
degree of criminal identification correlated significantly (E 
<.01) and negatively with all four measures of present 
self-esteem. In contrast, for the HC offenders, no 
relationship existed between measures of present self-esteem 
and criminal identification. 

Core dislodgement. The two offender groups did not differ 
significantly on degree of core dislodgement concerning their 
.crimes. 

Negativeness of "criminal" element. The two offender groups 
evaluated people they regarded as criminals equally 
negatively. However, comparisons of similar measures used to 
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assess the construing of the "present self," "criminal self," 
and "criminal" elements revealed an interesting difference 
between the two groups. The LC offenders construed the 
people they regarded as criminals significantly more 
negatively (£<.01) than they construed themselves while 
committing their crimes. In contrast, the HC offenders 
construed the people they regarded as criminals and 
themselves while committing their crimes equally negatively. 

Ratings on supplied constructs. Two-tailed t-tests were used 
to compare the two offender groups on their ratings of the 
"criminal," "present self," "ideal self," and "criminal self" 
elements along the 10 supplied constructs. Contrary to 
expectation, only four significant differences were found, a 
number which is close to that expected by chance. An 
interesting finding is•noted, however, in that the HC and LC 
offender groups regarded themselves while committing their 
crimes as equally criminal and law violating. 

DISCUSSION 

The overall pattern of results suggests the two offender 
groups differ in important ways in their self-concept and 
self-esteem related to their criminal behavior. The LC 
offenders rejected a criminal self-identification and 
construed people they regarded as criminals in extremely 
negative terms. They demonstrated low self-esteem concerning 
their crimes; however, despite their incarceration, they 
evaluated themselves highly at the time of testing. In 
effect, the LC offenders appeared to state, "I am not a 
criminal. I dislike criminals. I don't feel good about 
myself thinking back on my crime, but I like myself now." 
The pattern for the HC offenders differed significantly in 
one respect. As with the LC offenders, they evaluated people 
they regarded as criminals negatively. They also 
demonstrated low self-esteem for their crimes, and they 
evaluated themselves highly at the time of testing. However, 
in contrast to the LC offenders, the HC offenders tended to 
accept a criminal identification. In effect, the HC 
offenders appeared to state, "I am a criminal. I dislike 
other criminals, and I don't feel good about myself in 
thinking back on my crime, but I like myself now." 

How is it possible for the two offender groups to differ in 
criminal self-identification, and yet demonstrate similarly 
high levels of present self-esteem? Although the data does 
not provide a definitive answer, the results suggest degree 
of criminal identification and present self-esteem are 
differentially related for the two offender groups. For the 
LC offenders, degree of criminal identification correlateed 
significantly and negatively with present self-esteem; that 
is, the greater the degree of criminal identification, the 
lower the present self-esteem. However, for the HC 
offenders, no consistent relationship was found between 
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degree of criminal identification and present self-esteem. 
While some HC offenders demonstrated a criminal 
identification and low present self-esteem, others 
demonstrated a criminal identification and high self-esteem. 
Clearly, some HC offenders were able to accept a criminal 
identification and yet maintain a high level of present 
self-esteem. The reasons for this are many and likely differ 
from case to case. However, the data is consistent with 
Yochelson and Samenow's (1976, 1977) contention that it is 
the high criminality offender's high self-esteem which helps 
perpetuate his criminal lifestyle. 

It is noteworthy that the two offender groups did not differ 
either in self-esteem regarding their crimes or in degree of 
core dislodgement. These results suggest the HC and LC 
offenders viewed themselves while committing their last 
crimes equally negatively. This does not imply, however, 
that the reasons underlying the negative "criminal self" 
evaluations are the same for the two offender groups. 
Indeed, this researcher's experience in working with inmates 
is that LC and HC offenders differ in their evaluation of the 
behaviors which brought them to prison. LC offenders tend to 
view their illegal activity negatively because it resulted in 
their incarceration. They attribute their being in prison to 
the fact that they broke the law. HC offenders also view 
their illegal activity negatively. However, they attribute 
their being in prison to the fact that they did not break the 
law well enough. Consequently, the experience of prison 
holds different meanings for the two offender groups. LC 
offenders decide to not break the law again following release 
so as to avoid a return to prison. HC offenders devise 
schemes to break the law better so as to elude law 
enforcement agents, thereby avoiding a return to prison. The 
two offender groups consequently evaluate the illegal 
behavior which brought them to prison negatively, but for 
different reasons. 

Several implications are suggested by these findings. As 
regards therapy, groups which focus exclusively on offenders' 
present self-esteem will likely have little impact on 
subsequent criminal behavior. Both the HC and LC offenders 
demonstrated high self-esteem at the time of testing, and 
efforts at bolstering their self-esteem without examining 
factors which contributed to their criminal behavior would be 
of little value. Moreover, in the case of the HC offenders,· 
such therapy would merely reinforce their already high 
present self-esteem, and would possibly provide them with an 
excuse to continue their criminal lifestyle. It is the 
researcher's experience that in doing therapy with HC 
offenders, the only meaningful intervention for effecting 
change is a reality-based approach which focuses on the 
negative consequences of their behavior. If the offender is 
able to internalize the hurt he has caused others, his 
self-esteem will be significantly lowered. Only after this 
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crucial step can therapy focus on raising self-esteem through 
prosocial behavior. 

For the LC offender, the rejection of a criminal 
self-identification is likely based in reality. Their 
criminal behavior is an isolated incident and is not 
reflective of an enduring criminal lifestyle. Consequently, 
to provide a measure of deterrence, a reality-based and 
confrontive therapy focusing on their self-identification 
would likely be inappropriate. For such offenders, this 
investigator has found more traditional insight-oriented 
therapies to be helpful. Such therapies help the offender to 
identify the factors which contributed to his committing a 
crime, and thereby help him to avoid repeating his mistakes. 
It should be noted this researcher does not advocate 
replacing penalties (~g., probation, incarceration, 
financial renumeration) with therapy. Penalties, when chosen 
appropriately to fit the severity of the crime, provide the 
necessary impetus to avoid the future commission of crimes. 
Therapy, in this instance, can capitalize on the motivation 
for change created by the penalty. Thus, this researcher 
does not argue for the supremacy of therapy or penalties in 
deterring crime, but finds the two can be combined 
effectively. 
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Idea Attribution: 
Differences between High and Low ACT Subjects 

ABSTRACT 

Gordon L. Timothy 
Ricks College 

Rexburg, Idaho 83440 

Seventeen subjects, nine with high ACT and eight with low 
ACT scores, rated eight provided ideas on a scale from one 
to nine on ten provided polar attributes. ANOVA showed that 
high and low ACT groups differed in the degree in which they 
attributed ideas with being growth producing/stagnant (F = 
6.95, p < 0.009), and enlightening/confusing (F = 8.19, p < 
0.005). Ideas were shown to be significantly different on 
six of the ten attributes (from F = 3.32, p < 0.003 to F = 
9.33, p < .0001). Two primary factors accounting for 81% 
of the variance: 1. (+/- value) eigenvalue = 5.68, 56.8%; 
2. (complexity) eigenvalue = 2.44, 24.4%. Clusters, four of 
attributes and three of ideas were identified. 

INTRODUCTION 
The postulates and corollaries of George Kelly's (1955) 
theory of Personality have a great deal of logical appeal 
and credibility. The research done using Kelly's postulates 
and corollaries has been voluminous. Topics studied widely 
include personality development and behavioral change (Maher, 
1965; Adams-Webber, 1979; Bonarius, Holland, & Rosenberg, 
1981; Mancuso & Adams-Webber, 1982), interpersonal communi
cation (Duck, 1977; Slater, 1976, 1977), business applica
tions such as management, vocational guidance, and training, 
(Beck & Cox, 1980; Stewart & Stewart, 1981), and fields in 
education such as teacher evaluation, student evaluation, 
raising perceptual awareness, educational enquiry, teacher 
training, cu~riculum development, and inter-personal negotia
tions (Shaw & Keen, 1983; Schank & Abelson, 1977, Osgood, 
Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957; Tyler, 1983; Attneave, 1959; Pope 
and Keen, 1981). Even with these areas being explored, 
little has been done to extend the application of Kelly's 
postulates to the area of cognition and learning. Since 
Personal Construct Psychology has been labeled a cognitive 
theory of personality, suchan extension is important. 

It is reasonable to believe that as ideas or rules have 
identity they will be construed with both roles and attri
butes in the person's construct system similar in form, 
principle and dynamics to those used with people (Adams
Webber, 1979). Constructions and anticipations made about 
an idea, its effects, changes it may undergo,etc. could 
limit how a person acts on, learns, accepts, validates, 
applies, organizes, or values that idea. 
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The present study had two purposes: 1. Do ideas differ by 
attributed qualities that may be tested by a repertory grid? 
2. Do students with low and high ACT scores differ in the 
ways they attribute idea qualities. 

METHOD 
Subjects were asked to rate from one to nine each idea on 
each construct, with one pole or extreme of the attributes 
or constructs as a rating of one and the other pole or 
extreme as a rating of nine, with other numbers representing 
ratings between the extremes. 

Instrument development 
A repertory grid supplying both elements (ideas) and constructs 
(bi-polar attributes) was created. Eight specific ideas and ten \ 
constructs or polar at~ibutes identified from elicited student 
answers to the Idea Repertory Inventory (Timothy, Note 1) were 
selected to represent attitudes about courses, teachers, 
materials, and personal ability. 

Subjects 
Twenty six subjects, volunteer members of a psychology course 
given extra credit for research participation were given the 
repertory grid. Subjects were divided into groups based on 
their ACT composite scores. The average at the selected 
school was 16. The high ACT group consisted of nine students 
with composite ACT scores of 20 and above. The low ACT group 
included eight students with composite ACT scores of 14 and 
below. Nine subjects with composite ACT scores of 15-19 
were not used. 

Analysis 
Ten two-way analyses of variance were done, one for each 
attribute pair, using the ANOVA procedure on Statistics with 
Finesse@ (1985). Comparisons were made of high and low ---
groups, ideas, and interactions. A significance level of 
p < .01 was deemed acceptable with this exploratory research. 

A principal components analysis used PRIFAC (Brown, Williams 
and Barlow, 1984). The factor loadings from the analysis 
were used to plot the factors and the attributes on a two 
dimensional scale ·(see figure one), using the main factors 
as the center and perpendicular dimensions. The plot was 
rotated and flipped as necessary to enhance visual groupings 
of factors without changing the relationships. The ideas 
and subjects were also plotted on the same dimensions for 
comparison and clustering. 

Clusters were identified by reasonable proximity on the two 
dimensional scale. Brown, Williams, & Barlow (1984) and 
Pope & Keen (1981) have discussed the theoretical, logical, 
and mathematical reasoning in such analysis. 
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Table 1 
Summary of ANOVA results. 

Attribute Factors DF ss F-RATIO Significance 
Theoretical/ Ideas 7 24.10 3.65 .002 
Practical ACT group 1 4.85 0.73 n.s. 

Interaction 7 7.08 1.07 n.s 
Residual 120 6.61 

Hard/Easy Ideas 7 6.94 1. 57 n.s. 
ACT group 1 4.25 0.96 n.s. 
Interaction 7 1. 00 0.22 n.s. 
Residual 120 4.43 

Complicated/ Ideas 7 6.60 1. 29 n.s. 
Simple ACT group 1 12.94 2. 54 n.s. 

Interaction 7 1. 38 0.27 n.s 
Residual 120 5.10 

Technical/ Ideas 7 15.51 2.22 n.s. 
General ACT group 1 5.78 0.83 n.s. 

Interaction 7 5.69 0.81 n.s. 
Residual 120 6.99 

Abstract/ Ideas 7 26/08 3.48 • 002 
Concrete ACT group 1 1.04 0.14 n.s. 

Interaction 7 6.16 0.82 n.s. 
Residual 120 7.50 

Enlightening Ideas 7 11.54 2.21 n.s. 
/Confusing ACT group 1 42.75 8.19 .005 

Interaction 7 1. 76 0.34 n.s 
Residual 120 5.22 

Helpful/ Ideas 7 21.65 4.19 .0006 
Hurtful ACT group 1 19.50 3.78 .05 

Interaction 7 3.00 0.58 n.s. 
Residual 120 5.16 

Growth Prod. Ideas 7 23.86 4.75 .0002 
/Stagnant ACT group 1 34.95 6.95 .009 

Interaction 7 1. 68 0.33 n.s. 
Residual 120 5.03 

Challenging/ Ideas 7 17.90 3.32 .003 
J. Happens ACT group 1 4.68 0.87 n.s. 

Interaction 7 5.49 1. 02 n.s. 
Residual 120 6.04 

Good/Bad Ideas 7 39.04 9.33 .0001 
ACT group 1 4.00 0.96 n.s. 
Interaction 7 2.74 0.66 n.s. 
Residual 120 4.18 
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RESULTS 
An ova 
The analysis of variance showed significant differ-
ences between ideas on six of the ten attributes. These 
attributes were theoretical/practical (F = 3.65, p = .002), 

.abstract /concrete {F = 3.48, p = .002), help/hurt (F = 4.19, 
p = .001), growth producing/ stagnant (F = 4.75, p = .0002), 
challenging/just happens (F = 3.32, p = .003), and good/bad 
(F = 9.33, p = .0001) (see table 1). 

The analysis of variance also showed significant differences 
between the high and low ACT groups on two of the ten attri
butes, enlightening/confusing (F = 8.19, p = .005) and 
growth producing/stagnant (F = 6.95, p = .009). Examination 
of the means showed that these differences were in degree 
rather than in direction of attribution. 

None of the attributes had a significant interaction between 
ideas and the ACT groups. 

Prifac 
Two main factors accounted for 81% of the variance 
among the factors (see figure 1 and table 3). Factor one 
had an eigenvalue of 5.68, accounting for 56.8% of the 
variance, and factor two had an eigenvalue of 2.44, account
ing for 24.4% of the variance {see tables 2 and 3). 

Table 2 
Factor Loadinqs Matrix 

Attributes Factor 1 
Theoretical/Practical -0.8221 
Hard/Easy -0.1444 
Complicated/Simple -0.6294 
Technical/General -0.6455 
Abstract/Concrete -0/6016 
Enlightening/Confusing 0.8317 
Helpful/Hurtful 0.9258 
Growth prod./stagnant 0.9200 
Challenge/just happen 0.7150 
Good/Bad 0.9486 

Table 3 

Factor 2 
-0.2723 

0.8855 
0.6996 
0.6016 
-0.5033 
-0.3197 

0.0900 
0.1802 
0.5745 
0.0377 

Communalities 
0.7500 
0.8049 
0.8855 
0.7786 
0.6152 
0.7939 
0.8651 
0.8788 
0.8413 
0.9013 

Eigenvalues and Percent of variability Accounted for 

EIGENVALUES 
PERCENT EIG. 

FACTOR 1 
5.6774 
56.7736 

FACTOR 2 
2.4372 
24.3717 81.1453 

The factor loadings for ideas, attributes, and high and low 
ACT groups were plotted on a two dimensional surface and the 
plot was flipped over and rotated 96 degrees to enhance 
meaningful visual comparisons of the factor loadings (see 
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tables 2, 3, and 4, and figure 1). 

Four clusters of attributes were identified. The first 
cluster included good, growth-producing, helpful and prac
tical as opposed to bad, stagnant, hurtful, and theoretical. 
A second cluster, perpendicular to the first factor, was 
hard as opposed to easy. A third cluster, between hard and 
bad, included complicated, technical, and confusing as 
opposed to simple, general, and enlightening. The fourth 
cluster, between hard and good, included challenging and 
concrete as opposed to just happen and abstract. 

Table 4 
Factor Scores 

Idea/Group/Interaction • 
Problems are Solvable 
Teachers try to help students 
I am capable 
Knowing is better than guessing. 
Books have all the answers. 
That which is written is true. 
Some ideas are better than others. 
Achievement comes through work. 

High ACT 
Low ACT 

FACTOR 1 
-0.0293 

0.8429 
0.8438 
0.3129 
-1.3878 
-1.5871 
-0.2940 
1.1831 

-0.3493 
0.3620 

Hi X Problems are Solvable. -0.0554 
Hi X Teachers try to help students. 0.0000 
Hi X I am capable. 0.4533 
Hi X Knowing is better than ••• 1.2810 
Hi X Books have all the answers. 0.5857 
Hi X That which is written is true. 1.1334 
Hi X Some ideas are better than ••• -0.1252 
Hi X Achievement comes through work. 0.8051 

Lo X Problems are Solvable. 
Lo X Teachers try to help students. 
Lo X I am capable. 
Lo X Knowing is better than ••• 
Lo X Books have all the answers. 
Lo X That which is written is true. 
Lo X Some ideas are better than .•• 
Lo X Achievement comes through work. 

-1.7003 
-1.0356 
-2.0130 
-1.1074 
-0.6159 

0.0680 
0.6775 
1.7518 

FACTOR 2 
1. 3481 

-0.9437 
-0.6454 
0.8842 

-0.3392 
0.1742 

-1.4191 
1.0329 

0.2776 
-0.2872 

1.2444 
1.4645 

-0.7205 
-1.1947 
-0.0289 
-1.3387 

1. 7035 
-0.0375 

-0.0188 
-0.7001 

0.6169 
-0.3233 
-1.8049 
-0.9850 

1. 2282 
0.8128 

Three clusters of ideas were also identifiable. "Books have 
all the answers" and "that which is written is true" were 
clustered near bad, hurt, static, and theoretical. The 
ideas "I am capable," 11 teachers try to help," and "some 
ideas are better than others 11 clustered near easy. Finally, 
the ideas 11 problems are solvable, 11 11 knowing is better than 
guessing, .. and 11 achievement comes through work 11 clustered 
between good and hard. 
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It is interesting that the direction of the group mean 
differences were reversed on two of the ideas. Even though 
differences were not significant, "some ideas are better 
than others" and "problems are solvable," tended more to the 
easy end, while still being less on the good side for high 
ACT as compared to the low ACT subjects. 

The factor analysis was repeated including the subjects, and 
the results were plotted to identify clusters of subjects 
(see figure 2). While clusters of subjects were found, no 
other information is available about the subjects to render 
these clusters meaningful. 

DISCUSSION 
The hypothesis that ideas may be differentiated by attribu
tions was supported by the results. Ideas used were treated 
as different entities by the subjects. The attributes used 
did classify, differentiate and identify idea groups. 

The first primary factor may be called evaluative, and the 
second complexity. Similar main factors occur on many 
personality repertory groupings. This finding would suggest 
that learners treat ideas much as they do people, with 
stereotypic attribution playing a major role in deciding 
which ideas one will seek out and which one will get to know 
well. This finding has implications for learning and teach
ing processes and theories of instruction. Evaluation as a 
primary factor in dealing with ideas is in harmony with 
Guilford's (1967) structure of the intellect, and is disson
ant with the hierarchical aspects of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy. 

Low and high ACT students significantly on two of the 
attributes, helpful/hurtful, and growth producing/stagnant 
in degree, but not in kind of attribution. Low ACT students 
were more positive in their attribution on these two attri
butes than the high ACT students. This finding suggests 
that high ACT subjects are more skeptical than low ACT 
students. This finding raises new questions. Since there 
was no interaction between ideas and ACT scores, the diff
erences between the groups are not dependent on the ideas. 
Are the differences developmental, rather than typological? 
Will the differences be consistent with other groups? Are 
high ACT subjects more pessimistic about ideas than low 
ones? A post hoc examination of the data indicates that a 
sign test would be significant in the affirmative. More 
data needs to be gathered on these points. 

Differences in ACT groups were minor. More important 
attribution differences may be identified by comparing other 
groups, such as high and low grade point averages, varying 
occupations and major choices, styles of learning and 
teaching, developmental levels, and age groups. More 
specific comparisons on individual ideas and attributes in 
varying combinations should be done. 
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Figure 1. Plot of Attributes (smell dots)~ Idees (filled circles) 
High ond Low ACT groups ond Group X Ideo Interaction (circles). 
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NOTES 
1. Timothy, G.L. (1968). Unpublished pilot study. Rexburg: 
Ricks College. 
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COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY: AN APPROACH TO INDIVIDUALS 
IN GROUPS AS EFFECTIVE DECISION MAKERS 

Warren Watson, Dept. of Management 
Joe Doster, Dept. of Psycho 1 ogy 

North Texas State University 
Den ton, Texas 76203 

The effectiveness of decision-making in groups will depend in part on 
individual's ability to acquire information from others. One crucial 
individual variable which has been shown to be a determinant of effective 
decision-making is a cognitive complexity dimension. The Kellyan Personal 
Construct view of cognitive complexity in terms of individual's levels of 
differentiation and integration was used for individual measures. A 
discriminant analysis was conducted to evaluate the extent to which individual 
differences in cognitive complexity was predictive of group levels of 
performance. Individuals with higher differentiating scores and abstracting 
abilities were members of higher performing groups. Implications for future 
research are given. 

Individuals participating in small group decision making are involved in 
the interdependent functions of information acquisition, information 
processing, and subsequent decision making (Stager, 1967). The effectiveness 
of an individual's decision-making in groups will depend in part on his 
abilities of acquiring information from others. Some of this ability of 
acquisition will be determined by the manner in which an individual construes 
differences among others .in his or her environment. That is, to what extent 
can an individual discriminate differences among others in order to develop 
the most appropriate strategy for acquiring inform at ion regarding the task at 
hand? 

One crucial individual variable which has been shown to be a determinant 
of effective decision-making is a conceptual complexity dimension (Schroder, 
Driver, & Streufert, 1967). This cognitive complexity construct is a function 
of the extent of differentiation along which stimuli are ordered and the 
schemata with which the differentiated dimensions of information are organized 
(Landfield, 1971). Individuals who process information through use of little 
differentiation of stimuli and little organization of the dimensions of 
information are described as having a low cognitive complexity level. 
Individuals who process information through use of many differentiated 
dimensions and a substantial organization of these dimensions are described as 
having a high cognitive complexity level. 

The ability to differentiate differences among others and to have a 
schemata for integrating the perceived differences would en ab 1 e an individual 
to be more sensitive to group members' ways of thinking, feeling, and valuing 
(Landfield, 1979). Even if a group member disagrees with other members, there 
will be less frustration because of a more complex view of others rather than 
viewing them simply as an obstacle. Individuals who uti 1 ize a more 
cognitively complex interepretation of other members could take better 
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advantage of the variety of resources available. 

One advantage more highly cognitively complex individuals may have is 
devel opnent of more appropriate strategies for communicating with others. In 
being ab 1 e to effectively differentiate anong important others with a schemata 
for integrating these differences, an individual could lessen defensiveness 
and facilitate acquiring information for decision making. The focus of this 
research effort will examine this cognitve complexity issue regarding 
effective decision making in small groups. 
HI: Individuals evaluated as high in cognitive complexity regarding their 
communication toward others will participate in more effective decision making 
groups than will individuals evaluated as low in cognitive complexity. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Thirty graduate call ege students { 20 males, 10 females) served as 
subjects in this study and were recruited from graduate org ani zat ional 
behavior cl asses. Subjects were informed that the study involved personal 
information concerning their relationships with family members and other 
acquaintances, and that, if they were uncomfortable, they could choose not to 
participate in the study. All subjects participated. 

Decision-making effectiveness. At the beginning of the organizational 
behav 10r course, students were assigned to permanent groups of a heterogeneous 
nature regarding academic background (Michael sen, Watson, Crag in & Fink, 
1982). Final course evaluations resulted from individual input and group 
projects. In order to evaluate students' preparation over assigned readings, 
a series of six standardized mini-tests were administered at a relatively even 
sequence over the semester. The mini- test procedure (Michaelsen, Watson, and 
Shrader, 1985) consisted of a series of six objective tests (approximately 18 
items each) that covered the assigned readings. First, each individual in the 
class took the test independently, the answer sheets for these tests were 
collected, and then each group collectively answered the s~e questi~ns.during 
a face-to-face discussion. Since individual completed the1r tests w1th1n a 10 
minute time 1 imit, groups were given only 5 minutes to answer the same 
questions. Thus, individuals were familiar with the items and groups had the 
decision-making tasks of acquiring information from each other regarding item 
alternatives and selection of the correct response. The group score was given 
to each individual in his or her group. There were a total of ten groups. 
The summation of these six standardized group tests were our measure of group 
effectiveness. 

Cognitive Complexity. Landfield's modification (1971, 1977) of Kelly's 
(1955) Role Construct Repertory Test (Rep Test) was used to elicit each 
subject's cognitive representations relative to selected family members and 
other acquaintances. 

Procedure 

At approximately three months into the four month semester the Rep Test 
was administered for one and one-half hours. The Rep Test Response Sheet is a 
matrix of 15 columns and 15 rows. Above the columns,~ enter the names of 
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15 family members and othe acquaintances. These relationships become the 
basis for a series of planned comparisons across rows in which Ss describe 
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how they communicate similarly toward the two designated targetpersons (e.g., 
11 0penly11

) and differently toward a third target person (e.g., 11 defensively'). 
These bipolar constructs become descriptive endpoints for 13-point rating 
seal es ( -6 to 0 to +6) that are entered adjacent to each row. The cells of 
the matrix are completed when Ss employ each of the 15 bipolar constructs to 
rate each of the 15 target persons across all rows. 

Measurement of Cognitive Complexity Variables. The differentiation 
measure of Ss cognitive complexity was the Functionally Independent 
Construct Score ( FIC) (Landfield 1971; 1976; 1977). Although by instruction, 
the Rep Test el icts 15 separate persons and 15 separate constructs, the FIC 
score (range from 2 to 30) is a statistical examination and estimate of fusion 
versus differentation anong targ~t persons and anong interpersonal concepts 
with regard to Ss's representational system. 

The measure of integration of concepts is an Ordination score (Ord) 
(range 0 to 60) with higher scores indicating greater hierarchical 
organization. Whereas FIC scores are based on the degree of differentiation 
between target persons and between concepts, Ord scores evaluate the extent to 
which Ss order acquaintances within an interpersonal concept or order these 
constructs in relation to an acquaintance using different levels of 
meaningfulness. 

Additional variables examined from the 13-point rating scales (15 rows) 
were percentage of scores to the left of the zero (left side scores), 
percentage of scores to the right of the zero (right side scores), and the 
percentage of zeros chosen. Left side scores utilize constructs describing 
Ss ability to abstract similarities in their manner of communicating toward 
the two target persons. The right side scores are considered less meaningful 
in that Ss supply contrasts to the left side constructs on the matrix. Zero 
scores indicate that the specified set of constructs are not considered 
applicable for the target person. Individuals who give higher differentiation 
scores tend to have higher percentages of scores on the 1 eft si de and fewer 
zero scores and right side scores. 

Category Constriction scores for rows and columns of the matrix were 
tabulated. Category constriction was scored for a column or for a row 
whenever a row or column was rated with the same scale number at least eifht 
times and one other row or column is rated with the same seal e nt.mber at east 
three times; or one row or column is rated with the same seal e nunber at 
least eleven times (Landfield, 1979). Category Constriction scores indicate 
excesswe use of certain rating scale points regardless of where on the scale 
it occurs. 

RESULTS 

Ss responses to the Rep Test were analyzed using a multiple 
discriminant analysis (p = .002) with high and low group mini-test total 
scores as the criterion (Nie, 1983). The top one-third scores were 
considered to be a grade of excellent, while the lower two-thirds scores were 
considered good to acceptable. The dividing point was a cumulative group 
score of 90 points. Six of the cognitive complexity variables significantly 
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discriminated between high and low c1.111ul ative group test scores (See Table 1). 
The six variables demonstrated a moderately strong degree of separation 
(Wilk's Lamba = .43) and a canonical correlation of .75. 

TABLE 1 
Means and Wilk's Lambda Results 

for Significant Cognitive Complexity Predictors 
of Group Decision-Making Effectiveness 

Cognitive Complexity Y•s of•tndividuals in Y•s of Individuals in Wilk's 
Measures Higher Performing Groups Lower Performing Groups Lambda 

(N=10) (N=20) 

FIC Scores 7.50 5.43 .BO 
(Constructs) 

% of Left 53.88 45.14 .67 
Side Scores 

% of Right 33.25 42.14 .60 
Side Scores 

% of Zero 11.50 35.52 .54 
Scores 

Constriction Scores 5.50 3.57 .47 
(Target Individuals) 

FIC Scores 6.00 5.66 .43 
(Target Individuals) 

A comparison of group test score means shows which cognitve complexity 
variables had the greatest relationship to group decision-making. Variables 
with higher means in the high scoring groups relate to decision-making 
effectiveness (more accurate responses to test items) (See figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1 · 
Graphs of Multiple Discriminant Analysis Results 
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Individuals in the higher scoring groups were classified at 100% accuracy and 
individuals in the lower scoring groups were classified at a 90% accuracy (2 
cases in the lower performing groups were misclassified) with an overall 
classification accuracy of 93.33% (See Table 2). 

Group Performance 
Level 

High 

Low 

TABLE 2 
Multiple Discriminant Analysis 

Classification Results 

No. of 
Cases 

10 

20 

Predicted Group Membership 
High Performance Low Performance 

100% 

10% 

0.0% 

90% 

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 93.331 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This research effort examined how individual's levels of cognitive 
complexity related to decision-making effectiveness. The focus of the 
cognitive complexity assessment was on person's abilities to describe their 
style of communicating to others.. That is, to what extent would their ability 
to differentiate among others and to organize these dimensions relate to 
effectiveness of decision-making groups? The hypothesis of the study stated 
that individuals evaluated as having higher levels of cognitive complexity 
regarding communication styles toward others would constitute more effective 
group decision-making. 

The hypothesis was confirmed. Individuals assessed as having higher 
scores on several cognitive complexity measures were members of groups that 
chose significantly more correct responses on standardized group tests. Ss 
were members of the same group over a four month period and six standardized 
group tests were administered over equal intervals during the time 
period. 

Individuals in more effective decision-making groups had significantly 
higher differentiation scores {FIC) for both persons and constructs on their 
REP test grids. Higher FIC scores for people indicated that these Ss view 
the fifteen persons on the REP test as being more distinctly different from 
each other than Ss with lower FIC scores. The higher FIC scores for 
constructs indicated that these Ss use of the descriptors they supplied were 
more distinctly different from each other than Ss with lower FIC scores for 
constructs. Those persons showing greater tendencies in differentiating their 
communication toward others were members of more effective decision-making 
groups. 

In addition to higher FIC scores, Ss who were members of more effective 
groups had a significantly higher percentage of scores on the left side of the 
REP test grid and a lower percentage of zero scores. Left side scores 
indicate more of an abstracting ability by providing descriptions of 
similarities of communicating with the two target persons on each row of the 
grid. Right side scores are simply contrasts to the left side descriptions. 
Zero scores show that the constructs supplied did not apply to a target 
person. Thus, Ss with higher abstracting abilities regarding their 
communication approach toward others made up more effective decision-making 
groups. 

In this social psychological examination of the relationship of Ss's 
individual differences in cognitive complexity to group decision:making, the 
hypothesis was confirmed. The group decision-making task was to collectively 
select correct responses on standardized group tests administered over six 
points in time. The time 1 imit on each test was brief (five minutes), 
therefore, information acquisition from group members, the processing of the 
information, and the decision cmong choices was conducted in a very intensive 
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manner. Ss who were more differentiated in their communication approach 
toward others and who showed greater abstracting abilities were members of 
groups who were more effective decision-makers over time. 

A rather interesting finding was that individuals in the more effective 
groups had higher column constriction scores than members of the lower 
performing groups. Higher column constriction scores indicate a greater use 
of the same scale number on the grid for target persons. One interpretation 
could hinge on the fact that a great deal of information acquisition and 
processing took place in a brief amount of time and, therefore, members viewed 
others as occupying certain roles in order to complete the task. Since the 
REP test was administered toward the end of a four month semester in which the 
work was very task oriented, a "tightening" of the constructs caul d have begun 
(Fransella, 1980). Ross (1985) stated that excessive use of certain rating 
scale points cannot validly as a measure of constriction as discussed but 
could represent a form of consistency in the ratings. This finding is not 
clear within the differentiation and integration assumptions, but the result 
caul d illustrate an additional aspect of cognitive complexity. Further 
research is needed for clarification. 

The trend in the study showed that individuals indicating greater 
differentiation c:mong others and greater abstracting abilities were members of 
more effective decision-making groups. The differentiation and abstracting 
perspective was individuals' communication strategies toward others. 
Individuals showing higher 1 evel s of cognitive complexity regarding their 
communication strategies were members of the most effective decision-making 
groups. 

This examination of the relationship of individual •s cognitive 
complexity on group decision making focuses on one decision-making context. 
Follow research should include cognitive complexity measures soon after the 
time of group formation as well as toward the end of the group• s 1 ife span. 
In addition to cognitive complexity measures over time, utilizing different 
tasks would broaden understanding of individual •s decision-making processes. 
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